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Preface
This book is the result of an ambitious plan that started with a simple news paper article. An article
about the underwater cabinet meeting of the council of Maldives to highlight the climate change
threats, drew my attention. By reading more about the atoll islands and the Maldives I realized
that those countries are third world countries with huge development challenges. In this lied the
fundament of this landscape architectonic thesis. For me it was a challenge to make a community
that has huge environmental and development problems, aware of climate adaptation. But it was
also a dream to work, to help and to use my landscape knowledge in a third world country. I think it
shows that landscape architecture has the potential to widen the horizon. I would like to challenge
landscape architects to use their extensive knowledge on landscape and development in third world
countries.
For this thesis I would like to thank my supervisors Rudi van Etteger, Ingrid Duchhart and Gijs van
den Boomen for their support and their feedback. Without them it was impossible to make a report
like this.
But without the help of one particular person it was impossible to do this thesis. Therefore special
thanks to Ibrahim Mohamed of the Environmental Protection Agency in Male’ for his help. I am
very grateful that he gave me the opportunity to realize my dream and to help the community of
Hulhumeedhoo.
I also would like to thank the NH Bosch Foundation for their financial support.
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Then there are some people in Maldives who I would like to thank. First I would like to thank Mohammed and Fatima with their children and Shiham and his wife and daughter for their care, hospitality and help. I wish you all the best for the future. Then thanks to Shaffaf and Shiham, the MEC
and the employees of Hi-Energy with their help to organize the workshop in such a short time frame.
Furthermore I would like to thank Milza, Nahida, Shiruhaan, Zameera and Zeeniya for their organizing and facilitating work. Without them we couldn’t conduct the workshop. Then the participants
have made this workshop successful. Therefore I would like to thank Fathmath Nashath, Suaid Mohamed, Ibrahim Fairooz, Shamsiyya Waheed, Mohamed Khussan, Abdulla Waseem, Aishath Afrah,
Mariyam Navaal, Thaarif Latheef, Rifath Abdulla, Asiya Naseem, Sadhuna Saeed, Afrooza Thagiyyu,
Nazath Shafeeg, Kulsoom Mohamed Iameel, Safoora Ibrahim, Aminath Sharoona Moosa, Fareedha
Moosa, Rahuma Zahir and Nadhiya Hassan.
Finally there are some people close to me which have been very important to me in the last year.
Thanks to my parents, brother and sister who are always there for me. Two months in Maldives has
realized me I feel most at home in Doesburg. Also my thanks and love go to Gerdien. I am very happy
with you, your love, your understanding, your support and your help. I am glad that you have visited
me in Maldives so we share this experience together.
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Summary
chapter 1

Atoll islands, low lying islands on top of a circular coral reef, have limited development options and
are extremely vulnerable to sea level rise and other climate threats. The islands must become resilient in which sustainable development and climate adaptation is combined to protect the islands
against environmental, socio-economic and climate change hazards. But an approach that combines
sustainable development with climate adaptation at the local island scale is missing. The main question of this thesis is ‘how how can sustainable development of small atoll nations form a base for
climate adaptation in such a way it is applicable for local island inhabitants?’.

chapter 2

The thesis comes up with an ecological design approach that is landscape based, contains design
aspects with a focus on nature, ecology and natural processes and it will incorporate the local community. First a theoretical research is undertaking in which a concurrent mixed method strategy is
applied to come up with a theoretical approach. Then a pilot project is elaborated, of the island of
Hulhumeedhoo in Addu Atoll, south of Maldives, to test the theoretical approach. The approach is
also elaborated in design ideas. Finally the two phases are discussed with help of a sequential mixed
methods strategy. This will lead to a revised approach.

chapter 3

Literature study, map studies and statistical analyses on atoll islands have shown that atoll islands
differ from each other. A typology of atoll islands has been made. Five types can be distinguished.
(1) extremely high urbanized islands, like the capital of Maldives, which are fully artificial and transformed islands; (2) high urbanized islands, which are still natural but fully occupied by humans; (3)
partly urbanized islands, which are partly occupied by residences and agriculture; (4) resort islands
which focus totally on tourism; and (5) uninhabited islands, which are totally natural.

chapter 4

The problems these islands are facing are twofold. In the short term the development limitations
lead to specific development problems like poverty, shortage of food, waste pollution and a fragile
economy. This leads to overexploitation and in the long term to a high vulnerability to environmental threats, economic crises, food crises and diseases. In the long term climate change will affect life
on the islands. In the worst case scenario one meter of sea level rise will make atoll islands almost
disappear. So it is likely that atoll islands become uninhabitable by 2100, either by overexploitation,
either by a high climate change impact.

chapter 5

Sustainable development is needed to create adaptive capacity to respond to climate change. In
this way the community has the possibility to protect themselves. One general approach would be a
wrong one, since atoll islands differ strongly. Per island type a different approach is needed. For the
partly urbanized islands an approach is elaborated in this thesis. A participatory approach, based on
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two existing approaches, is made. The approach consists of a resilient island workshop and a preworkshop and post-workshop phase. The workshop results in a resilient island plan, several action
plans and an action group for implementation.
The island of Hulhumeedhoo in Addu Atoll, south of Maldives is used as a pilot project to test the
workshop approach. It is a large partly urbanized island, with two small villages, agricultural activity
and interaction with nearby resorts. The island is facing the above mentioned problems but also a
decreasing population, drug addiction, coastal erosion, flooding during heavy rain and mosquito
spreading diseases.

chapter 6

A workshop has been organized with the help of local Non Governmental Organizations. 20 participants have taken part in the workshop. They have worked together to identify problems and solutions. In the end a basic resilient island plan has been made, several action plans are made and an
action group is formed. After the workshop the action plans have been elaborated and the action
group has organized a community action day. On that day small coconut trees have been planted
at the coast to prevent coastal erosion. It became clear that during the workshop participants were
very active, but after the workshop their motivation went down rapidly.

chapter 7

The ten components of the resilient island plan have been elaborated in text, photo and some in a
local design. Elaborated in text are the awareness programs, a waste management system, home
compost making, a tree nursery, a coral nursery and some governmental policies. Elaborated in a
design are the improvement of public areas with the hospital and a street as example, the design of
an agroforestry system, the design of a swamp drainage and the design of a coastal defence for both
the lagoon side and the ocean side of the island.

chapter 8

The results of the workshop, compared with literature, showed that most of the steps are giving
satisfying results. To improve the workshop the training of facilitators must be better. Discussion of
the solutions shows that most of the problems are addressed, except for the sewerage problems
and the migration, and that most solutions contribute to both short term development and long
term climate adaptation. The implementation of the solutions after the workshop did not work out.
Motivation of the action group decreases rapidly. Furthermore governmental representatives did
not show up in the workshop. Conclusive can be said that the workshop was too much relying on
the responsibilities of the community. The government should have a greater role in the resilient
island approach. By this the implementation will have a greater change of success. Thus the workshop itself is satisfying but the post-workshop phase seems more important as the workshop. In this
way an approach for partly urbanized islands is made that creates resilient islands to environmental,
socio-economic and climate change threats.

chapter 9
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CH 1 - introduction

On the 17th of October 2009 the Maldives reached the news by having an underwater meeting
to highlight the severe danger this archipelago is facing. The whole cabinet, equipped with scuba
diving gear, signed a report 5 meters under water to illustrate that if the Copenhagen Climate Conference, held in December 2009, would not have a positive result, the Maldives will be drowned in
future (CNN, 2009).
Figure 1.1. Male´ - 17th October 2009 Underwater cabinet meeting to highlight
climate change issues (CNN, 2009)

With this action the president of Maldives, Nasheed, became famous among politicians and the
personification of the climate change problem the world is facing. The Maldives is a country that
consists totally out of atoll islands; islands on top of rims of coral reefs that enclose a lagoon. As
highlighted by the Maldivian government, atoll islands are extremely vulnerable to sea level rise
(Barnett and Adger, 2003, Lewis, 1990, Mimura et al., 2007, Roy and Connell, 1991, Woodroffe,
2007). But sea level rise is not the only problem those islands are facing.
This master thesis landscape architecture researches the effectiveness of a landscape architectonic
approach that deals with the problems a country as Maldives is facing. This chapter is used to introduce the various problems atoll island countries are facing and to clear the problem statement, final
goal of this thesis and main question. Therefore first atoll countries and their problems in general
will be described in photo and text. After, the importance of resilient islands is described followed,
by the research gap. Then the main research question and the aim of the thesis are given. This introductory chapter ends with the reading layout of this thesis.
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Photo essay Maldives

Figure 1.2. Soneva Gili resort, Kaafu Atoll
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Figure 1.3. Areal picture Male’, Kaafu Atoll
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Figure 1.4. Boat life, Male’, Kaafu Atoll
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Figure 1.5. Harbour, Male’, Kaafu Atoll
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Figure 1.6. Male’, Kaafu Atoll
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Figure 1.7. Power house, Thulusdhoo, Kaafu Atoll
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Figure 1.8. Coast, Thulusdhoo, Kaafu Atoll
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Figure 1.9. Waste management, Hulhumeedhoo, Addu Atoll
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Figure 1.10. Beach, Gan, Addu Atoll
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Problem assessment
Volcanic island

Volcanic island with reef ﬂat

Volcanic island with fringing reef

Atoll with atoll islands

Figure 1.11. Development of atolls
according to Darwin (1889)

What are atoll islands?

Development of atoll islands
Atolls are rims of coral reefs that enclose a lagoon. They are formed, according to observations of
Darwin (1889), by subsidence of an oceanic volcanic island, where fringing corals have been growing on the edge of the island (see picture 1.11). Only after fully subsiding of the volcanic island, an
atoll has been formed. The atoll islands have been developed on top of the atoll’s coral rims. The
islands are low laying, most of them only a few meters above sea level, and composed of unlithified
carbonate sand and gravel (Woodroffe, 2007).
Distribution of atolls
There are approximately 425 atolls in the world (Bryan Jr, 1953) and there are five nations consisting
totally out of atolls, the atoll island states; Kiribati, Maldives, The Marshall Islands and Tuvalu. Furthermore the nation of Tokelau is a self-administrating territory of New Zealand (CIA, 2009). Some
island nations, like Mauritius, Palau, The Federated States of Micronesia, French Polynesia or Seychelles, consist partly out of atolls. Other atolls are either uninhabited, like the British Indian Ocean
Territory, or belong to a bigger country, like Lakshadweep (India), Cook Islands (New Zealand), Cocos
Keeling Islands (Australia), Palmyra Atoll (US) or Midway Islands, Hawaii (US). Since coral grows
within a water temperature between 18 and 30 degrees Celsius (Veron, 2008), one can only find
atolls between 30 degrees South and 30 degrees North.
Characteristics of atoll islands
Atolls vary largely in size, topography and shape and the inhabitants differ in culture, historical
background and organization (Roy and Connell, 1991). Despite all these differences they have a set
of characteristics in common. First atoll islands have an elevation of only a few meters above sea
level. The unlithified sand and gravel is easily eroded, hence the building of higher land is almost
impossible. The nation of the Maldives is with its highest point of 2.4 meter above high sea level the
lowest country in the world.
Second, atoll islands lack sufficient resources. The availability of fresh water is under pressure (Kuruppu, 2009, White and Falkland, 2010) and building materials are scarce (Naseer, 1997). The sandy
soils are not fertile to grow vegetables and the terrestrial flora and fauna is low in species. The only
main resource is the sea with its coral reefs.
Third, atoll islands are extremely isolated. This makes them expensive for tourism and relying on
flight accessibility, and it results in high import costs.
Fourth, the coral reefs are the island’s most important resource. Moberg and Folke (1999) specified
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in their article 22 different goods and services that coral reefs produce. Especially the fishing industry as a renewable resource and the tourism industry as a social and cultural service, are of a great
contribution to the national economy (Cesar, 2000).
More information about the characteristics of atoll islands can be found in chapter three.

Short term problems

Figure 1.13. Aerial picture of Komandoo,
Maldives (GIS and Mapping Unit Maldives,
2010).

Development limitations
The atoll island characteristics have led and will lead in the short term to development limitations.
First of all, the economies of the atoll nations are depending strongly on tourism, however only a
selective group of inhabitants can benefit from it (Yahya et al., 2005). A one-sided economy is sensitive to economic crisis. Second, atoll countries are relying heavily upon import markets, especially
for food, construction materials, machinery and fuel (CIA, 2009). Import costs are a huge part of the
governmental expenditures. Third the population density is extremely high and still increasing. For
example on the Marshall Islands and the Maldives the urbanization rate is high (CIA, 2009) which
lead to overpopulated cities. And finally the living standard in atoll island nations is low. The average
income per capita is with a few thousand dollars per year relatively low, whereas the costs for food
and electricity are relative high due to its isolated position.
Development problems.
Those limitations in return lead to development problems. Three of them are described now. Since
islands are small, the fresh groundwater table is shallow and thin. There is a drink water shortage
on dense populated islands (Ibrahim et al., 2002). Second, population pressure lead to overexploitation of the few available resources because the population density exceeds the carrying capacity of
the islands (Rapaport, 1990). Finally since the last years, the production of waste has dramatically
increased and a waste disposal system is very costly for island states. Waste is dumped everywhere
and causes all kind of problems (Thaman et al., 2003).
Shortly atoll nations belonging to the group of third world countries. They are recognized by the UN
as Small Island Developing States (SIDS) and Kiribati, Maldives and Tuvalu are even recognized as
Least Developed Country (LDC).

Figure 1.14. Flowchart showing the relation
between short term problems, long term
problems and adaptive capacity.
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limitations
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Long term problems

Besides the above mentioned problems, the islands face more problems which are not eminent today but will have a great impact in future; climate change and a high vulnerability to environmental
and socio-economic threats.
High climate change impact
Climate change is like the sword of Damocles. It is an unknown threat, endangering atoll islands.
Its impact can be huge, leading to direct inundation and erosion of land. It has been calculated that
80% of Maldives is below one meter above main sea level (Khan et al., 2002). So one meter of sea
level rise can be disastrous for atoll islands. More storms will lead to temporary flooding and storm
damage. Additional, unsustainable landuse practices will increase the climate change impact. Climate adaptation is needed to weaken climate change impact and to react upon the changes.
High vulnerability to environmental and socio-economic threats
The current development problems and worldwide environmental hazards and socio-economic
threats in future are endangering life on atoll islands. Overpopulation and the production of waste
will result in soil and water pollution making the freshwater undrinkable, polluting the reefs and
swamp zones and poisoning the agricultural fields. There will be health problems and diseases outbreaks as well as killing of the rich marine life. The one-sided economy is sensitive to worldwide
economic crisis leading to more poverty. Also the attractive environment, the base for tourism, is
under pressure through the unsustainable landuse practice. Furthermore in countries as Maldives
the food production is not outreaching for the relative high population. A worldwide food crisis will
lead to food shortage and malnutrition.

Adaptive capacity

The level in which communities are able or capable to adapt to climate change is described with the
term adaptive capacity. Adaptive capacity is depending on three aspects; (1) economic factors, like
the availability of resources, as materials and money; (2) natural factors such as the ability of ecosystems to response to climate change; and (3) social aspects such as the availability of knowhow
and the awareness of the problem, its impact and solutions. But atolls island states have a very low
adaptive capacity, since they have this limited amount of resources, a fragile ecosystem and a small
scholar system (Brooks, 2003, Brooks and Adger, 2005, Smit and Wandel, 2006, Kuruppu, 2009). So
development is needed to create a base for adaptation.
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When no action is taken it is very likely that the problems presented above will make atoll islands
uninhabitable by 2100; either by the huge climate change impact, or through unsustainable landuse
practice and huge impacts of worldwide crisis. Improvements are needed today to give the islands
a future tomorrow. More information about the development problems and the climate change
problems can be found in chapter four.

The need for holistic approaches; resilient islands

Ecological theories on equilibrium and disturbance show that natural systems are never static but
survive through a dynamic but bounded equilibrium. This bounded equilibrium means that natural
systems can resist a disturbance within the range of its evolutionary experience. However, pushing
natural systems beyond its limits, results in a collapse of the system. Natural systems are especially
vulnerable when rare natural events happen during human induced disturbances (Karr, 2002). The
above presented future is such a collapse and very likely to happen. But it is not too late. Action is
needed now. The challenge is to create a desired possible future: the resilient island.
A resilient island would be an island that is in balance and can resists all kind of disturbances, from
climate change to diseases, from economic crisis to food crisis. The term resilience refers to “the
capacity of social system (e.g. an organization, city or society) to proactively adapt to and recover
from disturbances that are perceived within the system to fall outside the range of normal and
expected disturbances” (Comfort et al., 2010, p. 9). There exist several forms of resilience. Resilient
islands should be islands that have a social-ecological resilience. One that is transformable to future
changes.

Table 1.1. showing different concepts of
resilience (Comfort et al., 2010, p. 19)

Resilience concept

Characteristics

Focus

Context

Engineering resilience

Return time, eﬃciency

Recovery, constancy

Vicinity of a stable
equilibrium

Ecological / ecosystem
resilience

Ability to buﬀer capacity,
withstand shock, maintain
function

Persistence, robustness

Multiple equilibria, stability
landscapes

Social-ecological resilience

Interplay disturbance and
reorganization, sustaining
and developing

Adaptive capacity,
transformability, learning,
innovation

Integrated system feedback,
cross-scale dynamic
interactions

This resilience can be reached through a holistic strategy; one that combines sustainable development with climate adaptation.
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Sustainable development

As described above, atoll islands have several restraints, like limited resources, a remote location,
heavily depending on imports, and overpopulation. According to Kerr, these limitations have created a particular development profile: highly specialized economies, based around just a few export
markets and highly driven upon tourism; an economy dominated by primary and tertiary sectors;
and manufacturing is seldom a major activity (Kerr, 2005). The question is how to continue this
development in such a way future development is not limited, so how to sustain in the future? To
answer this question Beller et al. (1990) state ‘one must not only predict the long-term effects of
an action but also learn what values an island community believes that it should preserve, enhance
or exorcise for the next generation. This is not an easy exercise, given the mixed sets of values and
ambitions on every island, each set depending on the economic and ecological state of the island as
well as on the culture and history of its people’ (Beller et al., 1990, p. 16).
The IPCC gives a definition of sustainable development in their third assessment report (McCarthy et al., 2001, Annex B): “Sustainable Development is development that meets the needs of the
present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs”. This
broad definition is too general to understand the meaning of sustainable development for small
island states. Arndt (2006) is agreeing on this statements and sees especially difficulties when this
broad definition is applied to small scale situation. Therefore sustainable development can be defined as a development that in the long term preserve and enhance the present economic, ecologic
and social qualities of specific location. Arndt sees economical sustainability as sustainability which
is reached when the local economy is able to exist without external support and besides their production potency is used at its maximum. This does not mean a sustainable economy is static but
a constant changing process. Ecological sustainability is in Arndt’s view a society that is organized
in such a way natural capital is kept even, so the use of natural resources equals the recovery of
these resources. Finally social sustainability means preserving the human and social capital of a
community and offering an optimum quality for living (Arndt, 2006). The UN program of action for
the sustainable development of Small Island Developing States (United Nations, 2005) also takes
economic, social and environmental aspects into account and sees cultural diversity, together with
peace, security, human rights, and fundamental freedom as essential for sustainable development.
So sustainable development means social, economic and ecological development that does not
limit future development options. It creates a healthy and safe environment for the future that can
resist environmental and socio-economic threats. Furthermore it creates adaptive capacity needed
to face climate change.

Current generation

social development
social system

economic
development

ecological
development
ecological system

economic system

Sustainable
development

Future generation

Figure 1.15 Scheme showing the three
pilars of sustainable development (based
on Arndt, 2006)
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Climate adaptation versus climate mitigation

What is the importance of climate adaptation for small atoll nations?
According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), mitigation is called “An anthropogenic intervention to reduce the emission or enhance the sinks of greenhouse gases” (annex B,
McCarthy et al., 2001), which means mitigation is focusing on the causes of climate change on order
to reduce the negative effects.
On the contrary adaptation is defined by the IPCC as an “adjustment in natural or human systems
in response to actual or expected climatic stimuli or their effects, which moderates harm or exploits
beneficial opportunities” (annex B, McCarthy et al., 2001). Adaptation is thus focusing on the anticipation on the effects of climate change.
According to several authors it is important to do both, adaptation and mitigation. Tol is stating
(2007) that the more mitigation is done, the less adaptation is needed, but at the same time, the
more mitigation is done, less resources are left for adaptation. Policymakers should find the balance
between the investments done for mitigation and adaptation and the economic return of these
investments. But interest in adaptation to climate change was in 1998 already growing as it was increasingly recognized that some climate change has become inevitable even with significant mitigation (Pielke, 1998). Further, there can be important synergies between adaptation and management
of existing problems, and adaptation strategies can be much more effective as mitigation (Parry et
al., 1998). So the decision to choose for either mitigation, adaptation or a combination depends
strongly on the effectiveness of the strategies.

Table 1.2. showing the CO2 emissions for
the top 5 countries and several island states
(United Nations, 2009)

Nation

CO 2 emission in %
of world’s total

China

21.47

United States

20.23

Russian Federation

5.50

India

5.35

Japan

4.55

Ma ldives

< 0.01

Marshall Islands

< 0.01

Kiribati

< 0.01

Tuvalu

n.d.

Tokelau

n.d.

Federated States of Micronesia

n.d.
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To find out the balance between adaptation and mitigation on atoll islands, the contribution to the
reduction of greenhouse gasses in the atmosphere is sorted out. Is the contribution of atoll nations to the reduction of greenhouse gasses significant? To answer this question, the carbon dioxide
emissions of different countries are compared and listed in table 2. The CO2 emissions serve as an
indicator of how much reduction can be gained by mitigation. It becomes clear that the contribution of atoll nations is almost negligible compared to the more polluting countries, thus the effect
of mitigation in these nations will be almost zero. For this the focus in this thesis will be on climate
adaptation rather than climate mitigation.
The first chapter of the book Climate Change and Adaptation (Leary et al., 2008) describes nine adaptation lessons, based on the individual contributions to the book. Obvious is that all of those nine
lessons do not only count for climate adaptation, but also for sustainable development. Integration
is needed.

Integration of sustainable development and climate adaptation

Climate adaptation is sometimes seen as competing with the development needs of third world
countries. Development needs are immediate, progress is desired, the consequences of poverty are
observable and horrible, whereas climate change can be seen as a problem in the future, surrounded with uncertainties about the effects and consequences. Development strategies seem more urgent. But climate hazards are already present and threaten the goals of development. There is even
a strong complementarity between both climate adaptation and development strategies. A society
which is more climate-resilience, have a greater change in achieving development goals and are
thus more sustainable. Development can create better conditions for climate adaptation and integrating climate adaptation with sustainable development can yield synergistic benefits that progress
the goals of both strategies (Leary et al., 2008). A combination of both climatic and non-climatic
interventions should also decrease the potential of conflicts between those two interventions (Klein
et al., 2001). Lewis (1990) is stating that global warming is part of the natural environment and can
therefore not be separated from environmental management. Lewis argues further that strategies
that protect small islands against climate change must be incorporated in all social and economic
activities. According to Hay et al (2003) optimum solutions to protect islands in the Pacific Island
Region are those that “address the adverse impacts of present day climate variability (including
extreme events) and augment actions which would be taken even in the absence of climate change,
due to their contributions to sustainable development”. They state furthermore that interventions
should be a mix of short term climate adaptations and long term climate mitigations. The United
Nations wrote in their program of action for sustainable development of Small Island Developing
States (United Nations, 2005) that sustainable development is best achieved through the adoption
of integrated and holistic approaches at all levels.
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Sustainable development is necessary to fulfill the short term development needs of the community and to increase their adaptive capacity. Only then climate adaptation can be successful to secure
the future of atoll islands. An approach to do so is needed.

Research gap

It is hard to find applicable approaches in literature that combine climate adaptation with sustainable development. Mimura et al. (2007) researched that only a few ad hoc projects are available
but that general concepts are missing. Furthermore they stated that due to diversity in island types,
the most vulnerable systems must be identified, according to the island types. A more recent study
showed that in the last years only 24% of National Adaptation Plans of Action of development countries are clearly linked to Poverty Reduction Strategies, an essential linkage for combining short
term adaptation strategies with long term sustainable development (Hardee and Mutunga, 2010).
Kench et al (2003) showed that hard engineering solutions are now used without knowledge of
wave heights and shoreline dynamics and the used materials and constructions contravene standard measures.
In the Maldives a safer island concept is developed. This concept comprehends an island enlargement to create more room for living and social functions, an environmental protection zone, higher
grounds for fleeing and emergency evacuation buildings. So it aspires sustainable development and
adaptation to climate change. The drawback of this concept is the high prize of the construction,
which makes it only possible at some islands, and the static character of the construction. How
climate resistant are safer islands actually? And how applicable is this approach to less developed
islands and countries?
It seems that an approach that combines sustainable development with climate adaptation on the
local island scale does not exist yet.

Main question of the thesis

As shown above atoll islands are facing numerous problems, both climate related and development
related. To tackle those problems and to offer atoll islands possibilities to develop, resilient islands
are needed in which climate adaptation and sustainable development are combined. Some effort is
done so far, but an applicable approach on atoll island level does not exist yet. The main question
therefore is
“How can sustainable development of small atoll islands form a base for climate adaptation in such
a way it is applicable for local inhabitants?”

CH 1 - introduction

The aim of this thesis is twofold. Firstly this thesis will lead to a landscape architectonic based approach to sustainable development and climate adaptation applicable on atoll islands. This means
conserve the rich (marine) ecosystem and landscape, preserve a sustainable source of income and
enable inhabitants a place for living. Secondly the thesis will lead to a concrete elaboration of the
approach for an atoll island in the country of Maldives. This elaboration is in the sense of a design.
This design is illustrative to show the potency of the methodology and will serve as an inspiration
and vision for the local community.
In this way I hope this thesis can be of value for local inhabitants, stakeholders and politicians of atoll
islands and illustrates the potency of the field of landscape architecture in research and development of third world countries.

Reading outline

This thesis consists of three phases. They are shortly described here and elaborated in the next
chapter.

Phase one: theoretical research

Within the first phase a theoretical approach to sustainable development and climate adaptation is
derived. It starts in chapter two with an elaboration on the design paradigms and scientific worldview of the thesis including the research strategies and methods. In the third phase atoll islands are
researched to describe differences among islands. In the fourth chapter the problems introduced
above are extended to present two future scenarios for atoll islands. Finally in the fifth chapter the
knowledge of chapter two, three and four are combined to come to a landscape architectonic approach to sustainable development and climate adaptation.

Phase two: practical research

In the practical research phase the theoretical approach of phase one is tested in a pilot project.
In chapter six the pilot project, the island of Hulhumeedhoo, Addu Atoll in Maldives, is introduced.
After in chapter seven and eight the results of the pilot project are presented and elaborated in a
design. All elaborations are presented in maps, cross-sections, text and photo impressions.

Phase three: integration; discussion and conclusion

In the final chapter of this thesis the results of the practical research phase are discussed. How successful is the approach? Which adjustments are needed? And how applicable is the approach on
other atoll islands? This thesis is closed with a final conclusion.
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Summary
This part comprehends a theoretical research to derive a theoretical approach to sustainable
development and climate adaptation. It starts with a presentation of theories about landscape
design and scientific research to identify the phillosphy of this thesis and the approaches and
methods used in this thesis. In the third chapter atoll islands are described in detail to form an
island typology. In the fourth chapter the problems atoll islands are facing are detailed described.
Two likely scenarios for the future of Maldives are presented. Finally in the fifth chapter a
theoretical approach is presented based on the research presented in the other chapters.
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Summary
The thesis comes up with an ecological design approach that is landscape based, contains design
aspects with a focus on nature, ecology and natural processes and it will incorporate the local
community. The methods used in the thesis are rirst a theoretical research in which a concurrent
mixed method strategy is applied to come up with a theoretical approach. Then a pilot project is
elaborated, of the island of Hulhumeedhoo in Addu Atoll, south of Maldives, to test the theoretical
approach. The approach is also elaborated in design ideas. Finally the two phases are discussed
with help of a sequential mixed methods strategy. This will lead to a revised approach.
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This is a landscape architectural thesis, which means solutions to the introduced problems will be
researched from a landscape architectonic perspective. Further the aim of this thesis is to come up
with a landscape architectural approach. But what is landscape architecture actually? The International Federation of Landscape Architects (IFLA) gives a by the World Council approved definition of
landscape architecture (IFLA, 2003). They defined (p.1) ‘Landscape Architects conduct research and
advice on planning, design and stewardship of the outdoor environment and spaces, both within
and beyond the built environment, and its conservation and sustainability of development.’ So a
landscape architect is both a researcher as an adviser or designer and the focus is on both.
Landscape design
- design paradigm
- design approach
- design methods

Scientiﬁc research
- scientiﬁc worldview
- research strategy
- research methods

The way an adviser, now called the designer, or a researcher works (Creswell, 2009) involves three
aspects: (1) Paradigm; (2) approach; and (3) method.
Paradigm: a world view underlying the theories and methodology of a particular scientific subject
(Oxford Dictionary of English, 2010). It is the philosophy of the designer or researcher, built upon
past experiences, the things you read, you do and the people you meet.
Approach: a road leading up to a particular place or feature(Oxford Dictionary of English, 2010). So
it is the process or strategy that leads to the desired end result.

Landscape architectonic research

Figure 2.1. Interaction between landscape
design and scientific research leading to
landscape architectonic research.

Method: a particular procedure for accomplishing or approaching something(Oxford Dictionary of
English, 2010). Method and approach are close related but I consider a difference in which the approach is the whole process whereas the method is the tool or procedure used in one step of the
approach.
A scientist is driven by a specific knowledge claim, called the scientific world view, and is using specific strategies and methods. A professional landscape designer is driven by a design paradigm and
is also using specific approaches and methods. In landscape architectonic research they both mix.
This chapter is used to elaborate on both, the design paradigms and the scientific worldviews to explicit the philosophy of this thesis. Also the strategies and methods used in this thesis become clear
at the end of the chapter. First design paradigms and strategies are introduced separately, followed
by scientific worldviews and strategies. In the end the two will be mixed to find out the design and
scientific focus of this landscape architectonic research. Also the research approach and methods
are described.
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Landscape design

The way people design landscapes is depending upon three aspects
1)
Design paradigm, the philosophy of how to design
2)
Design approach, the process of design
3)
Design methods, tools that are used in every step of the design approach
Different design paradigms and approaches are presented below, in order of time to show how they
are linked. Methods are diverse and presented in the final section of this chapter.

1) Design paradigms

Landscape design has its origin in design of buildings. Already in the roman empire ‘designers’ wrote
about how to design and how to create good designs, although in relation to buildings and objects.
A famous writer, architect and engineer of which his work remains today was Vitruvius (born around
80 bcc and died around 15 bcc). He wrote the ten books on architecture in which he described town
planning aspects as well as architectonic rules, materials and engineering constructions. His most
famous quote is his utterance on conditions for well-designed buildings; firmitas, utilitas, venustas
(solid, useful and beautiful). Design in this sense continued until the renaissance. In the early renaissance architects like Alberti, Serlio and Palladio wrote comparable books, inspired by Vitruvius
(Kupers, 2009).
The oldest use of the word ‘landscape’ refers to a ‘region’, which was an urban area in the middle
ages. Since the fifteenth century, landscapes became object of paintings and the word was referring to a scenery of natural environment. Landscape was the unspoiled nature outside the cities.
The first perceptions and designs of ‘landscape’ emerged in the form of garden design. (Prominksi,
2004). The first garden designs were based on the architectonic rules of Vitrivius and Palladio, like
geometry, proportions and linearity as a contradiction to the unspoiled landscapes outside the city.
In the seventeenth century the perception of landscape changed. This can be seen in the way landscapes where painted as well as designed. Landscape became a landscape ideal which was imitated
in garden and landscape design. The so called landscape style, first emerged in England, later spread
all over Europe and the USA, consists of organic forms and landscape metaphors of ponds, hills,
view sheds and follies, architectonic elements exhibited in the park.
But this ideal of landscape was conflicting with the new industrial landscape in the twentieth century. At the beginning of the industrial revolution a modern society emerged in western countries
due to several social changes. According to Alofsin (2002) there were three major social changes
that led to the modern society. (1) Economic development, money and will to invest. (2) Industrial
revolution and the development of new materials, new construction techniques and methods and

Landscape design
- design paradigm
- design approach
- design methods

Scientiﬁc research
- scientiﬁc worldview
- research strategy
- research methods

Landscape architectonic research
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(3) the rise of science and the urge of objectivity. The change in the society resulted in changes in
artistic styles as well as design philosophies. The most well-known style was the modernism. Form
became an expression of the function and combined with new modern materials. Architecture became standardized and industrial technics were used.

Approach

Paradigm

Era

Century

Figure 2.2. Overview of the different design
paradigms and approaches in time
1500

1600

Renaissance

Classisisme / geometric design

Soon after, a new idea of landscape emerged, based on the continuous changing industrial landscapes. Piepmeier was responding to the changing landscape with a definition where landscape was
referring to a product of human actions incorporating all spaces where human influence can be noticed. Landscape will always be redesigned to meet the evolution of human possibilities (Piepmeier,
1980, in: Prominksi, 2004). Jackson (1984) is responding to the changing landscape by referring
to an open concept in time and space. Landscape is a collection, a system of human made spaces
on the earth, no matter which form or size. Landscape is always artificial, synthetic and open for
unpredictable changes, so never static. Human beings create landscape and need landscape while
it is the place where we establish our own organization of space and time. But Jackson warns us
as well: ‘When we see how we have succeeded in imposing our own rhythm on nature in the agricultural landscape, how we have altered the life cycle of plants and animals and even transposed
the seasons, we become aware of how dangerous a role we have assumed (…) depends on our
1700
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relinquishing this power to alter the flow of time and on our returning to a more natural order. But
the new ordering of time should affect not only nature, it should affect ourselves. It promises us a
new kind of history, a new, more responsive social order, and ultimately a new landscape’ (Jackson,
1984, p. 157).
The changing industrial landscapes did not led to new ideas about landscape only, also an environmental consciousness emerged. The roots of environmental awareness are already dating back to
the end of the nineteenth century, but it took till the 1970’s the ‘need to reconcile human objectives with the operation of natural ecosystems became general and influential upon the practice of
landscape design’ (Rogers, 2001, p. 482). In 1969 the well-known book of Ian McHarg, Design with
Nature, (1969) was published, which had a significant influence on the shift towards an ecological
paradigm. MacHarg wanted planners and designers not to see the earth as an exploitable resource
but as the source of life. He saw the work of landscape architects and planners go beyond developing a beautiful and pleasant scenery, arguing that there are far more important environmental
problems to deal with. The natural sciences became fundamental in his education, stating that ecology provides the single indispensable basis for landscape architecture and regional planning. going further in a scientifically based environmental approach to landscape design, he developed an
ecological design method.
So within the history of landscape architecture different design paradigms emerged, of which the
remnants are still present today or are followed nowadays (see figure 2.2). Four paradigms are still
dominating present landscape architecture: (1) classical geometric design; (2) landscape style; (3)
modernism and related post-modernism; and (4) ecological design.
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2) design approaches

Till the beginning of the twentieth century design approaches were seen as a form of trial and error,
sketching to find the right form, driven by strong architectonic rules. A design drawing was revised
over and over until the correct form was found (Jones, 1970). The modernization of the society, the
industrialization and the development of modern sciences let to new design approaches that seek
for more objectivity in the design process. In the 1950s the urge of objectivity reaches its climax
with mathematic, rational and systematic design approaches (see Aicher, 1975 and Alexander, 1963,
presented in Prominski). Alexander for example distinguishes four steps. In the first step all possible
demands are listed. In the second step the linkages between the demands are researched. Then
in the third step, a computer calculates possible groups of interaction and subgroups. Every group
and subgroup contains specific demands that are interrelated. In the last step for every subgroup
a design diagram can be made. All diagrams from the subgroups together form the design for the

4) design diagrams for each cluster
entire area

Figure 2.3. Rational approach of Alexander,
1963 (based on Prominski, 2004)
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whole area. Such mathematic approaches assume design problems are comparable and therefore
solutions are interchangeable and can be calculated through computers (see figure 2.3).
In the sixties the ecological design paradigm emerged (as presented above). This new paradigm put
landscape and its people central in design as well as in design processes. Landscape analyses was introduced as a base for landscape design. Objectivity was guaranteed by ensuing the design logically
from the landscape analyses phase. Such an ecological design approach is the living landscape of
Steiner (2000) in which landscape analyses of regional and local scales and community participation
are the base for landscape design. Another ecological or landscape based approach is presented
by Duchhart (Duchhart, 2007). She is introducing three clusters, of vision and conceptualisation, of
check and balance and of implementation, forming one iterative design process. Steps within each
cluster are iterative as well as the process as a whole. Outcomes of cluster three are revising the
outcomes of cluster two, as well as outcomes of cluster one (see Figure 2.4).

Cluster 3
Implementation
- development programmes
- action plans
- pilot projects
- implementation
- monitoring and evaluation

Cluster 2
Checks and balances
- detailed studies
- detailed designs
- landscape plan

Figure 2.4. Flowchart of the landscape
based design approach of Duchhart (based
on Duchhart, 2007)

Cluster 1
Vision and conceptualization
- vision
- problem statement
- landscape analyses
- objectives and goals
- constraints
- strategy
- conceptual landscape plan
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In the seventies Rittel and Webber introduced a new theory on design problems. Rittel and Webber
(1973, presented in Prominksi, 2004) used a definition that state that design and planning problems
are not benign problems, but wicked problems. These problems have no clear problem definition,
but the problem becomes clear in time; they have no clear goal, and the design task ends when time
or money are over; solutions are not true or false, but good or bad; there is no possibility for real life
testing; and every problem occurs just once.
Designing is a way of researching these wicked problems. Donald Schön’s ‘reflection in action’
(Schön, 1983) is an approach that is based on this wicked problem philosophy and the traditional
subjective ‘trial and error’. In his book he makes ‘learning by doing’ explicit. Based on analyses
of the design process of architects, engineers, managers, psychotherapists and town planners, he
found out that designing new phenomena is based upon experiences from the past and is helping
to build the designer’s repertoire. Also within the design process every step is reflected to the normative and theoretical knowledge of the designer. When a design step is satisfying, which means
corresponding to the knowledge of the designer, the designer goes to the next step and designs in
more detail. When the design step is not satisfying, not matching the designers criteria, he takes
a step back in the process. By this interaction a well-designed landscape should emerge. Presently
the reflective-in-action and ecological / landscape based design approaches are dominating the
landscape architectonic world.

Scientific research

Scientific research can be either quantitative, qualitative or using mix methods. In quantitative research the testing of objective theories by statistically examining the relation between variables
is used. It is a study based on ‘numbers’, guided by closed-ended research questions. Qualitative
research on the contrary is a research that explores the meaning of individuals or groups. Data is
collected through observations and analyzed through interpretations. The study is based on ‘words’,
guided by open-ended research questions. The mixed methods research integrates both the quantitative and qualitative approaches. It is not only using qualitative and quantitative data, it also
combines both methods and strategies(Creswell, 2009).
These three types of research are involving, just as design, three aspects.
1)
Scientific worldview: the research philosophy, what is science. The worldview is connected to
type of research; quantitative, qualitative or mixed method
2)
Research strategy: research approach or methodology, also linked to the type of research
3)
Research method: which tools are used for data collection.
The scientific worldview and the research strategies are described shortly in this section. Specific
research methods are introduced in the final section of this chapter.

Landscape design
- design paradigm
- design approach
- design methods

Scientiﬁc research
- scientiﬁc worldview
- research strategy
- research methods

Landscape architectonic research
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1) Scientific worldviews

According to Creswell (2009) there exist four leading worldviews. (1) postpositivism; (2) constructivism; (3) advocacy or participatory; and (4) pragmatism. These four research philosophies are related
to the type of research. All four are described shortly.
Postpositivism is a descriptive research, mostly quantitative and physical reality oriented. It is deterministic to find causes and effects and reductionistic, in order to break down problems into understandable pieces. Further it is empirical, careful in measurements in the real world and it verifies
theories. Theories can describe the world but need to be reconsidered every now and then. So
postpositivistic research starts with a theory to reconsider it with new research.
Constructivism is a descriptive research, mostly qualitative and social oriented. It is focused on understanding the world. It incorporates multiple participant meanings and listens carefully to subjective meanings of a big group of people. Constructivism involves social and historical construction,
meanings are formed through social and historical aspects, and it generates theories rather than
test theories. So first a research, then a theory.
Advocacy and participatory is a prescriptive research, mostly qualitative, but also quantitative. It is
oriented on significant issues, empowerment issue-oriented and intertwined with political agenda.
Advocacy and participatory research collaborates with participants to become a united voice and is
change-oriented and reform-oriented.
Pragmatism is a prescriptive mixed method research, solution oriented. It is about consequences of
actions, rather than the actions itself. The problem is central and concerns on what works and on
solutions. Pragmatism is pluralistic; it uses all available approaches to understand a problem. Finally
it is real-world practice oriented.

2) research strategies

For each type of research specific research strategies are involved. For each type strategies are introduced shortly, based on Creswell (2009).
Quantitative research strategies
•
Survey research, provides a numeric description of a phenomenon, e.g. trend, attitude, opinion, by studying a sample of that phenomenon.
•
Experimental research, tries to determine if a specific variable influences an outcome. It compares outcomes of an experiment containing an altered variable with the zero experiment.
•
Qualitative research strategies
•
Ethnography is a strategy in which a researcher observes an intact cultural group in their natural setting by using data collection, primarily data, observations and interviews.
•
Grounded theory, in which the researcher derives a theory grounded in the views of partici-
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•
•
•
•
•
•

•

pants.
Case studies are a strategy of inquiry that explores a program, activity, process or event by
analyzing one or more individuals.
Phenomenological research identifies the essence of participant’s experiences about a phenomenon.
Narrative research aims to provide stories of individual lives, by studying them in depth. The
information is often restoried into a narrative chronology.
Mixed methods research strategies
Sequential mixed methods strategy is used when the outcome of one type of research is validated, expanded or elaborated with the other type of research.
Concurrent mixed methods strategy is a procedure where both quantitative and qualitative
data are used to provide a comprehensive analyses of a research problem. The researcher
integrates both data and interprets the overall results.
Transformative mixed methods strategy are those in which the researcher uses a theoretical
lens. This lens forms a framework that steers the methods, data collection and outcomes. Sequential and concurrent strategies can be used as data collection.

Mixing the two: Landscape architectonic research

Different combinations of the words ‘research’ and ‘design’ are explored to find out the broad
meaning of science for landscape architecture. In my opinion two different forms can be distinguished: research(ing) in favor of design, and design(ing) in favor of research.

Research(ing) in favor of design

Researching in favor of design, or shortly research for design, is described by Milburn and Brown
(2003). They tried to identify the relationship between research and design by interviewing American landscape architecture teachers. Milburn and Brown have used the broad definition of research,
and they did not focus on scientific research only. They distinguished five different relations resulted
in five flowcharts of design processes, where the design or the design process is in all the relations
the most important outcome. The type of research that is used or done as a base for design is
both quantitative (from a postpositivistic perspective) about landscapes, as well as qualitative (from
a constructivistic worldview) about human perception. It is real-world practice oriented. This is a
mixed method and strongly problem oriented. Research for design is done from a typical pragmatic
worldview. Research(ing) in favor of design is mostly used by professional landscape architects.

Landscape design
- design paradigm
- design approach
- design methods

Scientiﬁc research
- scientiﬁc worldview
- research strategy
- research methods

Landscape architectonic research
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Design(ing) in favor of research

Design(ing) in favor of research has new knowledge as an outcome rather than the design. The
design can be a side product. Some forms of design(ing) in favor of research are (1) research about
design, like case study research, in which research is done on comparable projects (case studies)
in order to find general principles and solutions (Francis, 2001), (2) research of design, where new
design methods, approaches and theories can be derived by analyzing the design process (As done
by Milburn and Brown, 2003, Schön, 1983), (3) designerly research, a kind of research where new
questions and perspectives are generated by exploring the future with designing (Geldof and Janssens, 2007) and (4) research by design, in which design can be seen as a tool to test whether solutions, methods or principles are working or not (Klaasen, 2003, Lenzhölzer, 2010).
Research about design, analyzing different design outcomes to generate general design principles,
and research of design, analyzing design processes to come to a design approach, is a kind of case
study research. Case study researches are qualitative and belonging to the advocacy and participatory worldviews since it uses participants (i.e. designs or designers) to reform existing approaches
and principles.
Designerly research is a research tool to explore potencies and derive new research questions to put
on political and research agendas. This kind of research can be seen as advocacy and participatory
since cooperation with researchers and politicians is an important aspect of these kind of research.
Finally research by design, where design is seen as a research tool to create new principles and
approaches, is research done from a pragmatic worldview. The problem is central and solutions,
consequences of action and real world practice are key components.
For all research means it can be focused on one design paradigm or all paradigms together, researched from a specific scientific worldview. For example a case study research is a participatory
research in which individuals are compared. In landscape architectonic case study research are design plans for a design competition the individuals. Those design plans can be ecological designs, or
modernistic designs or all types of designs. In this sense the case study research becomes research
about designs on specific design paradigms.
I think as a landscape architectonic researcher it is important to explicit both design paradigm as
well as research world view to give a better insight in the research type.
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The paradigms, hypothesis, approaches and methods of this thesis.
Design paradigm

The leading design paradigm of this thesis is ecological design because I am taught as a bachelor and
master student at Wageningen University and Research. De design school of Wageningen has its
tradition in the landscape based designs and ecological designs. It started with professor Bijhouwer
in the late forties, whose statement of ‘a landscape design should never arise out of the form-will of
the designer’ was a reaction on the modernistic thoughts of that time. Bijhouwer used soil maps as
a base of his designs (Bijhouwer, 1947). A later professor of landscape architecture at Wageningen
University, professor Vroom, also based his approaches on the ideas of McHarg and Steinitz. He saw
designing as a logical rational process, in which terrain inventory and analyses and needs and opinions of target groups form the starting point where upon problem statements, objectives, inventory
and design elements were based (Vroom, 1986, presented in Duchhart, 2007). Also later professor
Kerkstra saw the natural landscape as an important factor in the design process. Recently the ecological designer Koh, PhD of McHarg, has finished his term as professor of landscape architecture at
Wageningen University.
But what is ecological design? For describing ecological design the book ecological design of van
der Ryn and Cowan is used (2007). They see ecological design as any form of design that minimizes
environmentally destructive impacts by integrating itself with living processes. Ecological design is
on one hand a vision, but also a pragmatic tool. Using ecology in the broad sense as a basis for design, minimizing energy and material use, reducing pollution, preserving habitat, fostering community, health and beauty becomes apparent. According to Karr (2002, p. 141) ‘good ecological design
should focus on correct spatial and temporal scales, simplicity, efficient use of resources, a close fit
between means and ends, durability, redundancy and resilience’.
Van der Ryn and Cowan introduce five principles of ecological design that are widely recognized
these days. (1) Solutions grow from place by which they mean that there has to be more attention
to the context of the place, the unique cultural and physical characteristics, opposing the idea of
an increasingly globalizing world. (2) The second principle is that environmental and social factors,
like energy, water, materials and indoor and outdoor air quality, are equally appraised next to the
financial side of the design. This principle is called ecological accounting. (3) Design with nature is
quite plain; designing with regard for nature, for example by using the movement of the sun in the
design of a building. The fourth principle (4) of ecological design is everyone is a designer by which
is meant that the design process should be an open process by collaborating with all the stakeholders but also by allowing an entire community of users to “collectively design software, co-author a
document (“wiki”), or design a product”. And (5) the last principle of ecological design is making
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Reductionistic Environmental Design
Reductionism / determinism

Holistic ecological design
Realism / holism

2. Ethical / value orientation

Value-free rationalism or anthropocentricism / absolute
beauty

Value-full ecological / evolutionary ethics, altruism / ﬁtness

3. Major design variables
4. Major design criteria

Form / function / structure / space / material
Internal value system of profession

People / place
Relevance to pressing social problems

5. Signiﬁcance of design

Design as an end;
building to be determined by design

Design as means to building;
building to be interactive with design

6. Collective eﬀort
7. Disciplinary relationship
8. Contribution to other disciplines
9. Role specialization
10. Conception of design
11. Room for builder’s creative input
12. Conception of design problem

Multi-professional
Hierarchical; linear relationship
Limited
Generalist designer
Closed system view
Minimal
Design as problem solving process

Interdisciplinary
Egalitarian; circular relationship
Unlimited
Specialist design builder
Open system view
Maximum
Design as evolutionary process

13. Emphasis of teaching

‘know how’; design as exercise for various building types;
ordering of form, the designed

‘know-why’; design as experiment of various methods;
ordering of process

14. Studio teaching
15. Role of theory in design

Instructor as studio master and critic
Dogmatic doctrine

Instructor as co-worker and coordinator
Working hypothesis

16. Award / professional recognition

On the basis of designs, as judged by the design profession

On the basis of proven success of designbuilding, as judged
by users and the public, as well as design professionals

17. designer’s attitude
18. Designer / clie

Individualistic / elitist
Designer makes decisions for clients

Egalitarian / Popular
Designers help client to make decisions.

1. Philosophical base

Table 2.1. Comparison of Reductionistic
Environmental Design and Holistic
Ecological Design (Koh, 1982, p. 83)

nature visible. In an increasing urban world it is critical to enable children and adults to see and access natural systems and processes.
The differences between ecological design and modernistic design are described by Koh. He distinguishes between Modern environmental design (or design of environment) and Post-Modern
environmentalistic design (or ecological design) (Koh, 1982). He gives in his article a table (table
2.1) showing the differences between the two approaches. Modern environmental design has led
on one hand to the development of modern sciences, the industrial age culture, the improvement
of living standards and democratic reform, not quite negative developments. However it caused
also several human and environmental problems, social disintegration and human estrangement.
On the contrary Post-Modern environmental design is based on a holistic paradigm of the humanenvironment system and by an evolutionary and open-ended view of culture and design. According
to Koh this holistic view has proven to be more successful in contemporary design problems which
are characterized by complexity and dynamism.
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The antithesis Koh is stating between the architectural approach and the landscape / ecological
approach is also recognized within the field of engineering. Pahl-Wostl (1995) is differentiating between two ways systems can be organized. The first is an imposed organization whether the second
is self-organizing. The imposed organization, where conventional engineering is part of, is ‘imposed’
to a situation by a top-down control, resulting in stiff structures with little potential for adaptation to
changing circumstances. This kind of organization is needed when reliable structures are necessary
and is according to Pahl-Wostl typical for designed situations. The self-organizing system is thus a
system which is generated by interactions in a relational network.
Self-organization must be understood as an important characteristic of ecosystems and is therefore
a fundamental principle of ecological engineering (Mitsch and Jørgensen, 2004), whereas the imposed organization is a principle of the conventional engineering. They defined ecological engineering as ‘the design of sustainable ecosystems that integrates society with its natural environment for
the benefit of both’ (Mitsch and Jørgensen, 2004, p. 23), According to Mitsch and Jørgensen the
principle of self-organization offers a new approach to the conventional engineeric design. Ecological systems are co-developers, where the human engineers provide the initial conditions to enhance
an ecosystem’s ability to self-design.
Another fundamental difference between conventional and ecological engineering is the input of
energy in the design. Ecosystems run on natural renewable resources like solar radiation, wind, rainfall, stream flow, gravity and other forces. A design based on ecosystem principles uses thus a high
amount of natural energy and a low amount of fossil fuels, whereas the conventional engineering is
relying heavily on non-renewable resources (Mitsch, 1998) (Figure 2.5)
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Conventional engineering

Figure 2.5. The relation between imposed
organization and energy for both
conventional engineering and ecological
engineering (adapted from Mitsch, 1998)
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Hypothesis

So the design paradigm of this thesis is an ecological design paradigm, driven by the Wageningen
design philosophy and close related to field like ecological engineering. Therefore the hypothesis of
this thesis: an ecological design approach, which is based on natural processes and which involves
ecological, economic and social aspects as well as different stakeholders, will offer applicable sustainable solutions for atoll islands. The cooperation with local inhabitants and traditions is necessary
to collect the right information and to create a base for implementation. Furthermore I think the
methodology presented by Duchhart (Duchhart, 2007) is suitable for involving inhabitants.

Scientific worldview and strategy.

The research in this thesis is done according to research by design philosophies. It means that a pilot
project, including a design, is used to test whether an approach is applicable or not. But the aim
of the thesis is to come to a landscape architectonic approach to develop atoll islands in a sustainable way and adapt them to climate change. This approach is influenced by my design paradigm.
Therefore the approach presented in this thesis is an ecological design approach. The design principles dominating the approach are the ecological design principles from van der Ryn and Cowan,
described above (Van der Ryn and Cowan, 2007).
1)
Solutions grow from place
2)
Ecological accounting
3)
Design with nature
4)
Everyone is a designer
5)
Making nature visible

Figure 2.6. Overview of how landscape
design and scientific research are combined
in this landscape architectonic research.

Landscape design

Scientiﬁc research

Paradigm: ecological design

Worldview: pragmatic research

Approach: ecological
design approach

Strategy: concurrent mixed
method strategy

Methods:
- landscape analyses
- participants incorporation
- action plans
- sketching

Methods:
- statistical analyses
- map studies
- literature studies

Research by Design
1) theoretical research
(concurrent strategy)
2) pilot project (design)
3) comparison of 1 and 2
(sequential strategy)
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So the landscape architectonic approach will be landscape based and incorporating the natural environment. The approach will contain design aspects, with a focus on nature, ecology and natural
processes and third the approach will incorporate preferences and visions of the community and
other stakeholders.
In short this thesis is a pragmatic thesis, using a mixed method research, to derive an ecological
based design approach.
The research consists of three phases. First a theoretical phase is undertaken, in which a theoretical approach is formulated. This is done with a concurrent mixed methods strategy. Statistical data
of islands is combined with map studies and literature studies to come to a theoretical approach.
Second, a practical phase is done, at a pilot area, to test the theoretical approach in an actual situation. The island of Hulhumeedhoo in the Maldives have been selected. More about the pilot area
and project is described in chapter 6.
In the discussion, the third phase, the results of the pilot project are reflected and used to revise
the theoretical approach of the first phase. This can be seen as a sequential mixed methods strategy
in which the results of the second phase are compared with the outcomes of the first phase. In the
end it will lead to a revised approach.

part 1
theoretical research
concurrent mixed method strategy
chapter 2 - 5

part 2
pilot project
research-by-design
chapter 6 - 8

Figure 2.7. Flowchart of the scientific
research approach of this master thesis

part 3
discussion - conclusion
sequential mixed method strategy
chapter 9

Landscape architectonic theories
Statistical analyses
Map studies
Literature studies

theoretical approach

Pilot project
Design elaborations

Revised approach
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3. atoll and island
description
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Summary
Literature study, map studies and statistical analyses on atoll islands have shown that atoll islands
differ from each other. A typology of atoll islands has been made. Five types can be distinguished.
(1) extremely high urbanized islands, like the capital of Maldives, which are fully artificial and
transformed islands; (2) high urbanized islands, which are still natural but fully occupied by
humans; (3) partly urbanized islands, which are partly occupied by residences and agriculture; (4)
resort islands which focus totally on tourism; and (5) uninhabited islands, which are totally natural.
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Atoll island states, countries that exist completely out of atoll islands, are the most vulnerable countries to climate change in the world (see introduction). There exist five countries in the world that
consist only out of atoll islands: Kiribati, Tuvalu, Tokelau, Maldives and the Marshall Islands.
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6ON

0

100 km

The focus of this thesis will be on Maldives, based on availability of data and travel opportunities
from the Netherlands. In this chapter atolls and atoll islands are described in more detail. Also the
general characteristics of Maldives are explained based on the landscape theories.
The Maldives is located in the Indian Ocean, southwest of India and Sri Lanka, from 07o06’ North
to 0o42’ South (Khan et al., 2002). The 1190 islands are forming only 300 km2 of land, which is
just 1% of the country. The islands are divided over 26 natural atolls or 21 national districts. In the
Maldives around 200 islands are inhabited (Ministry of Planning and National Development, 2008)
with a population of 396.334 (CIA, 2009). The density is thus around 1200 inhabitants per square
kilometer. More or less a quarter is living on the 2 km2 small capital island Male’. With a population
density of 60.000 inhabitants per square kilometer, it is the densest capital in the world and the
second densest island in the world.
This chapter starts with a section about landscape theories. What is landscape and what are islands? Based on these landscape theories, atolls, atoll islands and the Maldives are described. This
description starts with processes that form the islands. Then a typology that explains the different
characteristics of atoll islands is introduced. In the end the interaction between those different islands is presented at the atoll scale as well as the scale of Maldives.

3ON

Landscape processes and patterns

The atoll islands states like Maldives consist of atolls and islands. Those atolls and islands are formed
through a combination of long term natural processes and relative short term cultural, political and
economic processes. To understand those processes atolls and atoll islands must be perceived as
‘landscape’. This section is used to elaborate on landscape through the eyes of ecological designer.

equator

42 O E

Figure 3.1. The country of Maldives

45 O E

Recent and historical definitions of landscape have been introduced in the previous chapter. In this
thesis landscape is perceived as a product of human actions; all outdoor environment where influences of humans can be noticed (Piepmeier, 1980, in: Prominksi, 2004). It is the combination of
natural environments, influenced by human activity, never static but constantly changing over time
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What are those processes?

A landscape model that describes the processes that form landscape is the socio-physical organization model of Kleefmann (presented in Hidding et al. (2002) and Duchhart (2007)). This model is
a simplification of the spatial interaction between human beings and the natural environment. It
consists of two pillars, one describing the natural environment and one describing the social organization (figure 3.2).
The natural environment is a symbioses between the abiotic components (e.g. climate, soil, hydrology) and the biotic components (flora and fauna). All components are interrelated. The social
organization is the way economic components (production, distribution and trade), cultural components (norms and values, religions and meanings) and political components (decision-making and
laws) are interrelated and forming a social construct.
The interrelation between the social organization and the natural environment is forming the sociophysical organization. The conceptual model that illustrates this process is called the socio-physical
model. One important aspect of this model is, it is not only describing the organization of landscape
but also the organization of a society in general.

sociaphysical organization
society
i.e. social organization

natural substratum
i.e. natural organization

biotic component

economic component
political component
cultural component

abiotic component

intertwining processes

Figure 3.2. The socio-physical model
showing the socio-physical organization;
the interaction between physical
components and social components (based
on Kleefmann, presented in Duchhart,
2007)
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Models to analyze landscape patterns

There exist several models that can be used to analyze the processes of landscape and to show why
the current landscape is how it is. Those models describe the interaction of the natural and human
processes at a certain moment. So they describe landscape patterns. One must note that such an
analyzes is an instantaneous image of the landscape and the next moment it will differ again.
A first model that expresses landscape as a result of man and nature interaction is the ‘triplex landscape’ of Vrijlandt and Kerkstra (presented in Duchhart (2007)). They state landscape can be seen as
three interacting layers. The lower layer is the abiotic landscape, containing patterns of soil, hydrology, climate, geomorphology, etc. The middle layer is the biotic landscape, covering flora and fauna
patterns. These two layers are corresponding with the natural organization of the socio-physical
model. The top layer consist of occupation patterns, networks and human settlement. So every layer
is a snapshot of corresponding processes. This triplex notion makes it possible to add scales (time
and spatial) to the layers. The abiotic layer has a big time horizon, the forming processes are slow,
and is covering a big space. The biotic layer is formed by middle speed processes and is covering a
smaller area. The occupation layer has a small time horizon, the forming processes are fast and covers a relative small space (figure 3.3).
A second model that expresses the interaction between nature and man is a diagram of Lorzing
(2001). He is introducing a diagram expressing the amount of human influences on the natural landscape. He is using two axes, the sequence of natural landscapes to man-made landscapes and of
native landscapes to foreign landscapes. The latter is referring to the amount of the landscape which
foreign

lands

cape

Figure 3.3. (left) The triplex landscape; the
accumulation of abiotic patterns, biotic
patterns and occupation patterns (adapted
from Vrijlandt and Kerkstra, presented in
Duchhart, 2007)

occup
ation

idyllic environments

man-made

natural

biotic

authentic environments

natural environments

abioti
c

native

Figure 3.4. (right) The landscape
diamond; extremes are the artificial
environment, the idyllic environment, the
natural environment and the authentic
environment (adapted from Lorzing, 2001)

artiﬁcial environments
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is still authentic. A landscape is completely native when it is found in their original setting, whereas
it is completely foreign when places are fully imitated. Foreign does not directly mean borrowed
from another place but absence of local roots (figure 3.4).
The bottom left corner (man-made and native) is what Lorzing calls the authentic environment.
These are the older man-made landscapes and can be seen as cultural heritage today. They are
more spontaneous emerged instead of drew on the design table. This landscape is what Jackson
(1984) calls the vernacular landscape. ‘Underneath those symbols of permanent political power
there lay a vernacular landscape (…) organizing and using spaces in their traditional way and living
in communities governed by custom, held together by personal relationships (Jackson, 1984, p.
150).
The upper left corner (man-made and foreign) is artificial and technical. Landscape is designed according to an efficient way, stamped, reproduced and generalized. These group of landscapes are
called the artificial environment.
Where natural and foreign are meeting, the top right corner, landscape is romanticized. Nature becomes an export product. Lorzing calls these the idyllic environment; a landscape that can be seen
as a place of leisure determined by aesthetic values.
The last environment is the natural environment, where natural and native meet. This are the areas
where nature exists only for the sake of nature. As said earlier, purely native and natural areas are
hardly left in the world, but newly developed natural areas are also belonging to this type.
So atolls and atoll islands are a product of both natural and human processes. Several models can
be used to express and analyze the current (and past) appearance of the islands. Now the country
of Maldives is described based on these three models

Processes on atolls and atoll islands

In this section the processes that form atolls and atoll islands is described based on the model of
Kleefmann. The five components are used:
1)
Abiotic component
2)
Biotic component
3)
Political component
4)
Economic component
5)
Cultural component
Three scales are encountered. The national scale of Maldives, the atoll scale and the atoll island
scale.
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The abiotic component

The nation of Maldives consists of 26 natural atolls. The formation of atolls is described by Darwin
(see introduction). The subsidence of a volcanic island, in combination with sea level rise, have
resulted in coral growth at the edge. After fully subsiding of the volcano a circular reef remains,
encircling a lagoon. The reef and lagoon together are the atoll.
There are three processes involved in the forming of reefs:
•
Light. Just as vegetation light is important for the growth of corals. The zooxanthellate that
build corals depend heavily on the availability of light. Corals can thus only be found in areas
with enough sunlight (between 30 degrees North and 30 degrees South of the equator) and in
clear shallow water (Veron, 2008, Hoegh-Guldberg, 1999).
•
Temperature. Warm water is needed to make coral growth feasible. When the temperature is
below 18 degrees Celsius, algae will outcompete the building algae, the zooxanthellate. With a
temperature above 30 degrees Celsius the production of oxygen is too fast, resulting in dying of
zooxanthellate, so called coral bleaching (Veron, 2008, Hoegh-Guldberg, 1999).
•
Availability of carbonate. Carbonate is needed for the forming of the hard coral structures.
The availability of carbonate depends on the atmospheric concentration of CO2, since CO2
reacts with the carbonate and water into bicarbonate. Thus low atmospheric CO2 means a high
amount of oceanic carbonate (Hoegh-Guldberg, 2005).
It is evident that climate change will affect these three processes. More about this issue can be read
in the next chapter.
dominant wind direction
ocean

ocean

outer reef slope

grotto
reef slope
coral algal platform

high tide shallow water zone

beach rock
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outer reef edge

outer reef slope

Figure 3.5. Typical cross section of an atoll
(adapted from Stoddart, 1964)
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Reef islands are relative young compared to the reefs. But the forming of atoll islands on top of coral
reefs is poorly understood. Drills show that the formation of the islands has been a few thousand
years ago during a period of sea level stability or even slightly fall in sea level (Barry et al., 2007,
Yamano et al., 2005).

Oceanward
accretion

Central core
1 2

3

3 21

1

Vertical accretion

One model of atoll island development is described by Woodroffe (2000). Reef islands are formed
from sediments which are ‘produced’ in the shallow-water reef environments. The sediments, calcium rich sand or gravel, are derived from the skeletons of various reef organisms, like coral coralline
algae and mollusks. Woodroffe is suggesting nine models of reef-island forming, based on a more
complex group of models. He is using the simplified reef-island morphology presented above of a
high ocean ward ridge, a low lagoon ward ridge and a depression in the middle.
The forming of the reef islands in the Maldives is presented by Kench et al. (2005), based on surveys
of the morphology, stratigraphy, chronology and evolutions of three islands in South Maalhosmadulu Atoll. 6000 years ago reef growth was dominated by vertical construction. By 5500 BP and for the
following 1500 years this process was substituted by vertical and lateral sedimentation on the central reef platform. An unvegetated sand bank, a finolhu, was formed, which later became vegetated.
The reef and island at that time where between 2.0 m and 0.5 m below the present surface. The past
4000 years have been characterized by stagnation of island accumulation and stabilization of the
island core through lithification of the sediments. Also continued upward growth of the reef surface
took place. The upward reef growth is now forming the island footprint. The forming of the present
island can be described as the central core model of Woodroffe, as presented above.
Reef islands are morphologically unstable through short-term and seasonal processes like wind,
wave and current patterns, and medium to long-term shifts in sea level (Kench et al., 2008). Physical factors, like waves and tropical storms are important for the erosion, transport and deposition
of the bioclastic sediments that form the islands. Whether islands are stable is depending on wave
currents. Storms and cyclones are especially important for the buildup of the ridges. This process is
detailed described by Stoddart (1971). Another group of factors are the ecological ones, described
in the section ‘biotic component’.
A. 6000 yr B.P.
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B. 5000 yr B.P.
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Figure 3.6. Nine models of reef island
forming. Sediment deposition is indicated
by iso-chrons showing different times at
which sediment is deposited (adapted from
Woodroffe, 2000)

Figure 3.7. Forming of Maldivian reef
islands according to Kench et al. (adapted
from Kench et al., 2005)
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Figure 3.8. Indication of motus (black) and
cays (orange) within an atoll. The grey lines
are representing the reef edges

SW monsoon

Another process that takes place on atoll islands, which is not contributing to the forming of islands
but vital for habitation, is the forming of fresh water lenses. The fresh water lens is usually, with a
few meters, very thin. The thickness of this lens depends upon the rate at which it is refilled by rainfall, the size of the island, the soil permeability, rates of abstraction and changes in sea level (Ibrahim
et al., 2002). White and Falkland (2010) did research on water management on small pacific islands
and gave some equations to calculate the thickness of the fresh water lens. The equation shows that
wider islands have a thicker lens and the thickness is positively influenced by a higher recharge rate.

NE monsoon

Figure 3.9. Seasonal beach changes on a
cay island (based on Kench et al., 2003)

lagoon

All these processes have let to the forming of different islands. According to Yamano et al. (2005)
there is a difference in shape and size of the atoll islands based on the location. Small motus are
located on the windward side of the atoll, while long or large motus are located on the leeward
side of the atoll. Motus are according to Stoddart (1971) long, narrow islands which in some cases
entirely encircle the atoll lagoon. The oceanward beach of a motu is formed of cobbles and gravel,
whereas the lagoon beach is normally sandy. Storms have resulted in the buildup of higher ridges
at the oceanward coast and lower ridges at the lagoon coast. There may be swampy depressions
between the two. Motus are characteristic for Indo-Pacific atoll rims. Sand cays are smaller and
consist of gravel and sand (see figure 3.8). Theyare formed at reef gaps and on the lee side of reef
patches by wave refraction (Stoddart 1971). During the monsoons long shore processes take place
hat move sediments around the island. During the north-east Monsoon sediments are transported
towards the south-west end of the island, whereas during the south-west Monsoon the sediments
are transported back to the north-east corner(Kench et al., 2003) (figure 3.9.).

ocean
fresh water
salt water

Figure 3.10. Indication of the fresh water
lense (based on white and Falkland, 2010)

In short the reefs that form an atoll are much older as the islands. The availability of light and
carbonate and the correct temperature are factors that influence reef growth. The reef islands are
geological much younger. They are formed through a mix of sand production at the reefs, wind,
currents, storms, sea level rise and ecological factors. Islands vary strongly in size and shape since
those processes differ per atoll. In return the size and shape contributes to the availability of fresh
water (figure 3.10).

The biotic component

The growth of coral, the forming of reefs and atolls are besides the physical processes depending
on a balanced ecosystem.
On the atoll level the reef ecosystem is the main force. Zooxanthellate is the outer layer of a coral
that convert carbonates into calcium carbonates that form the corals. The zooxanthellate is giving
the bright colors to the corals, hence corals turn white when the zooxanthellate dies. But the zoox-
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anthellate alone is not building the hard reef structures. Coralline algae are needed for cementing
the calcium carbonate together to form coral rocks. So there is a difference between coral growth
and reef growth. The zooxanthellate alone are soft corrals which cannot build reef structures without the help of the coralline algae (Yamano et al., 2005, Veron, 2008).
To avoid coralline algae are outcompeting the zooxanthellate, tropical reef fishes are important controlling species. The reef fishes eat the algae. Further they use the reef structures as shelter against
the danger of big fishes and sea birds. The balance of zooxanthellate, coralline algae and reef fishes
makes that coral reefs can grow and could resist millions of years.
Biotic processes on island level that contribute to island forming are the production of sand and
the growth of vegetation to stabilize islands. The production of sand takes place at the coral reefs
in the lagoon. Corals break through wave energy or die through bleaching. They fall down. Specific
reef fishes in return eat the dead corals and break them down into smaller pieces. Their excretion
contains coral sand. Vegetation is an important component to stabilize islands. Khazai et al. (2007)
researched the protective role of vegetation compared with engineered structures in coastal hazards. The conclude that mangroves and native sand dune vegetation are reliable species for mitigation and reduction of erosive waves. Especially the mangroves are effective wave energy catcher
where the coastal vegetation is important for stabilizing sand dunes. Natural vegetation plays also a
significant role by improving rainwater infiltration rates and thus prevent runoff, erosion and flooding during heavy rains.
So the composition and distribution of corals and calcareous algae and the distribution of land
vegetation in stabilizing the coastlines cannot be underestimated in the forming of atolls and atoll
islands (Yamano et al., 2005).

The cultural component

The appearance of atoll islands is besides natural processes depending on human processes. This
section is used to elaborate on the cultural component. Maldives culture is based upon its history,
religion and customs. All three are explained here.
History of Maldives
- ancient Maldives
Studies of Maldivian oral, linguistic and cultural traditions and customs by Xavier Romero-Frias
(1999) confirm that in the Sangam period of 300 BCE and 300 CE the Dravidian people where the
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first settlers, probably fishermen from the subcontinent of India and the shores of Sri Lanka. Buddhism became the dominant religion until the 12th century. Buddhism was promoted by the ancient
Maldivian Kings and the first Maldivian writings are from that period. The oldest book is a copperplate book that have been written in 1194 CE.
- introduction Islam
The Islam was brought to the Maldives, according to the legends, by Abul Barakat, a Berber from
Morocco. He was reciting from the Koran to scare demons that where threatening the Maldivian
islands every month. The demons flee and queen Shanuraza accepted the Islam as the national religion (see Box 1). Ibn Battuta was the first who wrote about this legend in his reports from his journey to the Maldive Islands in 1344 – 1346 (Husain, 1976). Ibn Battuta is impressed by the islands and
is calling them ‘these islands are to be reckoned as one of the wonders of the world’. He describes
that all inhabitants are Muslims, religious and upright people.
Since the beginning of the Islamic period the Maldives was ruled by Sultans and female Sultans
called Sultanas.
- Portuguese period
In 1558 the Maldives was conquered by the Portuguese, who occupied the island for fifteen years. A
local leader and his two brothers organized a revolt and scared the Portuguese out of their country.
This event is nowadays commemorates as the National Day. Since then the Sultans ruled the nation
again (Bell, 1883).
- Dutch and English period
After the Portuguese occupation the Maldives was often a stop for fishermen, voyagers and traders
from all over the world. Francois Pyrard of Laval, a crewmember on a French ship is reporting extensively about his voyage and adventures in Maldives (Pyrard de Laval, 1611). Pyrard is mentioning the
arrivals of Dutch and English people as well as trade with surrounding nations. A detailed description of the period is given by Bell (1883). He is referring to this time as the Dutch period where Dutch
traders dominated the international trade in the Maldives.
In 1887 the Maldivian Islands signed a formal agreement with the British. Although the Sultans officially continued to rule the state, the British wanted to monitor various internal developments and
disturbances and would have influence on the change of new leaders. In return they offered the
Maldives military protection (Bell, 1883).
During the second world war the country faced severe hunger, due to disturbed trade relations with
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box 1: Legend about the origins of the Islam in the
Maldives by Ibn Battuta
(Husain, 1976, chapter 16)
‘Cause of the conversion to Islam of the inhabitants of these islands and
the demons from among the genii who molest them every month
Reliable men among the inhabitants of the islands, like the jurist (faqih) and teacher (mu’allim) Ali, the judge Abdullah - and others besides
them - told me that the inhabitants of these islands were once infidels,
and that every month a demon of the genii appeared to them: he came
out of the sea and had the appearance of a ship full of lamps. It was
customary with the islanders that when they saw him, they took a virgin
maid whom they adorned and brought into a budkhana, that is, an idolhouse which was built on the seashore and had a balcony commanding
a view of the sea. They left the girl there overnight and the people, as
they returned at daybreak, found her ravished and dead. Every month
they cast lots and whoever was chosen gave his daughter.
Subsequently a Moroccan named Abul Barakat the Berber who knew
the great Quran by heart came to them. He put up at the house of an old
woman in the island of Mahal. One day as he saw her, he found that she
had called her family together and the women were weeping as if they
were in mourning. He enquired about their condition but they could pot
explain it to him. Then there came an interpreter, who informed him
that the lot had fallen on the old woman who had no child except one
daughter whom the demon was to kill.
‘This night,’ said Abul Barakat to the woman, ‘I shall go in place of your
daughter.’ And, curiously enough, he had absolutely no beard.
He was brought at night into the idol house after he had performed
his ablution. He kept reciting the Quran, and as the demon appeared
to him through the balcony he continued his recitation. As the demon
drew close enough to hear the recitation he plunged into the water and
the westerner continued reciting as before until the dawn. ‘Then the old
woman, her family and the islanders came to take away the maiden and

burn her as had been the practice. But they found the westerner reciting
the Quran; so they took him to their king called Shanuraza and told him
of the news. The king was astonished. The westerner then proposed to
the king to embrace Islam and persuaded him to do so.
Shanuraza said to him, ‘Stay with us till next month. If you act once
more as you have already acted, and if you escape the demon again, I
shall accept Islam.’
He stayed amongst them and God opened the heart of the king to Islam
and he accepted it before the end of the month; and his wives, children
and courtiers followed it. At the beginning of the, next month, the Moroccan was brought into the idol house but the demon did not appear
while he continued reciting the Quran till morning. Then the king and
the people came to him, and they found him reciting. They broke to
pieces the idols and razed the idol house to the ground. On this the islanders embraced Islam and sent missionaries to the rest of the islands,
the inhabitants of which also became Muslims.
The Moroccan stood in high regard with them, and they accepted his
cult which was that of Imam Malik. May God be pleased with him! And
on account of him, they honour the Moroccans up to this time. He built a
mosque which is known after his name. On the railed gallery (maqsura)
of the congregational mosque, I read the allowing inscription carved
in wood - Aslama as-sultan Ahmad Shanuraza ala yade Abil Barakat
al-maghiribi (the sultan Ahmad Shanuraza accepted Islam at the hands
of Abul Barakat the Moroccan). And the king assigned one third of the
evenues of the islands to charitable purposes for travellers, since his
conversion had taken place through them; and this portion of the state
revenue is still disposed of for the same purpose.
Through this demon, many of these islands had been depopulated before they were converted to Islam.’
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India and Sri Lanka. After the world war two more and more people supported a republic resulting in
the first Maldivian republic in 1953. However the republic collapsed soon after. In 1965 the English
period ended as the British recognized the Maldives as a sovereign state. However the British army
remained their base at Gan, an island in the southern Addu Atoll (Maldives Story, 1999).

Figure 3.11. Big Friday Mosque in the
capital Male’

- Republic of Maldives under Gayoom
In 1968 the Cabinet submitted to the question whether the Maldives should become a republic
again and both the People’s Majlis and a public referendum agreed on it. Abdul Gayoom was elected
as the second president of the second republic (Maldives Story, 1999) and got re-elected as the only
candidate till 2008. On paper the economy of the Maldives was booming with an increasing tourism industry and a stable fishing industry, but most of the money staid in the capital and did not
trickle down to the outer atolls. At the same time several problems related to developing countries
occurred in the Maldives, like youth unemployment, income inequality and environmental effects
of rapid growth.
- Modern republic of Maldives under Nasheed
Surprisingly in 2008 the reforms of Gayoom ratified a new constitution which led to the first democratic election in the history of the Maldives. Nasheed took 53% of the votes and became the first
democratic elected leader. With Nasheed as a president a new era in the development of the country has born, with ambitious plans like a national transportation network, the target of becoming
carbon neutral at the end of 2020, working on the Millennium Goals and starting a fund for buying
high located land at the continent to secure the future of the inhabitants.
Recently, in February 2011, there have been the first elections on the atoll and island level. Nasheed’s party is still having the majority on the bigger islands, like the capital. But the smaller remote
islands are dominated by party of former president Gayoom. Also most of the atoll councils are
dominated by Gayoom’s party. Since the country became more democratic people have to decide
between the two main parties for the first time in their life, resulting in uncomfortable split in the
society.

Figure 3.12. Numbers written on palm trees
indicating the owner of the tree

Religion of Maldives
Maldives is on paper a one hundred percent Sunni Muslim State (CIA, 2009). But a big group of
Indian, Bangladesh, Nepalese and Sri Lankiest with other religious backgrounds are settle in the
Maldives. The Islamic tradition is dominating the country’s culture and daily life. Praying times are
organizing the daily rhythms, drugs and alcohol are prohibited, during Ramadan it is unlikely you
see someone eating on streets during day light, pork cannot be found and most women are scarfed
outside their houses. Women are well respected and have equal rights. They are working in social
functions and running the households.
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To protect the Islamic culture from negative influences from other societies there has been made a
strict separation between tourists and local inhabitants. Tourists were not allowed to stay overnight
at an inhabited island and were forced to stay at islands designated as resort. Recently this law has
been abolished to be able to spread tourist benefits among the inhabited islands.
Customs of Maldives
There are a few traditions in the way Maldivians ‘use’ their environment. Three of them will be
explained here.
1)
Use of trees
2)
Management of waste
3)
Use of coral stones and sand

Figure 3.13. Woman sweping the street

Trees are used for many things. Besides their nuts, fruits, medicines, trees are used for their wood.
Basically the government owns all the public trees in streets and forest. An inhabitant can request
the use of a tree at the island office. Once assigned, a number will be painted on the stem representing the owner of the tree. That person is allowed to extract whatever he needs from the tree on the
condition the products of the tree won’t be overharvested to avoid long-term depletion. There was
a norm that the tree should be replaced by four new trees whenever it dies or it is cut down. This
norm is gone now and replaced by a law that dictates a tree should be replaced by two new trees in
case of removal (Ministry of environment energy and water).
Traditionally Maldivians threw their mainly organic waste at beaches and forest areas or burry
them. The waste was able to decompose and did not harm the environment. However the amount
of waste has increased by increase of population and nowadays more inorganic waste is produced.
More about this problem can be found in the next chapter. Another custom is that inhabitants keep
their garden and the street in front of their house clean. Every morning, after the morning prayer,
women sweep their garden and their street to keep it tidy. They remove dead leafs and other organic waste and bring them to the forest or burn them in their garden. Ibn Battuta has already observed
this custom (Husain, 1976) and ever since this happens.
The third custom is the use of coral sand and coral stones for mainly construction purpose. Originally houses where build from coral stones cemented with coral sand cement. Since the demands
for coral stones have grown dramatically and the effects of the use of corals became clear the government set a ban on their uses. Only cement bricks are allowed nowadays. However women still
collect coral gravel to use as pavement in their garden, only coral sand is used in construction work.
The use of imported river sand seems too expensive.

Figure 3.14. A coral stone house enlarged
with concrete bricks

Figure 3.15. Women collecting coral gravel
at the beach
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Haa Dhaalu Atoll
Shaviyani Atoll
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Alifu Alifu Atoll
Alifu Dhaalu Atoll
Faafu Atoll
Dhaalu Atoll
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City of Male’
Vaavu Atoll
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The political component

This section describes the political structure of Maldives, part of the social organization.
The vertical governmental structure of Maldives consists of four layers. The national layer which is
settled in Male’ and split in different departments. The president is elected once in the five years.
There are eight provinces, including the capital region. Then there are districts on atoll level. In the
Maldives there are 21 of those districts. The island council is the lowest governmental level. In the
past the atoll and island level were administered by respectively an atoll chief and island chief, appointed by the president. They share responsibility to the president and have to work according to
the national plans. They island chief superior was the atoll chief. The atoll chief’s superior was the
Provincial State Minister. However since a few years the Maldives have become more democratic.
In February 2011 the first elections on atoll and island level were held. The atoll and island chiefs
are replaced by an atoll or island council, directly elected by the community. They also share less
responsibility to the Provincial State Minister and the President and can elaborated their own visions, plans and regulations.
The relation between inhabitants and government is described in a study of Shafeeqa and Clothier
(2009). Workshops have been held on a few Maldivian islands and remarks have been made about
the quality and availability of good leadership in the traditional island community (Shafeeqa and
Clothier, 2009, p. 20).
No unity among the community
No good relationship between the community and the chiefs
No cooperation from the community
Lack of social spirit among the youth
No Team effort
Community does not cooperate with organised activities
Island office does not initiate activities at the community level
The Atoll chief is not active in taking initiative in community activities

Gaafu Alifu Atoll
Gaafu Dhaalu Atoll
Gnaviyani Atoll
Addu City

Figure 3.16. Map of provinces (above) and
atoll districs and cities (below)

The economic component

Finally the economic component as part of the social organization is explained. There are only two
markets that contribute heavily to the economy of atoll island states: tourism and fishery. Both economic sectors are explained. Further the effects of the import activities are explained as well as the
availability of social functions and governmental finances.
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Tourism
Clear numbers about the contribution of tourism to the national economy do not exist. The CIA
estimated that around a quarter of the economy is based on tourism. The strategic economic plan
for Maldives shows that in 1999 14% of the labor force was working in the tourism sector (Ministry
of Planning and National Development, 2005). Within the Maldives touristic areas are physical separated form inhabited islands by the creation of tourist resorts. In the past it was impossible as tourist
to stay overnight at an inhabited island. This was to protect the culture of Maldives against modern
western cultures. (Domrös, 1993, Domrös, 2003, Firaag, 1997, Yahya et al., 2005). Recently this law
has been abolished to be able to spread tourist benefits among the inhabited islands.
Fishing industry
Traditionally atoll island inhabitants are fishermen and still it is a dominant activity. But clear numbers about the contribution of the fishing industry to the national economy are not known. Arndt
(2006) gives some numbers of the Maldives. In 2002 fishing contributes for 7.8 % to the GDP and
about one third of the inhabitants of the Maldives where direct or indirect depending on this industry. Fish is distributed locally. Every island has their own fishermen that come and go daily to catch
fish and sell them at their island. They also sell directly to the resorts. The bigger fishing industries
have ships in each atoll and buy directly from the local fishermen. They also transport dried and
canned fish to the capital for international export.
Import and export
As described in the introduction resources are limited on atolls and atoll islands. Import of products
is necessary to meet the demands. On the national scale import from abroad is organized through
the capital of Male’. The airstrip on the nearby island is big enough to welcome cargo airplanes.
Furthermore Male’ contains a container harbor for international import. The distribution of imported goods along the country is organized in Male’. There the bulk is distributed on smaller boats
that bring goods to all atolls. Goods are mainly distributed on boats, since large airstrips and cargo
airplanes are not available. In every atoll some islands function as regional distribution centers. The
State Trading Organization is settled on those islands. It is unprofitable to organize the international
import directly towards the outer atolls. Finally cargo is distributed at the atoll scale in small boats to
the different islands and resorts. Inland transport is also organized by private cargo boats that shuttle between outer islands and the capital. Towards the outer islands they ship mainly bulk products,
cans, soft drinks and conserved food. Back to the capital they transport fresh products like eggs,
fruits and vegetables.

India

Abroad
Male’

Sri Lanka

sea transport
air transport

Figure 3.17. Indication of transport of
goods from and to Male’
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Social functions
For a country as Maldives it is impossible to organize all social functions on every island.
The former president Gayoom focussed with its social and economic investments only on the capital region of Male’. This resulted in a migration towards the capital. The current president is having
a decentralised policy and investing in the local economy as well as social functions. Basic social
needs, like basic health service and primary schools should be available on every island. However
hospitals and higher education is only available on some islands in every atoll and in the capital
region. Migration patterns can be related to these availability of social functions and economic possibilities.
Governmental finances
Most governmental expenditures are on development projects in Maldives and on salaries of civil
servants like medical employees, teachers, governmental employees and other social workers. The
development projects are financed partly by the national government and partly by foreign development banks, like the World Bank, United Nations Development Bank, Asian Development Bank
or the Japanese government. The biggest proportion of income is from tax revenues on imported
products. There is an exception on fuel for power stations and fishing boats, as well as on the staple
products, flower, sugar and rice. The second source of income is from the tourism industry. Resort
owners pay taxes for the use of their island. Second there are tourist bed taxes and tourism Goods
and Services tax. Recently the government started with collecting tax from companies. Every company earning over 500,000 Maldivian Rufiya (± 30,000 euro) a year, must pay income tax.

Patterns on atolls and atoll islands

This section elaborations on how atolls and atoll island look today, with a focus again on Maldives. It
starts with the patterns of islands. It assumes that islands are differentiating so a typology of islands
is necessary. This is researched through a statistical analyses of island characteristics. Then the landscape models are used to explain these differences.
Second the interaction between the island types on the atoll level are described as well as on the
national scale.

Patterns on islands
0

25

50
km

Figure 3.18. Map of Thiladhunamthee Atoll,
in the north of Maldives.

As already mentioned there is a strict distinction between inhabited islands and tourism resorts.
But assumed is that the above mentioned political, economic and cultural processes also have led
to a distinction between inhabited islands. However an island typology on occupation pattern does
not exist yet in literature. A map study and statistical analyses of the islands in the biggest atoll of
the Maldives, Thiladhunamthee Atoll is done to explore different island types. Thiladhunmathee
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is one of the biggest atolls in the world and consist of the administrative areas of Haa Alifu Atoll
(HA) (excluding Ihavandhippolhu Atoll), Haa Dhaalu Atoll (HDh) (excluding Mamakunudhoo Atoll),
Shaviyani Atoll (Sh) and Noonu Atoll (N). This atoll consists of 172 islands with a broad variation of
island types. The infrastructural map of Maldives (Department of national Planning of Republic of
Maldives, 2010) and island statistics (Ministry of Planning and National Development, 2008, Ministry of Planning and National Development, 2010) are used as data set.
Five different island types have been distinguished. All are described now, based on statistics and
analyses with the model of Kerkstra and the model of Lorzing introduced earlier in this chapter.
Extremely high urbanized islands.
The capital of Maldives is the clearest example of this type. These islands are used for living, commercial activities and important social functions. Besides the capital the recently reclaimed island of
Hulhumale’, several airport islands and for example the island of Komandhoo, Shaviyani Atoll, are extremely high urbanized islands.
Statistical comparison: They are characterized through a high population density of over 100 inhabitants per hectare, population growth and a high amount of social functions. Water supply is organized with a desalination plant to provide enough drinking water.
Layer model of Kerkstra: The abiotic layer is altered with engineering interventions. The reef flats
are reclaimed and floodwalls are the new ‘reef edge’. Wetlands and swamps are reclaimed for housing. The biotic layer is completely gone, except some trees in streets, parks and squares. The occupation layer consists of buildings, engineered structures and infrastructure, all without relation with
the biotic and abiotic component.
Diagram of Lorzing: These islands are extremely controlled by man and heavily influenced by globalizing forces. Traditional and native aspects can be hardly found. They can be positioned in the
artificial landscapes. On the island one cannot perceive the island as an island. It can be everywhere
in the world.
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Figure 3.19. (above) Areal picture of the
capital of Maldives, the clearest example of
an extremely high urbanized island (GIS and
Mapping Unit Maldives, 2010)
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Figure 3.20. (left) Layer model indicating
the abiotic, biotic and occupation pattern
for an extremely high urbanized island.
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Figure 3.21. (right) Diagram of Lorzing
including the position of the extremely high
urbanized island.
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Figure 3.22. Thulusdhoo, Kaafu Atoll. An
example of a high urbanized island (GIS and
Mapping Unit Maldives, 2010)
occupation

biotic

High urbanized islands
Most atoll capitals are islands of this type so the amount of social functions is high, but not as high
as the capital region.
Statistical comparison: the average population density is around 50 person per hectare and there
is a slightly population decrease. Functions like secondary schools, regional hospitals, main police
station, governmental offices and the State Trading Organization are settled on these islands. Water supply is mostly managed by drinking water and most houses have a septic tank as a sewerage
system.
Layer model of Kerkstra: these islands are also fully covered with domestic and commercial buildings, just like extremely high urbanized island. However the natural setting of the island is still
present. The abiotic layer is mostly intact. On some islands parts of the reef and the wetland is reclaimed but the natural reef is present. Natural vegetation is intact in the wetland and at the higher
ridges around the island. At the ocean coast the vegetation consist of dune trees like coast hibiscus,
palm trees, sea trumpet, sea lettuce, beach almond and screw pines. On some islands mangroves
are growing at the lagoon coast. The reef edges still function as main wave break.
Diagram of Lorzing: There is a balance between native buildings and globalised aspects, however
most of the island is man-made rather than natural. The development is towards the extremely
populated islands though.

abiotic

Figure 3.23. The layer model showing the
occupation, biotic and abiotic layer for high
urbanized islands
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Figure 3.24. The diagram of Lorzing
showing the position of high urbanized
islands within the diagram

Location within atoll

Graph 3.1. showing the distribution of high urbanized
islands with the atoll (based on Department of
National Planning of Republic of Maldives, 2010)
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Graph 3.2. showing the sized differences of high
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Partly urbanized islands
The partly urbanized islands are the islands which are not fully covered with buildings. On most of
the islands agricultural activities take place. Islands with agricultural activity only and some temporary settlement are also belonging to this group.
Statistical comparison: The average density is around 10 inhabitants per hectare and these islands
face a clear shrinking population. Obvious is the average size of these islands is much higher as the
other island types. Therefore there is enough space for agricultural activity. Most inhabitants use
rainwater for drinking and have a septic tank as sewerage system. On the contrary a significant part
has no toilet at all and uses the beach or forest as location for their defecation.
Layer model of Kerkstra: The abiotic layer is mostly intact as well as most of the abiotic processes.
There is a higher ridge around the island and coral reefs serve as natural protection. Also most of the
natural vegetation is intact. Parts of the island are covered with forest. Occupation only takes place
close at the harbour which is located at the calm lagoon waters. Development goes along linear
roads that cross the islands. Parts of the forest are used for agricultural activity and the swamp is
used for the production of swamp taro. Though the abiotic and biotic processes still take place, the
island is altered and becoming more and more controlled by human.
Diagram of Lorzing: These islands are positioned closed to the centre of the diagram. In the past
these islands were balanced. They are still native and dominated by natural processes. However the
country’s population pressure leaves deep wounds on the island and this type is moving towards
man-made. More about the effects of population pressure can be read in the next chapter.

Figure 3.25. Kan’dhiteemu, Shaviyani Atoll.
An example of a partly urbanized island
(GIS and Mapping Unit Maldives, 2010)
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Figure 3.26. The layer model showing the
occupation, biotic and abiotic layer for
partly urbanized islands
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Graph 3.3. showing the distribution of partly urbanized
islands with the atoll (based on Department of
National Planning of Republic of Maldives, 2010)

Graph 3.4. showing the sized differences of partly
urbanized islands (based on Ministry of Planning
and National Development, 2008)
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Figure 3.27. The diagram of Lorzing
showing the position of partly urbanized
islands within the diagram
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Figure 3.28. Furanafushi, Kaafu Atoll.
An example of a resort island (GIS and
Mapping Unit Maldives, 2010)
occupation

Tourist resorts
Tourist resorts are islands that are fully occupied by touristic activities. A part of the island is designated for facilities and employees housing. Resorts trying to be self-sufficient. They have their own
desalination plant to provide fresh drinking water. They have a power plant and sewerage system.
Water is cleaned to be reused as irrigation water in gardens or to flush toilets. On some resorts it is
cleaned till a drinking standard.
Layer model of Kerkstra: On tourist resorts the abiotic layer as well as the biotic layer are altered.
On some island artificial reefs are built as a tourist attraction and sea walls are constructed to create
a save and calm water area for swimming. The natural vegetation is kept intact to create an attractive environment and employees spray daily insecticides to control mosquitoes. The lagoon side of
tourism islands are used for water villas, apartments, swimming and recreational activities. The staff
buildings and facilities are at the ocean side.
Diagram of Lorzing: The natural setting is altered to create an idyllic image of a tropical island. They
can be found on the top right corner, the idyllic environments.
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Figure 3.30. The diagram of Lorzing
showing the position of resort islands
within the diagram

Graph 3.5. showing the distribution of resort islands
with the atoll (based on Department of National
Planning of Republic of Maldives, 2010)
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Uninhabited islands
Uninhabited islands are the smallest islands of the Maldives, mostly not bigger as 10 hectares, unattractive to live on. Some are used as picnic island for either tourists or inhabitants. Most of the
uninhabited islands are part of protected natural reserves.
Layer model of Kerkstra: The abiotic and biotic layers are dominant and almost completely intact.
Mangroves can be found at the lagoon side, whereas shrubs and coastal vegetation grows at the
ocean side of the island.
Diagram of Lorzing: On the islands the native and natural processes are dominant. This island type
is the totally opposite of the extremely high urbanized islands and can be found in the natural environment.

Figure 3.31. Maafinolhu and Velifinolhu, Haa
Alifu Atoll. An example of a uninhabited island
(GIS and Mapping Unit Maldives, 2010)
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abroad

Patterns on atolls and national scale
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Figure 3.34. Interaction of money, people,
fresh products and fish between resorts
and other island types

On the scale of an atoll, patterns are related to the interaction between those different island types
and on the connectivity at the national scale.
Interaction between different islands
It is evident that on resort islands only people work and temporary live. But resorts are not only important for their employees. Resorts are indirect a source of income for many people. Fishermen for
example sell directly their fresh fish to resorts. Most of the farmers on the partly urbanized islands
produce only vegetables for their own consumption and for resorts. Handicrafts are made to sell as
souvenirs. So although the worlds of inhabitants and tourists is separated, inhabitants have the opportunity to benefit from them. Money that is generates is spread partly to the surrounding islands,
partly to the capital in the form of taxes and partly to foreign investors.
At an atoll scale most other social and commercial work can be found in the atoll’s capital. Also
the government is host there. This makes the island an attractive place to live. people either move
there, or shuttle there on a daily base, making the island high urbanized. Farmers produce bananas,
taro and coconuts for these high urbanized islands and resorts. Most factories are located on those
kind of islands. Money that is generated goes partly to the capital in the form of taxes or to partly
urbanized islands as salary. Nevertheless most of the money stays on the island.
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Figure 3.35. Interaction of money, people,
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Lack of job opportunities and social functions on partly urbanized islands lead to a migration of
people towards the high urbanized islands and the capital region. Most money is generated by
people that work on resorts, fishermen and farmers. Fresh products are exported to resorts and
(extremely) high urbanized islands. Canned and conserved food, bulk products and staple foods are
imported from the capital.
The extremely urbanized islands are the islands where most people migrate to. All big commercial
activities take place there and most money is generated. The import and export activities are described earlier. Also most of the governmental employees work in Male’. So tax revenues from other
islands are spend in the capital. Some earned money is send back to relatives at the outer islands.
Connectivity at a national scale
The distribution of island types along the country is strongly depending on the accessibility
through harbours and airport. There is one international airport in Maldives, in the central capital
region, two national airports with a few international flights, in the north and in the south, and
some local airports in between. Most of the resorts can be found in the proximity of the international airport at the capital. Also the main cargo harbour is at the capital. So the capital region
is the most attractive area to live and therefore most significant functions, like higher education,
better hospital, dentists, court of justice etc. can only be found in the capital. This interaction
leads again to migration to the capital. The same process happens around the two national airports in the north and south of the country. The other atolls contain less resorts and more partly
urbanized islands. The living standard is much lower at those islands as well as the development
options.
In short five processes together, abiotic, biotic, cultural, political and economic processes, have let
to five different island types; resorts, uninhabited islands and three inhabited island types. The
extremely high urbanized islands are very dense urbanized like the capital region. The high urbanized islands are also fully built, but less dense. On the partly urbanized islands rural landscapes
are left. These islands are also used for agriculture. The island types contain different functions
and services what makes the interaction between islands very important. In the next chapter the
problems those different island types are facing are detailed elaborated.
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4. problems on
atoll islands
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Summary
The problems these islands are facing are twofold. In the short term the development limitations
lead to specific development problems like poverty, shortage of food, waste pollution and a
fragile economy. This leads to overexploitation and in the long term to a high vulnerability to
environmental threats, economic crises, food crises and diseases. In the long term climate change
will affect life on the islands. In the worst case scenario one meter of sea level rise will make atoll
islands almost disappear. So it is likely that atoll islands become uninhabitable by 2100, either by
overexploitation, either by a high climate change impact.
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Atolls and especially atoll island are facing different kind of problems. In this thesis a differentiation
between problems is used; short term development problems and long term vulnerability to environmental, socio-economic and climate change hazards. Furthermore their impact can be either at
a global, a national or a local scale. In this chapter the global problems as well as the specific problems and predictions for Maldives are described. In chapter six the specific local island problems
are presented.
This chapter starts with the short term development problems, general and more specific for Maldives. After the long term vulnerability is described in detail, again at a global scale and for the
country of Maldives. This chapter ends with two scenarios for the future of Maldives, based on the
described problems and related to the different island types.

Short term problems
As said in previous chapters, atoll island share a set of characteristics. Some of these characteristics
form problems related to the development. In this section these problems will be deeper described,
in general for atoll islands and specific for Maldives. It starts with population pressure, followed by
lack of resources, the one-sided economy, drink water shortage and at the end waste.

population pressure

Figure 4.1. Satellite image of Fale, Tokelau
(Google Earth, 2011)

Rapaport is describing the problem of population pressure quite lively (Rapaport, 1990, p. 34): “Fale
is the main village of Fakaofo Atoll in the Tokelau Islands. The village is located on an islet of eleven
acres. The houses are clustered right next to each other and right down to the water. There are no
beaches because the land has been extended by sea walls for construction purposes. There is no
empty space in the village except for the small clearing in the village centre and a rocky peninsula
with pig pens. Young people who would like to meet alone in the evening must go to extraordinary
lengths to find some privacy, often using the pig pens or even the over water latrines!”
Migration between islands is the main cause of population pressure. The main social services and
important infrastructure, like high schools, medical care, harbours and markets, are only located at
the higher populated islands, since these islands have a bigger outlet. This results in migration from
less populated islands towards the higher populated islands.
Beside social problems, population pressure leads to all kind of difficulties. According to Rapaport
(1990) this is interrelated with the carrying capacity of the island. Carrying capacity is defined as the
maximum population supportable in a given area. Carrying capacity is built of different variables like
the availability of food, money, jobs, water, social functions etc. At smaller less populated islands,
there is often a shortage of social functions and money. So these people move to the more populat-
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ed islands, as described above. This can go on till the moment the demand on the bigger island exceeds the supply of some resources, like food or jobs. The carrying capacity is approaching its limits.
People try to migrate again to bigger more populated islands. When there are no options left, chiefly
environmental and social problems are showing up, like water shortage, environmental pollution,
violent crime, mental illness, family problems, infections and chronic diseases and malnutrition.
In Maldives the migration of people between islands is related to the facilities offered at islands. In
the capital the amount of social services, the job opportunities, the living standard and educational
services are high compared to other islands. This leads to migration to the capital and thus a high
population pressure. In 2006 102,693 inhabitants were living in the capital and this number is growing by 5.59 % yearly. Three fifth of this growth is caused by excess of birth, whereas net migration is
contributing for two fifth of the population growth (based on island statistics (Ministry of Planning
and National Development, 2010)).
At other high urbanized islands the amount of social services is also relative high and they are also
facing population pressure. On the contrary on partly urbanized islands the facilities are low and
thus a population incline is present. On these partly urbanized islands problems like a disrupted
population composition, unemployment and poverty can be noticed.

Table 4.1. Population growth in Male’,
Maldives (Ministry of Planning and
National Development, 2008)

Year

Population

1985

4 5,874

1990

55,130

1995

62,519

2000

74,069

2006

103,693

lack of resources

A lack of resources is one of the most limiting factors for atoll countries to develop. Especially shortage in food, construction materials and fuel. All three will be described here.
Construction materials
the main construction material on reef islands are coral stones, mined in reefs. The demand for
coral has increased at an enormous rate during the last decade to meet the increased development.
Coral is used for mainly houses and buildings. Also the production of coral lime is cheaper as the
import of cement. Coral mining is widespread and carried out in many areas around the world. The
impacts of mining on the reef ecosystem, fishing industry and sedimentation of islands are severe
and still other construction materials like iron, concrete or clay bricks must be imported (Naseer,
1997, Öhman and Cesar, 2000). As well timber is limited to prevent mass wood felling (Arndt, 2006).
Since a few years the use of coral stones for construction purposes is prohibited in Maldives. Instead
concrete bricks, made of coral sand, are used.
Food
The main sources of food are either terrestrial or marine. Atoll soils are composed of nutrient poor
sand and are derived from corals and calcareous algae (Woodroffe, 2007). This results in severe

Figure 4.2. Traditional coral stone house on
the island of Hulhumeedhoo, Addu Atoll.
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limitation for terrestrial food production. The coconut tree is an important tree and supplies in food,
drink, fuel, construction and textiles, as well as the breadfruit which provide food. In backyards of
people there is room for fruit trees like mango (Rapaport, 1990, Arndt, 2006). The main crops cultivated in Maldives are papaya, watermelon, banana, chilli, taro, salad greens, cabbages and coconut.
The production of food mainly takes place at the partly populated islands. So on the higher urbanized islands most of the food is imported, either from more agricultural oriented islands, either from
other countries.
Marine resources are rich and reefs generate seaweeds, fish, mussels, crustaceans and sea cucumbers. The fishes caught in reef areas contribute for 12 % to the world fishing (Moberg and Folke,
1999). But the fish population is under pressure due to overfishing, coral mining and climate change
caused reef destruction.

Figure 4.3. New supplies of fish arrive in
Male’

Fuel
Small island developing states have limited or no access to modern forms of energy (United Nations,
2005). Only tradition fuel wood is used for cooking and present on the islands, but gas, oil and gasoline, needed for transportation and industry are all imported. In the Maldives the consumption of
commercial energy increases yearly with 11%. (van Alphen et al., 2007).
The lack of resources on atoll islands results in high import numbers and low export numbers, and
since atoll islands are remote the costs of import is very high and limits the development of the islands even more. Export in Maldives is very small and limited to marine products, apparel and clothing. In 2000, 76 billion is spent on export, whereas 402 billion is spent on import, mainly machinery,
food and textiles, but fuel is not mentioned (Ministry of Planning and National Development, 2005).

Economic constrains
Figure 4.4. Drums of diesel fuel oil, stored
at the power house of Hulhumeedhoo,
Addu atoll.

one-sided economy
In general the single economy makes atoll states overreliance and heavy compliant to economic
fluctuations on the world market. The focus of most atoll countries is on the production of fish
and on the tourism sector. The CIA world fact book (2009) gives some indications. In the Maldives
tourism contributes a quarter to the country’s GDP. In Kiribati this number is more as one-fifth of
GDP and in Marshall Islands this is less as 10%. The growth of tourism is hampered by limitation of
flights to these remote islands and the dependence on single air lines, lack of sufficient labor supply
and lack of knowledge and a missing link with tourism agencies elsewhere (Milne, 1992). Another
problem is that most of the tourism activities are exploited by foreigners and only a limited number
of local inhabitants benefit from it (Yahya et al., 2005). Detailed economic data of the Maldives are
scares and are often only focusing on the country as a whole. Focus on the different islands types
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has hardly been found. 28% of the GDP is derived from tourism, and fishing industry is the second
leading sector.
Poverty
The one-sided economy, the high import numbers and the centralized development in the capital
of Maldives have let to poverty on outer islands. The gross domestic product (GDP)was 1.433 billion dollar in 2009 and 4,500 dollar per capita (CIA, 2009). The Maldivian Vulnerability and Poverty
Assessment 2004 (Ministry of Planning and National Development, 2004) is giving inside in income
inequality. In 2004 around 20% had an income of less as 1 dollar a day based on headcount ratios,
however the numbers are decreasing. In the capital more money is earned. There 25% of the population is earning 38% of the national households income.
Employment and unemployment
The tourism sector is the second job provider in the Maldives. Over 12.000 (14% of the labor force)
is working in the tourism sector and another 10.000 foreigners were employed in 1999. The fishing
industry is accounting for 20% of the labor force and even more people are working in the fishing industry (Ministry of Planning and National Development, 2005). Arndt (2006) is presenting a number
of one third of the inhabitants is direct or indirect depending on the fishing industry. Other industries like agriculture and manufacturing are only accounting for a small amount to the labor force.
The unemployment rate in 2006 was 14.4% in general and 11.0% in the capital and 16.2% on the
other atoll islands. Obvious is that the unemployment rate for female is higher in every age group
and every location (Ministry of Planning and National Development, 2008).

Water related problems

Shortage of fresh water
A shortage of fresh water causes problems for plants and for human beings. Islet soils are generally
so porous that percolation of rainwater occurs direct to relative deeper layers. This makes the availability of water for shallow rooted plants difficult (Rapaport, 1990).
White and Falkland described also the threats of the freshwater lenses for small pacific islands.
They see long droughts, so a small recharge of freshwater, and overtopping of sea wells as temporary threats, and the rise of sea level as a lasting threat. Furthermore unsustainable extraction of
groundwater is a main threat. Island inhabitants usually catch rainwater for drinking and use well
water for other purposes. Both are affecting the ground water lens. Ibrahim et al. of the Maldives
Water and Sanitation Authority (2002) have roughly calculated the maximum population density
that can rely on rain water in Maldives. They found the number of 69 persons per hectare as a maximum. On the higher urbanized islands the availability of groundwater and rainwater for drinking is

Figure 4.5. Tourism tour on the island of
Hulhumeedhoo

Figure 4.6. Traditional well, before used for
drinking, now undrinkable.
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not outreaching, therefore desalination plants are installed. Also rainwater is caught and stored in
tanks.
At the partly urbanized islands the availability of groundwater and rainwater is sufficient, but
groundwater gets saltier by the time and polluted by waste and leaking septic tanks.
On the resorts desalination plants are used as well as bottles of mineral water (Ministry of Planning
and National Development, 2008). Thus the availability of fresh water is negatively influenced by
high population pressure and sea level rise, both threats that occur at this moment.
Figure 4.7. Sewerage pipes are going into
the sea at the island of Thulusdhoo

Figure 4.8. View on the Thilafushi garbage
island in Maldives

Water pollution
Almost none of the islands have a sewerage treatment system. On the higher urbanized islands
nearly all households have a toilet connected to a septic tank on which the sludge is disposed in the
open sea or sometimes buried. On partly urbanized islands the toilets are also mainly connected
to septic tanks, but some have no toilet at all and have to do their defecation at the beach or in the
forest. Others have a special compound in the garden, called gifili (Ministry of Planning and National
Development, 2008). The sludge on must islands is disposed to the open sea, stored in septic tanks
which leak the contaminated water back into the ground, or buried. Only at Kulhudhuffushi the
excretion is used to produce fertilizer (UNEP, 2006).
All resorts have their own sewerage system and clean the water till a drinking level.
The sewerage system in Male’ leads to salination of groundwater since the extracted water is not
used to recharge the groundwater. Instead the sewerage water is disposed to the sea. The same
happens on smaller islands. Bigger islands use mainly septic tanks to store sludge. In one septic
tank the dry sludge is stored whereas in a second tank the wet sludge is filtered with a sand filter. In
the end the wet sludge is used to recharge the groundwater to avoid salination. However this wet
sludge is still containing waste products leading to contamination of groundwater.

waste pollution

Waste pollution is affecting the environment negatively, which results in ground water pollution,
beach pollution and marine ecosystem pollution. All this pollution again will lead to shortage in
drinking water, decrease in biodiversity and fish population and thus food security (Cesar, 2000, Hay
et al., 2003, Barnett and Adger, 2003, Thaman et al., 2003). Thaman et al. are describing the main
factors for the increase of waste on Pacific Islands (2003). (1) a strong increase of (imported) products that end up as waste that requires treatment. (2) limited public and institutional knowledge
on how to treat waste. (3) the positioning of waste dumping sites at ecological fragile locations. (4)
Lack of funding, regulations and institutional arrangements regarding waste. (5) Limited hard data
on the impact of waste pollution and (6) little knowhow of the long term effect of toxic materials
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on human health, ecology and the physical environment. An additional factor is the high transport
costs between islands to collect the waste at a waste treatment center (UNEP, 2006).
In the Maldives waste is one of the most challenging environmental issues, since transport costs of
waste to waste treatment areas is very expensive, knowledge is missing and more and more imported products are packed. Waste disposal practices differ per island depending on the access to disposal facilities. Disposal practices are often located along vegetation lines or shorelines, unmanaged
and uncontrolled. Waste is simply dumped or burnt. There are three regional landfill sites, in the
north, central and south of the country who serve nearby islands. There is only waste separation at
the Thilafushi Island, which collects waste from Male’ and surrounding islands. Some private organic
waste segregation is noticed. Resorts are treating waste more environmental friendly as inhabited
islands. Most of the resorts separate waste, burn the combustible waste and ship the incombustible
waste to the land fills (UNEP, 2006).

Figure 4.9. Waste dumped at the forest in
Hulhumeedhoo, Addu atoll.

Long term problems
The above mentioned short term problems can lead to a high vulnerability to environmental and
socio-economic threats. Furthermore the predicted climate change and sea level rise will have its
impact on the fragile atoll islands. This section describes the long term problems, starting with the
vulnerability and ending with climate change predictions and impact.

High vulnerability to environmental and socio-economic threats

The population pressure, limited resources, one sided-economy, water problems and waste pollution will have a great impact on the ecosystem and life on atoll islands. The following problems
might occur.
Overexploitation of resources
Population pressure leads to an enormous stress on the limited resources. Especially shortage of
land, fish and wood will be observed in future. The need for food and agricultural area leads to
deforestation. Also the urgency for fuel and construction wood and building space lead to deforestation. However no numbers are available on the rate of deforestation. In the long term most of
the forest will be gone. Deforestation will have a significant negative impact on the microclimate,
natural protection, ecosystem and attractiveness.
The availability of land is scarce. In Maldives everyone has the rights to own a land plot leading to
pressure on land. Unsuitable land is used for living as well as land suitable for agricultural purposes.

Figure 4.10. Deforestation for agricultural
purposes on Hulhumeedhoo, Addu atoll
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Table 4.2. Tourism arrivals in Maldives of
the last eight years. In 2005 there was
a significant drop in arrivals (ministry of
tourism, arts and culture, 2010

Year

Number of
arrivals

2003

563,593

2004

616,716

2005

395,320

2006

601,923

2007

675,889

2008

683,012

2009

655,852

2010

791,917

In the future more social problems can be observed like environmental pollution, drug addiction,
violent crime, mental illness, family problems, infections and chronic diseases and malnutrition (Rapaport, 1990).
Malnutrition
As everywhere in the world the fish population is decreasing. Furthermore most staple food and
bulk goods must be imported. Disturbed trade relations in the past, for example during the second
world war, have led to huge hunger at the Maldivian Islands (Maldives Story, 1999). Governors have
told me there is food for two months in stocks, but a worldwide food crisis will unquestionable lead
to malnutrition and death in Maldives.
Economic crisis
The current economic crisis have let to high prizes as well as decrease in tourism arrivals. In 2005
there was a significant drop in tourism arrivals (Ministry of Tourism Arts and Culture, 2010). A longer
crisis in future will have a huge impact on the economy of Maldives.
Pollution
The current increase in waste and pollution through sewerage systems, industry, powerhouses and
boats will have a very negative impact on the environment and health of the community. It is likely
that groundwater becomes unusable, also as irrigation water for farmers, diseases are spread easily
through mosquitoes, rats and insects and ecosystem become disturbed.

Climate change problems

Even dissociating the discussion about the causes of climate change, one cannot deny the climate
has always been changing and will always change. Climate change refers according to the IPCC to “a
change in the state of the climate that can be identified (e.g., by using statistical tests) by changes in
the mean and/or the variability of its properties, and that persists for an extended period, typically
decades or longer” (Solomon et al., 2007, Annex I, p. 943).
In this section some general observations of climate change are presented as well as specific predictions for Maldives, since climate change prediction differ per region in the world. However, data on
climate change predictions for Maldives are scarce.
Increasing temperature
The IPCC (Trenberth et al., 2007) calculated by a linear trend over the past 100 years a global temperature increase of 0.74 degrees Celsius with a deviation of ± 0.18 degrees Celsius.
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For Maldives, Khan et al. (2002) are giving the average temperature for the weather stations in
Male’ and Gan in Addu Atoll. This average is fluctuating around 28 oC. The statistical yearbook of
the Maldives shows the average daily maximum temperature per year in Male’ (Ministry of Planning
and National Development, 2010), which is fluctuating between 30 and 31 oC with 7 or 8 hours of
sun per day. Hay (2006) is giving the maximum temperature recorded per year. A temperature of
32 oC occurs almost yearly, while a maximum temperature of 33.5 oC is a relative rare event. Hay
estimates a return period of 20 years for this temperature. A temperature of 34.0 oC has a return
period of over 90.000 years.
Predictions of variation in land surface temperature are made by Khan et al. (2002) and Hay (2006).
But Khan et al. are only relying on ten years of temperature data and not accounting climate scenarios. The prediction of 0.4 oC temperature increase per decade and 3.72 oC by 2100 in the detailed island risk assessment of Hithadhoo (DIRAM team, 2007) might be too high. Hay is giving a
prediction of air temperature based on a combination of different CO2 emission and concentration
scenarios tested in various models. As an input he used data from the Hulhule’ weather station in
the north of the Maldives. He found out the maximum annual air temperature will increase by 1.5
oC by 2100 (thus 0.15 oC per decade) and a maximum temperature of 33.5 oC will be an annual
event by the year 2100. A maximum of 35 oC, a temperature never observed till present, has a
probability to occur every eleven years in 2100. Data from Hay are more reliable since they account
several scenarios and thirty years of data. But Hay is only accounting maximum temperature instead
of mean temperature and regional differences between Hulhule’ at 4o north and Addu Atoll at 0.5
o south probably exist.

Table 4.3. (left) Table with predicted annual
return periods of maximum temperatures
(Hay, 2006)
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Graph 4.1. (right) Graph showing
observed sea surface temperature and
air temperature for Male’, including the
average (adapted from Khan et al., 2001)
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So it is very likely land surface temperature will increase in the Maldives and extreme heat events
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Warming of oceans
One great effect of climate change is the rise in ocean temperature. Over the period 1961 to 2003,
global ocean temperature has risen by 0.10°C from the surface to a depth of 700 m, 0.6 °C in the
sea-surface temperature and 0.04 °C throughout the whole water column (Bindoff et al., 2007,
Schubert et al., 2006). Because of its higher heat capacity, the water temperature rises not as fast
as the average air temperature.
For Maldives, Khan et al. (2002) are presenting the observed sea surface temperature for the stations in Male’ and Gan on Addu Atoll. The average of sea surface temperature is around 29 oC.
Other sea surface temperatures have not been found.
Khan et al. (2002) are also elaborating on the predictions of sea surface temperature. They found a
trend, based on ten years of data, of 1.1 oC per decade increase in Male’ and 0.3 oC in Gan in Addu
atoll (see graph 4.1). They explain the high difference by the locality of the two weather stations;
Again these predictions are based on just ten years of data and are not accounting different climate
scenarios. Therefore the presented predictions of an increase of 2.79 oC by 2100 within the detailed
island risk assessment of Hithadhoo (DIRAM team, 2007) might be too high. An interpolation of sea
surface temperature (SST) data by Sheppard (2002) gives insight in the increase in SST fluctuations
at the Chagos Archipelago, located at 5o south, south of the Maldives. He found an increase of 0.7
oC in the last fifty years, half of the number found by Khan et al. Other data are not found.
A high water temperature of plus 30 degrees Celsius is one of the stress factors that causes coral
bleaching. Coral bleaching is a symptom of stress in the coral, where the coral building algae (zooxanthellae) has expelled from the carbonate structure. The structure becomes visible and the coral
has turned white or pale. A coral can rehabilitate several times from a bleaching event, but repetition of coral bleaching will result in the end in mortality of the coral. Coral bleaching can occur in
single corals or in entire colonies of coral, the so called mass bleaching. The latter one is of more
concern and often result in mass dying of corals (Veron, 2008, Hoegh-Guldberg, 1999). Mass bleaching was first recorded in different areas in the world in early 1980. Since then several mass bleaching
events have been recorded. In 1998 a major event took place where 16% of all corals in the world
died because of coral bleaching. In 2001/2002 another mass bleaching event affected reefs in many
countries (Wilkinson, 2008). Veron (2008) states that there is a present indication that mass bleaching events will occur annually by the year 2030. Besides the ecological impact, the dying of coral
reefs have a great effect on atoll islands and atoll states. As described in previous chapters corals are
of high importance for a wide range of goods and services and dying of these corals will thus result
in a great impact on the life of atoll island inhabitants.
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So in the best case for Maldives the number of 0.7 oC increase per fifty years lead to a sea water
temperature of 30.4 oC in 2100. This is already at the critical bleaching temperature of 30 oC. It is
unclear whether coral species can adapt to such warm temperatures. What will happen when sea
water temperature will increase faster?
Sea level rise
An unavoidable consequence of global warming is the rise in sea level. Two mean reasons can be
found. (1) Thermal expansion of water; and (2) an alteration in the exchange of water between different reservoirs. The IPCC presents observations of both changes (Bindoff et al., 2007). For the total
amount of sea level rise satellite observation and coastal tide gauge measurements can be used.
The IPCC shows (2007) that since the 1990s an average rise of approximately 3 mm per year can be
measured.
For Maldives different numbers are mentioned. Khan et al. (2002) are basing their sea level rise
prediction on tidal level records from the station in Gan. They found out, based on a data set of
ten years, a the trend that shows an increase in sea level rise of 3.9 mm per year. Sheppard (2002)
is finding a different number for the Chagos Archipelago, south of Maldives, of 5.5 mm per year.
Church et al. (2006) threw doubt on these numbers while they are only based on a short time
periods. Church et al. used several data sets from satellite measurements and tide-gauge measurements. For the region Maldives they reconstruct the measured sea level rise of approximately 4.4
mm per year in Gan. The rates over a fifty two year period resulted in a sea level rise of just 1.2 mm
per year. This number is according to Church et al. comparable with the number based on geological
evidence by Woodroffe. This number is furthermore similar with the trend found by Hay (2006). The
observed long term trend based on data of Hulhule’ is 1.7 mm per year. Hay further used climate
models to estimate sea level rise in the next century. The best estimated prediction is a sea level rise
of 58 cm in one hundred years, with a band of uncertainty of 90 centimeter maximum sea level rise
and 40 centimeter minimum rise.
As shown there are very different numbers ranging from only 1.2 mm per year to over 9 mm per
year. This will lead to different predictions for the long term. In this thesis the best case scenario
is set on 2 mm per year, respectively +18 cm in 2100 whereas the worst case scenario is 9 mm per
year, i.e. +81 cm in 2100.
The long term effects of sea level rise to atoll islands are severe. Lewis (1990) gave thirteen effects
and consequences small island states are facing, three of them will be declared in more detail, (1)
direct inundation, (2) erosion and (3) reduction of fresh water. First, atoll islands are, according to
several authors, at risk to become uninhabitable or even disappear completely in future, since atoll
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islands only a few meter above mean sea level (Schubert et al., 2006, Roy and Connell, 1991). Depending on local differences, the rate of direct inundation will differ strongly per atoll island. Khan
et al. (2002) are presenting that 80% of the Maldives is below 1 meter above MSL. Woodroffe (2007)
has calculated that 96% of Maldives is below 2 meter above MSL. The natural response of atoll islands to sea level rise is still poorly understood.
Beside direct inundation, the islands will face stronger erosion by wave impact (Barnett and Adger,
2003, Lewis, 1990, Roy and Connell, 1991). First a higher sea results in greater waves and second
it is unclear if the coral reefs are able to grow apace with a rising sea level and keep protecting the
islands in future. A reef in optimum condition can reach a reef growth speed of 60 centimeters
per century, enough to cope a sea level rise of 3 mm per year. But climate change is effecting the
conditions negatively and it is indistinct how coral reefs respond to all these different stress factors
(Hoegh-Guldberg, 2005, Veron, 2008, Barnett and Adger, 2003).
A third impact of a rising sea level is the effects on fresh water lenses, by inundation of salt water,
upward pressure of the salt water lenses and overtopping the atoll islands by seawater due to storm
waves (White and Falkland, 2010). A study of Metai (2002) of the island of Tarawa, Kiribati, shows
predictions that changes in precipitation (-10%), sea level rise (+0.4m), and island widths due to
inundation could reduce the fresh water lens by 38% in 2050.
Assumed is that in the worst case scenario all land below this 2 meter will be gone, either by direct
inundation, either by erosion. So it might be that 96% of Maldives will be drowned by 2100
Increase in precipitation
The IPCC presents observations of changes in precipitations (Mimura et al., 2007, Trenberth et al.,
2007). It becomes clear that a global increase of extreme rainfall is difficult to notice and is more
topographical depended as temperature.

Graph 4.3. (right) predicted main sea level
with band of uncertainty (based on Hay,
2006)
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The patterns of rainfall in Maldives are strongly influenced by the Indian Ocean Monsoons; seasonal
occurrences of wind patterns. General the North East Monsoon, from December to March, is dryer
as the South West Monsoon, from May to November. In between are transition periods. The average rainfall for Gan on Addu Atoll is calculated as 2299.3 mm with a standard deviation of 364.8 mm
(DIRAM team, 2007). This pattern is somewhat higher as the average in the capital. The Monsoons
are becoming clear in the average monthly precipitation chart.
Quantification of heavy daily rainfall is done by Hay (2006). He is presenting the maximum daily
rainfall by year for the capital region. A daily rainfall of at least 160 mm is a rare event, occurring only
once in the 17 year. A daily rainfall of 80 mm is observed almost yearly.
In the detailed island risk assessment of Hithadhoo an increase of precipitation by 0.14 % annually
is reported which will lead to an increase of 260 mm by 2100.
Hay (2006) is reporting more uncertainties in relation to precipitation in future. He states no significant long term trends are evident based on thirty years of data. Based on estimations with the
several models and scenarios he found a mean slightly increase of 20 mm by the year 2100. However even one of the models shows an little incline in annual precipitation. Also the predictions of
extreme daily rainfall events are surrounded with great uncertainties. At a maximum a 180 mm
daily rainfall will occur only once in 135 years, whereas at a minimum the same daily rainfall occurs
every 31.3 years.
The detailed risk assessments for Maldives are presenting a table that gives insight in the impact
of heavy rain (DIRAM team, 2007). A 24hour rainfall of 150 mm will result widespread flooding of
low lying houses and roads. Minor to moderate damage to properties, household goods and public
buildings.

Table 4.4. (left) Table with predicted annual
return periods of maximum daily rainfall
(Hay, 2006)
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Storms and hurricanes
The total amount of tropical cyclones, hurricanes and typhoons, dominated by the El Niño Southern
Oscillation, stays quite equal. An increase of storms in one area is often compensated by a decrease
in other regions. The largest increase was in the North Pacific, Indian and South-West Pacific oceans.
Webster et al. (Webster et al. (2005) presented in Mimura et al. (2007)) found more than a doubling
of category 4 and 5 storms in the South-West Pacific from the period 1975–1989 to the period
1990–2004.
The Maldives is generally free from cyclone activity. Some heavy storms have been reported in the
past. The most intense storm have been recorded in 1989 where winds over 80 knots occurred.
But the storm belt in the Indian Ocean is located south of the Maldives. The average wind direction
in the Maldives is from West to South West, strongly related to the South West Monsoon (DIRAM
team, 2007). A maximum of 40 knots is observed almost yearly, whereas a wind speed of 60 knots
occurs only once in the 16 years (Hay, 2006).
On predictions on storms are conclusive predictions missing. Some researchers state that the
present storm belt in the southern hemisphere will possible increase in intension and move northward (Kitoh et al., 1997, presented in DIRAM team, 2007). For the Southern Indian Ocean this might
mean an intensification of storms, especially in southern Maldives. Other authors relate increase
of wind speed to temperature rise (Hay, 2006). Hay estimates, although surrounded by great uncertainty, that maximum wind gusts can increase by a factor 2.5, 5 or even 10 per degree of global
warming. The best scenario Hay illustrates that a 60 knots wind gust at this moments has a return
period of 16 years, will return every 10.5 year by 2050. Whereas the worst case scenario gives a
return period of 3.0 year for a 60 knots wind gust.
The detailed risk assessment for Maldives is presenting what the impact of several wind gusts will
be on the islands of Maldives (DIRAM team, 2007). A storm with gusts over 40 knots causes moderate to mayor damage to houses, falling of trees and crop damage. An article of Woodroffe (2007)
shows the role of storms on the formation and alteration of the topography of atoll islands. Storms
can results in accretion of islands as well as erosion, depending on the frequency of storms and the
availability of a cement pool.
Summarizing table
The table on the next page (table 4.5) summarizes the prediction for Maldives.
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Climate change aspect

Sea temperature

Current
o
28.0 C average
o
32.0 C maximum
o
29 C average

Best case scenario by 2100
o
29.5 C average
o
33.5 C maximum
o
30.4 C average

Worst case scenario by 2100
o
32.0 C average
o
35.5 C maximum
o
31.8 C average

Sea Level Rise

-

+18 cm above MSL

+ 81 cm above MSL

Heavy rains, return period for
a daily rainfall of 180 mm

108 years

108 years

30 years

Storms, return period of a 60
kno ts storm

16 years

16 years

3.2 years

Land temperature,

The possible future of the Maldives
This part will describe how the several island types in the Maldives (figure 4.11) possibly will look
like in the year 2100 when no adaptation and no sustainable development will take place. A difference will be made between the best case climate scenario (figure 4.12) and worst case climate
scenario (figure 4.13)presented above.

Best case climate scenario

Places to live
At this moment there is strong scientific debate going on if atoll islands are able to grow apace with
sea level rise (Woodroffe, 2007, Webb and Kench, 2010, Schaeffer and Hare, 2010). Concluding can
be said there is net accretion in response with little sea level rise, but there seems no evidence
from the past and the present that atoll islands are able to grow during strong climate change and
sea level rise. Under the best case scenario, island on which the natural system is still intact, i.g.
the partly urbanized islands and the islands without human activity, are able to remain. The capital
seems also able to remain since the whole island is one meter above sea level. Highly urbanized
islands will face severe erosion and problems due to climate change. Furthermore population pressure will lead to social, environmental and problems in human health in the capital. Also the highly
populated islands will become more crowdie and move to extremely high urbanized islands. The
smaller partly urbanized islands become abandoned, in combination with poverty, unemployment
and environmental problems like contaminated and salted ground water, whereas the bigger partly
urbanized islands will be more populated and become a high urbanized island, with related social,

Table 4.5. Climate change predictions for
Maldives.
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economic and environmental problems.
Agriculture
Islands will be over exploited; almost all forest will be gone. Soil is poor and groundwater is contaminated. There won’t be money to invest in improved agricultural systems.
Source of income
The economy of the country is fragile, heavily relying upon tourism and therefore very vulnerable
for world economic fluctuations. New economic sources cannot be found. Again more people are
very poor.
Environment
The population pressure and pollution leads to a fragile environment. Diseases are common, the
attractiveness of the environment is gone, leading to less tourism income, and ecosystems are damaged.

Worst case climate scenario

Places to live
The debate on the natural adaption of atoll islands shows that with heave climate change the Maldivian islands will disappear (Barnett and Adger, 2003, Schaeffer and Hare, 2010). This is especially
true for the smaller islands. Some of the high urbanized islands are already elevated and they can
remain (partly). Also the capital might be still inhabitable, although limits are reached by 2100. This
means all current population must live in the capital or on the high urbanized islands and partly
and natural islands become uninhabitable. Also people will move to the continents. The social and
environmental problems on the islands left over are terrible.
Agriculture
There is no space left for agricultural activity. Malnutrition becomes a standard. Only fish and products from gardens are left over. Shortages on food, freshwater and fresh air will lead to diseases.
Source of income
There will be a high crime rate due to unemployment and social problems. People with money will
migrate to the continent. Also resorts will be flooded which lead to a strong economic depression.
Environment
The current environment will be totally disrupted. Diseases which are almost gone now will return.
Also the fragile ecosystem will be damaged leading to more problems, like decreased tourism income.
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Figure 4.11. Current situation of Addu Atoll,
in the south of Maldives. It consists of several
island types; one extremely urbanized island (Gan
airport), two high urbanized islands (Maradhoo
and Feydhoo), two partly urbanized islands
(Hithadhoo and Hulhumeedhoo), two resorts
(Herathera resort and Vilingili resort) and one
uninhabited island (Hera).
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Figure 4.12. Addu Atoll in 2100 under the best
climate change scenario. The lagoon will be
overgrown with algae, the reefs are destructed
and contaminated, the islands deforestated,
polluted and overpopulated. In short Addu atoll
becomes uninhabitable through the long term
development problems.

Figure 4.13. Addu Atoll in 2100 under the worst
climate change scenario. Sea level will rise and
all islands will be drowned, except for some
higher parts of Hulhumeedhoo and Hithadhoo
and the centre of airport island Gan. Also within
this scenario the atoll becomes uninhabitable,
although through climate change.
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5. landscape
architectonic
approach
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Summary
Sustainable development is needed to create adaptive capacity to respond to climate change. In
this way the community has the possibility to protect themselves. One general approach would
be a wrong one, since atoll islands differ strongly. Per island type a different approach is needed.
For the partly urbanized islands an approach is elaborated in this thesis. A participatory approach,
based on two existing approaches, is made. The approach consists of a resilient island workshop
and a pre-workshop and post-workshop phase. The workshop results in a resilient island plan,
several action plans and an action group for implementation.
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This chapter describes a landscape architectonic approach to create resilient islands. Research presented in the previous chapters is used to derive this approach. This resulted in some considerations.
1)
The approach contains aspects of sustainable development as well as climate adaptation to
deal with both climate scenarios, explained in chapter four.
2)
The approach is based on the ecological design philosophy, incorporating local characteristics,
the community and the natural environment, as described in chapter two.
3)
Incorporating local characteristics. It assumes that not one single approach is suitable for all
different island types presented in chapter three, since different islands require different concepts.
4)
Incorporating the community can be either in a top-down way, initiated by the government,
or through a bottom-up approach, initiated by the community. The resilient island approach should
contain a top-down framework with bottom-up components.
This chapter starts with an elaboration on the difference between top-down approaches and bottom-up approaches. Different participatory approaches are presented containing bottom-up and
top-down components. In the second section of this chapter a study of existing approaches is presented. Third, the different participatory approaches are linked to the several island types to create
island specific approaches. This chapter ends with the focus on one island type and the construction
of a landscape architectonic approach to sustainable development and climate adaptation. This approach will be tested in a pilot project.

The need for top down and bottom up approaches

Based on experiences of Duchhart (2007) in Kenya, implementation takes much more effort as only
a good landscape design. It appeared that a landscape design that is used on a facilitation process
with local stakeholders was far more successful. So the development and implementation of plans
can be either in a top-down or bottom-up way. However some authors state a combination of both
is needed. First the two approaches will be described and after the need for combining the two will
be discussed.

Top-down approach

A top-down approach starts with a policy decision by governmental officials and is focussing on
the question how these legal objectives can be effectively implemented. Sabatier and Mazmanian
(1979) found out a shortlist of six necessary conditions to do so. They state that the behaviour of
local bureaucrats, stakeholders and target groups could be hold supportive when these six conditions are met.
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Bottom-up approach

An opposite bottom-up approach is described by Hjern et al. (presented in Sabatier, 1986). They
start by identifying the network of actors and ask them about their goals, strategies, activities and
contacts. They then use these contacts as a way to develop a network technique to identify the
local, regional and national actors involved in the implementation, financing, planning etc. of the
programs. This provides a system for moving from local level bureaucrats, stakeholders and targets
groups to the top level policy makers in both the public and private sector.

Levels of community participation

Several authors state a combination of top-down management and bottom-up approaches are
needed to succeed in linking governmental institutions with communities. Both approaches are
needed in order to assimilate sustainable development and climate adaptation in governmental
policy documents and institutional frameworks and to assess and evaluate climate change and adaptation options and to plan and implement ideas. It makes mainstreaming of solutions developed
in a bottom-up way possible. (Nakalevu et al., 2005, Leary et al., 2008, Mimura et al., 2007).
In between the extremes of bottom-up and top-down different levels of community participation
exist, described by Pretty (1995) (see box 2). This range from passive participation, where people are
only told what will or has happened, without listening to the participants, to self-mobilization which
comprehends the initiative is taking by people independent from external institutions. They contact
external institutions if needed, but remain control over their own process. These mixed approaches
seem suitable on atoll islands.

Existing approaches

There exist several approaches to climate adaptation or sustainable development, both top down as
well as bottom up. In this section the existing top down and bottom up approaches to climate adaptation and sustainable development are shortly presented, starting with the top down approaches.
A detailed study of the approaches can be found in the attachment 1.

Top down approaches to climate adaptation

Integrated coastal management
Integrated Coastal Management (ICM) is ‘a continuous and dynamic process by which decisions are
made for the sustainable use, development and protection of coastal and marine areas and resources (Cicin-Sain et al., 1998). Original developed by the United Nations, the approach was unspecified
and only focusing on ‘what to do’ instead of ‘how to do’ (UNCED, 1992). A more specified approach
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box 2: Different levels of community participation
Based on Pretty (1995, p. 61)
Passive Participation: People participate by being told what is going
to happen or has already happened. It is a unilateral announcement by
an administration or project management without any listening to people’s responses. The information being shared belongs only to external
professionals.
Participation in Information giving: People participate by answering
questions posed by extractive researchers using questionnaire surveys
or similar approaches. People do not have the opportunity to influence
proceedings, as the findings of the research are neither shared nor
checked for accuracy.
Participation by consultation: People participate by being consulted,
and external agents listen to views. These external agents define both
problems and solutions, and may modify these in the light of people’s
responses. Such a consultative process does not concede any share in
decision-making, and professionals are under no obligation to take on
board people’s views.
Participation for material incentive: People participate by providing resources, e.g. labor, in return for food, cash or other material incentives.
Much on-farm research falls in this category, as farmers provide the
fields but are not involved in the experimentation or process of learning.
It is very common to see this called participation, yet people have
no stake in prolonging activities when the incentives end.

Functional Participation: People participate by forming groups to meet
predetermined objectives related to the project, which can involve the
development or promotion of externally initiated social organization.
Such involvement does not tend to be at early stages or project cycles
of planning, but rather after major decisions have been made. These
institutions tend to be dependent on external initiators and facilitators,
but may become self-dependent.
Interactive Participation: People participate in joint analysis, which
leads to action plans and the formation of new local institutions or
the strengthening of existing ones. It tends to involve interdisciplinary
methodologies that seek multiple objectives and make use
of systematic and structured learning processes. These groups take control over local decisions, so people have a stake in maintaining structures or practices.
Self-Mobilization: People participate by taking initiatives independent
of external institutions to change systems. Such self-initiated mobilization and collective action may or may not challenge existing inequitable
distributions of wealth and power.
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of integrated coastal management is presented in the book ‘Integrated coastal and ocean management: concepts and practices’ (Cicin-Sain et al., 1998). They state in the introduction that ICM is not
a ‘one size fits all’ concepts and it is not fixed that it can be applied in all kind of different situations.
United Nations Conventions
The United Nations offers two convention reports which are focusing on Small Island Developing
States and their relation with climate change and sustainable development. The first, the report of
the convention of Mauritius (2005), is a reviewing of the Barbados Program of Action for the Sustainable Development of Small Island Developing States. This convention sees climate change as an
obstacle in reaching the sustainable development goals. The United Nations Framework Convention
on Climate Change (UNFCCC, 2005) is the second United Nations report. They recognize that adaptation has been taking place through local individual ad-hoc actions. Both reports are very broad,
not detailed in how to elaborate those measures and top-down oriented.
Safer island concept
The Maldivian government has developed a national adaptation plan, of which the development of
several ‘safe islands’ per atoll was part of. This safe island program enables inhabitants from smaller
more vulnerable islands to resettle on bigger safer islands and it develops measures to mitigate
environmental disasters and enables the community to sustain economic and social development
in times of disaster (M.E.E.W., 2006). The concept consists of two parts. First enlargement of the
island and second providing protection against the sea to the next fifty years (Hydronamic BV, 2009,
Bosschieter, 2007).

Top down approaches to sustainable development

Sustainable development and environmental management
The book ‘sustainable development and environmental management of small islands’ (Beller et
al., 1990) presents some top down approaches to sustainable development. One of them is the
challenges for sustainable development in small Caribbean Islands (McElroy et al., 1990). They link
development to environmental degradation and deterioration of resources and focus on resource
management policies and research.
United Nations Convention
The convention of Mauritius about the review of the implementation of the program of action for
the sustainable development of Small Island Developing States (United Nations, 2005) gives extensive strategies for sustainable development with help of the international community.
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Bottom up approaches to climate adaptation

Capacity Building for the Development of Adaptation Measures in Pacific Island Countries (CBDAMPIC)
This project aimed to increase the adaptive capacity of Pacific Island Countries to reduce their vulnerability to climate change. It incorporates both top-down and bottom-up approaches, by linking
governmental institutions with communities (Nakalevu et al., 2005, Mataki et al., 2008).
Climate change toolkit for the community
The project recognizes that at the community level there is a lack of awareness on climate change
threats and the actions that can be taken to strengthen the community’s resilience. This project
aims to initiate practical action and ensure future action is planned by stakeholders on island, atoll
and provincial level in Maldives. The approach consists of a workshop of four steps, including 10
activities (Shafeeqa and Bushry, 2010).

Bottom up approaches to sustainable development

Participatory Environmental Planning (PEP) for sustainable urban development
This project of Duchhart (2007) aimed by integrating environmental considerations in developing
plans, to achieve healthy and attractive urban centers that could provide the population their basic
needs. The three day PEP-workshop was used to reach this. The workshop consists of three days,
where local residents and town officials worked together to design an environmental action plan
and program.
Rapid Assessment of Perceptions (RAP) method.
This method aims to explore community perceptions on sustainable development related aspects
and then using these aspects in shaping effective tools to change attitudes, knowledge and practices
(Shafeeqa and Clothier, 2009). The RAP activities are focusing on facilitating dialogue and feedback
centered on the aspects of sustainable development.
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Matching approaches and island types

As described in chapter three there can be five island types distinguished; the extreme high urbanized islands, the high urbanized islands, the partly urbanized islands, the islands without human
activity and the resort islands. These island types differ strongly in population density and human
activity, level of development, (inter)national orientation and sense of community. One general approach to all of these islands would be a wrong one, since local development problems and specific
climate impact will be excluded. Thus different islands need different approaches. In this section
each island type is linked to one of the participatory approaches of Pretty, presented above.

Extremely high urbanized

The community is cooperating in climate adaptation and sustainable development through a participation in information giving approach. Assumed is that inhabitants of extremely high urbanized islands do not feel well connected to their island, they lack a sense of community and lack
responsibilities. A strong top down approach with a few bottom-up components is necessary. The
participation in information giving approach enables the initiator to survey the community and uses
collected data as input for design. This approach is especially suitable for islands with a high population number, like the capital, since it enables huge numbers of people to participate.

High urbanized

On this type of islands a participation by consultation approach seems the most appropriate one.
Although inhabitants feel connected to their island, they lack a sense of community and responsibilities. Furthermore the density is too high for initiatives of individuals. The participation by consultation approach incorporates sketching sessions with the community to generate ideas, but the
implementation is under control of the commissioner.

Partly urbanized

Assumed is, the community on these types of islands is more aware of their environment and is
much more traditional. The sense of community is strong and they have certain responsibilities. The
interactive participation approach seems most suitable to strengthen local institutions and to make
participants responsible for implementation through the forming of an action group. Participants
are involved in the whole process rather than a small piece.
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Resort islands

Resorts are fully independent islands that are controlled by a manager or board. They can shape
their island to their own demands. Incorporating opinions of tourists and employees might be helpful in forming climate adaptation measures. The participation through information giving seems
also the best approach for these islands.

Uninhabited islands

On these islands the influence of human beings is almost zero. A participatory approach is not applicable but the principles of self-organization of nature. Assumed is that to a certain degree of climate
change the natural uninhabited islands are capable to adapt (Woodroffe, 2007, Webb and Kench,
2010, Schaeffer and Hare, 2010).
It is clear that an integral approach that combines sustainable development with climate adaptation
is missing. Integration of existing approaches will result in an applicable approach.

Table 5.1. Overview of level of community
participation and suitable approach per
island type.

Island type

Extremely high urbanized
islands

Level of community
participation

Participation in
information giving

High urbanized islands

Participationby
consultation

Partly urbanized islands

Interactive
participation

Resort islands

Participation in
information giving

Uninhabited islands

-

Suitable approach
- Integrated coastal
management
- safer island concept
- sustainable development and
environmental management
at a policy level
- United Nations strategies
- Capacity building for the
development of adaptive
measures
- Rapid Assessment of
Perceptions
- Climate change toolkit for the
community
- Participatory environmental
planning for sustainable urban
development
- Rapid Assessment of
Perceptions
- Integrated coastal
management
- Safer island concept
- United Nations strategies
- Self organization of nature
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Focus

In the limited time of this thesis it is impossible to research approaches on all island types. Therefore only one island type will be elaborated and researched. The partly urbanized islands have been
selected since that type gives best opportunities for a landscape architectonic approach. The higher
urbanized islands require rather a landscape engineering approach.

The resilient island approach

Three existing approaches seem suitable for partly urbanized islands. The RAP method and the
climate change toolkit are focusing strongly on awareness and only partly on solutions. The PEP
approach for sustainable urban development is focusing less on awareness and strongly on solution
development and implementation. Two of them will be combined to form an approach to resilient
islands. The PEP approach will be used as base for the resilient island approach because the implementation of ideas is necessary for the success of the approach. Parts of the climate change toolkit
will be integrated to incorporate climate adaptation. Now both approaches will be explained in
more detail and finally integrated in one resilient island approach.

Participatory Environmental Planning (PEP) for sustainable urban development

This so called Green Town approach is applied in Kenya from 1992 to 2000 and involved governmental institutions at the urban level. It is using a landscape based design approach. The main part
of the approach is the PEP-workshop. The workshop consisted of eight sessions, spread over three
days. On forehand about 25 persons of different backgrounds must be invited to the workshop.
Furthermore the location and materials must be organized.
Based on forty workshops Duchhart (2007) concludes that the strength of the Green Towns approach lay in its capacity to (p. 187)
- Build up a sense of ownership and responsibility for the environment;
- Emphasize the process rather than the end product;
- Create a unity of purpose regarding the future of the physical environment;
- Bridge local knowledge and initiative with government guidance;
- Build up partnership;
- Change desk-planning into a local-based participatory approach to planning the physical environment;
- Link analyses to planning, design and action;
- Initiate simultaneous actions at local and at central levels;
- Make local knowledge and resources accessible.
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The workshop was using videos, fieldwork and design sessions and facilitated by governmental
partners trained in the training-of-trainers program. All sessions with their expected outcomes are
described (see figure 5.1.).
Session 1: Who Cares?!
This session, including a video, aims to list environmental problems in the workshop town by using
cards.
Session 2: Making of the Problem Map. The second session results in a base map of the town showing all physical features, and a problem map containing all the listed problems on the base map.
Session 3: Workshop at work. The third sessions contains a video exercise to motivate the participants to actually solve their observed problems in the next sessions of the workshop.
Session 4: Man and Nature – Inter-linkages. A video is used to give the participants inside in the
relation between environmental problems and the natural environment. The problems listed in session 1 are rearranged in a problem tree, showing the causes and effects of the problems. Then the
participants are invited for a field trip and observe their listed problems in the field. This session
ends with an evaluation to improve the earlier made problem map.
Session 5: Inter-linkage between solutions. The fifth session is the first step in finding solutions to
the listed problems. A video is used to show the potential possibility to solve more problems with
only one solution. Participants become aware of the inter-linkage between solutions.
Session 6: Make your town a green town. This session starts with a video showing the steps to be
taken to make an environmental development plan. The participants are going to undertake the
same steps. The group will be divided in four smaller groups. One group is making an agricultural
suitability map, one group is making an urban suitability map, one group is mapping what will happen with their town when no action is undertaken, the zero action map, and one group maps the
areas they want to protect.
After the two groups of the suitability map will be combined to make a conflict map I and the groups
of the zero action map and the protection map will combine their maps in a conflict map II. In the
end those two conflict maps show the critical areas within the town were solutions should be designed for.
Another video is shown to generate more solutions to their environmental problems, and after a
brainstorm all solutions are drawn in the map, regarding the conflicts and the natural landscape.
The environmental development plan is born.
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model

session 1
problem
identiﬁcation

session 2
base map

session 2
landscape unit
map

session 4
ﬁeld visit

session 4
problem tree

session 4
problem map

session 6
agricultural
suitability map

session 6
urban
suitability map

session 6
land
protection map

session 6
conﬂict map I

session 6
zero action
map

session 6
conﬂict map II
session 6
environmental
development map
session 7 & 8
action plan
action group

Figure 5.1. Flowchart of the participatory environmental planning approach of
Duchhart (adapted from Schavemaker, 2010). Session 3 and session 5 are not
mentioned in the flowchart. These sessions are focussing on awareness and do
not have a clear map as output.

plan

step 1: consider
consider an idea or information.
Participants are presented with
a concept, idea or information
to consider participation

consider participating in the
innovative gardening
and education project

step 2: think critically
- what does it mean?
- what is its purpose or agenda?
- who is it from?
- Do I agree with it? Is it valid?
- Is it relevant in my community?
- What are the alternatives?

Activity 1: a case study
Activity 2: climate change
awareness
Activity 3: What is climate change?
Activity 4: speaking about
climate change
Activity 5: Sea level rise

step 3: investigate
investigate the idea or
information. Participants will
design methods to test the
information or ideas
in the community

Activity 6: how will the beach
look as climate changes?

step 4: take action
participants will critically reﬂect
on their responsibilities with
respect to the information and
ideas, and formulate
an appropriate response.

Activity 8: ﬁnding out how
climate change will
aﬀect beach users
Activity 9: water spectrum
Activity 10: making action plan

Activity 7: exploring ocean
acidiﬁcation

Figure 5.2. Flowchart of the climate change toolkit for the community (adapted
from Shafeeqa and Bushry, 2010).
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Session 7: Planning for real. The environmental development plan will be translated in an action
plan. The four priority actions will be listed and elaborated.
Session 8: Election of Voluntary Action Group. An action group to actually implement the priority
actions will be organized. A last video is shown about an action group elsewhere to motivate everyone.
The end products of the workshop were an environmental development plan, four priority action
plans and an action group for implementation. The side products of the workshop were awareness
on environmental problems and solutions and a stronger relation between community and governmental institutions.

Climate change toolkit for the community

The climate change toolkit consists of four steps with ten activities that can fit in one and a half day
(see figure 5.2.).
Step 1: Consideration
The first step of the workshop is the consideration step which should take place before the workshop. Potential participants are presented with information from sources like media, a person, questionnaire, a cartoon, and an artwork or news article. The participants can consider whether he
would like to participate. Now all activities are described one by one.
Step 2: Think critically. About the idea or information
Activity 1: A case study. Four case studies about problems on Maldivian islands are shared with the
participants as an introduction on the workshop
Activity 2: What is climate? This activity is done to find out what participants know about climate
change and to fill their knowledge gap. A discussion is used on the questions ‘what do you know
about climate change?’ and ‘what would you like to know about climate change?’ Then a movie
is shown that contains information about climate change. After, the questions are answered in a
discussion.
Activity 3: Speaking about climate change, to investigate the causes of climate change and climate
change’s impact on the local environment. First there is a group discussion about what is climate
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and what is global warming. Then global warming is explained through an experiment with a thermometer and a glass jar.
Activity 4: Climate change awareness and agriculture. This session is used to find out how climate
change is affecting the agriculture on the island. Groups must discuss on the questions ‘things that
were grown on the island before’, ‘things that are currently grown’, and ‘why they think the plants
grown have changed’. After the results of the groups are discussed and people are asked to think
about ‘how would the global warming effect plant growth in future?’
Activity 5: Sea level rise. A practical demonstration of sea level rise is used to show what sea level
rise means. After the experiment the participants must answer some questions.
Step 3: Investigation. About the impact
Activity 6: How will the beach look as climate changes? Think about how the beach will look like
after 10 and 20 years under climate change. Discussion is used to think about the size of the beach,
the vegetation, the animals and the buildings behind the beach. Participants are asked to draw the
beach as it might be in 20 years.
Activity 7: Exploring ocean acidification. An experiment is used to explain how the acidification of
the ocean takes place. After, a discussion is held about the impact of acidification on the food chain,
the coral reefs and the beach.
Step 4: Take Action. About formulating an appropriate response.
Activity 8: Finding out how climate changes will affect beach users to understand the effect of climate change. First a brainstorm is done on how the beach will look like under climate change. Then
a questionnaire is made to find out how different users (locals and tourists) respond to the changing
beach.
Activity 9: Water spectrum to understand differences in water quality. A spectrum is made containing the most contaminated water to the least contaminated water in households. Different types of
water must be mentioned and located in the spectrum.
Activity 10: Making action plan. This final activity is used to create ideas how one can start to adapt
their own community. Groups are making several action plans. First they have to mention all big
weather events in the last 30 years and how the community responded to these events. Then a map
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is made of the island that shows all the houses, water supplies, vegetation and gardens. Then on top
all dangers the community is facing are drawn. Where does strong wind comes from? Which houses
might be flooded? Which resources are there to protect against the dangers? Finally a debated on
how the community can work together helped to face the climate change issues.
The end products are mainly awareness and knowledge on climate change and a first step of taking
actions.

Integration: the resilient island workshop
pre-workshop phase
- participants selection
- workshop preparation
- facilitator training

resilient island workshop
- 8 sessions and 1 ﬁeldtrip
- basic resilient island plan
- action plans
- action group

post-workshop phase
- report writing
- elaboration of action plans
- organization of action days

Figure 5.3. Flowchart of the resilient island
approach in general. Core is the resilient
island workshop.

In this section the PEP-workshop and the climate change toolkit are combined to form the resilient
island approach. In this way the approach contains both aspects of sustainable development as well
as climate adaptation. The approach consists mainly of a workshop that incorporates interactive
participation and is landscape based. This means participants are actively involved in the whole
process that leads to action plans, existing institutions are strengthened and new ones are formed,
and solutions are based on the existing landscape. The aim of the workshop is to create a resilient
island plan, several action plans and an action group for implementation. Side products are awareness among the community on climate change issues and development issues and an improved
cooperation between local community and government.
The whole workshop process is split in three phases; the pre-workshop phase, the workshop phase,
and the post-workshop phase (figure 5.3.). The activities for each phase are described now (figure
5.4.).
Pre-workshop phase.
Just as in the PEP-workshop and the climate change toolkit participants must be selected before the
workshop starts. Participants are inhabitants, resort owners, businessmen, island and atoll governors of all different occasions, gender and ages. Furthermore the workshop must be organized. The
workshop is held in the local Dhivehi language to make it accessible for everyone. Therefore facilitators must be trained on forehand.
Resilient island workshop.
The resilient island workshop must fit in the daily rhythms of the local community. So the working
duties and Islamic praying times must be respected. Consequently the workshop consists of one
evening and a Friday and a Saturday, the normal weekends for Islamic people. There are eight sessions and a fieldtrip, using plenary discussions, group discussions and group assignments. Only the
most important steps of the PEP-workshop and the climate change toolkit are used. All sessions are
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explained shortly.
Session 1: What is climate change? Session comparable with activity 2 of the climate change toolkit
to create awareness and knowledge on climate change and its impact for Maldives. A group discussion and a movie are used in this session.
Session 2: Base map. This session is an integration of a part of activity 10 of the climate change
toolkit and a part of session 2 of the PEP-workshop. It aims to get inside in the different goods and
services the island provides and to understand the different areas on the island. Mapping of the
island and the landscape unit map are made in small groups.
Session 3: Problem map. In this session all social and environmental problems are listed and together with the climate change impact positioned on the base map. This forms the problem map. It
gives insight in where problems occur and creates awareness on the variety of problems.
Session 4: Problem tree and impact assessment. This session is comparable with session 3 and 4 of
the PEP-workshop and activity 6 of the climate change toolkit. First a problem tree is made of all the
listed problems. After for each landscape unit participants describe how it will look like in 20 years
time. In this session becomes clear how problems are inter-related and what the impact will be on
their island. The conclusion is that the island becomes uninhabitable and action is needed.
Fieldtrip: Four groups will visit one location on the island each. They have to find out if the problems
are visible there, which measures are already taken, how they function and if they know better solutions. After the fieldtrip participants give a presentation.
Session 5: solution development. With the help of a movie and a brainstorm as much as possible
solutions are mentioned. After, those solutions are positioned on the base map to form a solution
map, comparable with the last step of session 6 of the PEP-workshop.
Session 6: resilient island plan. In this session the future plan for the island is made by selecting the
most comprehensive solutions for each landscape type. Those solutions together form a basic resilient island plan. Group discussions are used to select the most comprehensive ones.
Session 7: detailed action plan making. This session is comparable with session 7 of the PEP-workshop in which four priority actions will be elaborated. Four groups elaborate solutions to form and
action plan. Important in this step are the additional criteria for enhancement, beautification, comfort and functionality.
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Figure 5.4. Flowchart of the resilient island
approach in detail with on the left the
pre-workshop phase, the actual workshop
in the middle and the post-workshop phase
on the right.
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- participants selection
- workshop preparation
- facilitator training

Session 1:
What is climate change?

Session 2:
Base map and
landscape unit map

Session 3:
Problem map

Session 4:
Problem tree
Zero action map

Field trip:
visit of four locations

Session 5:
Solution map

Session 6:
Basic resilient island map

Post-workshop:
Detailed resilient island map

Session 7:
Action plans

Post workshop:
Action plan elaboration

Session 8:
Forming an action group

Post workshop:
Organization action days
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Session 8: action group organization. This final session is about the forming of an action group. A
presentation of action group results in Kenya is used to motive participants. In the end participants
are able to subscribe for the resilient island action group.
Post-workshop phase.
After the workshop the action group must start making action plans for other solutions of the resilient island plan. Then the report of the workshop is made and hand over to the city mayor. Furthermore they start organizing community action days for the implementation of the action plans. This
can be very simple actions, for example cleaning waste and planting trees, but also more complex
activities as the design and implementation of drainage systems. Cooperation between the action
group, NGOs and the local government is very important for the success of the implementation.
Proper supervision of the action group is therefore important.
Finally information must be gathered as and input for the detailed designs for implementation.

Conclusion

As shown a combination of bottom-up and top-down approaches is needed to make the resilient
island approach successful. However not one single approach is suitable since different island types
require different approaches. Existing approaches are either focussing on sustainable development
or on climate adaptation. An integration of two approaches is necessary. For the partly urbanized
islands an approach is elaborated. An integration of the participatory-environmental-planningworkshop for sustainable urban design and the climate change toolkit for the community is made
to form the resilient island workshop. This workshop consists of a pre-workshop phase, the actually
workshop phase and the post-workshop phase.
The workshop approach for resilient islands is based upon theoretical studies, map studies, literature and country statistics. So the workshop works in theory. But does the workshop have significant
results when implemented in a real situation? Does it practically work?
In the next part of this thesis the results are presented of the implementation of the workshop
on the island of Hulhumeedhoo in Addu Atoll, Maldives. This pilot project is used to improve the
theoretical approach and to elaborate the results in an island design. In the next chapter the pilot
area of Hulhumeedhoo is described. In chapter seven the results of the workshop are presented.
In chapter eight the results of the workshop are elaborated in detailed designs for the island of
Hulhumeedhoo.
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Summary
This part comprehends the pilot project to test the theoretical approach derived in the previous
part. The island of Hulhumeedhoo on the Addu Atoll in the south of Maldives have been selected
as a pilot project. In the next chapter this pilot area is introduced. In chaper seven the results of
the pilot project are presented and in chapter eight the results are elaborated in designs.
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Summary
The island of Hulhumeedhoo in Addu Atoll, south of Maldives is used as a pilot project to test
the workshop approach. It is a large partly urbanized island, with two small villages, agricultural
activity and interaction with nearby resorts. The island is facing the above mentioned problems
but also a decreasing population, drug addiction, coastal erosion, flooding during heavy rain and
mosquito spreading diseases.
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Hulhumeedhoo in Addu City (geographic name: Addu atoll; governmental name: Seenu Atoll) has
been selected as a pilot project. This island is located in the most southern atoll of the Maldives. Recently this atoll is stated as the second city of the Maldives, Addu City. Hulhumeedhoo has become
a ward of this city.
This chapter contains background information on the pilot area. Most information within this chapter is based on conversations and interviews with the local inhabitants of Hulhumeedhoo and Atoll
City and authors observations. Now first the city is shortly described. After the island of Hulhumeedhoo is introduced in general and based on landscape units.

Addu city

Addu city exists at the time written just five months. After the 5th of February elections, a city council has been installed. Those six councillors are representing the different islands of Addu City. 7 of
the 26 islands are inhabited, the other 19 are uninhabited islands. The inhabited islands of Addu
are listed below.

Table 6.1. Overview of the inhabited islands
of Addu City, including island type, size and
population (derived from department of
national planning of republic of Maldives,
2010)

Name

Island type

Size (ha)

Population

Hithadhoo

High urbanized

526

9465

Maradhoo

High urbanized

92

3068

Feydhoo

High urbanized

65

2724

Gan

Extremely high urban

300

0*

Hulhumeedhoo

Partly urbanized

288

2615

Herathera

Resort

200

0

Villingili

Resort

100

0

* The island of Gan contains an airport plus related industries, a resort, recreation facilities, a police training
institute and a military base, hence it is assigned as extremely high urbanized.

Although the city has not yet all the facilities of a city, the ambitions and possibilities are there to do
so. The most important aspects that are missing at the moment are:
•
a proper water transportation network. At this moment there is for example only twice a day
a ferry from Hulhumeedhoo to Feydhoo, which takes 45 minutes for 12 kilometre. Then you
are still in Feydhoo and you need either a taxi, a 30 minutes bus trip or a friend picking you up
with the motor bike to go to Hithadhoo. People should be able to travel easily and fast from
Hulhumeedhoo to Hithadhoo to have a base for a job.
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•

•

•

•

a general waste management system. Every island has its own waste management system or
no waste management at all. There is a big waste dump in Hithadhoo, but at this moment it is
a dump where daily plastics are burned. Proper disposal is missing
sewerage system and drink water system. The sewerage system consists of a system of septic
tanks which are leaking wet sludge into the ground water. On none of the island the groundwater quality is good for drinking. Also the rainwater quality is below World Health’s Organizationstandard.
good facilities like a big hospital, college, sports facilities and recreational activities. Every island has a health centre and in Hithadhoo is a small hospital. However for the main treatments
or surgeries you have to go all the way to Male’ or even abroad to India. Furthermore on the
islands are only primary and secondary school. College can only be found in Male’. Also recreational and sports facilities are not out reaching.
job opportunities, besides the tourism industry and fishing industry. The tourism industry and
fishing industry provides a great amount of jobs, but a big part of those jobs are taken by foreigners. Especially the illegal Bangladesh people are taking most of the other simple jobs, like
the restaurants, farming and construction. Maldivians are only willing to do managing jobs or
jobs with a high payment. But those jobs are rare since a big business community is not present
in Addu City.

All those issues are important for the city as a whole, but at least as important for the different
islands, as you will see in the next section.
Figure 6.1. Addu City and its location in
Maldives

Hera
Hulhumeedhoo

Hithadhoo
Herathera
resort

Maradhoo
Vilingili
resort

Feydhoo
Gan airport

0

5

10
km
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Hulhumeedhoo

The island Hulhumeedhoo exists of two villages, Hulhudhoo and Meedhoo. Nowadays they are perceived as one ward of Addu City.
Once Hulhumeedhoo was a single island separated with a natural channel between Hera in the
north west and Herathera in the south (figure 6.3). About ten to fifteen years ago they have reclaimed the two channels to build the Meedhoo and Hulhudhoo harbour. The effects on sea currents were underestimated and seemed disastrous after. Recently they have made two artificial
channels and now Hera and Herathera are separated again.

Figure 6.2. (right) Map of Hulhumeedhoo
including an overview of island
characteristics and social functions present
on the island.

Figure 6.3. (below) Areal picture of
Hulhumeedhoo of 1972 (Addu City, 2010).
One can see the natural channels in the
north and south of the island. Nowadays
these channels have been reclaimed to
develop Meedhoo and Hulhudhoo harbor
and new channels have been constructed.

Kedevaahera

Hera

Hikahera

Meedhoo

Meedhoo (northern part)
1458 inhabitants
165.95 ha
8.79 person / ha
annual growth rate of – 2.36
unemployed: 22.2 %
Hulhudhoo (southern part)
1147 inhabitants
151.82 ha
7.55 person / ha
annual growth rate of – 3.77
unemployed: 197 38.0 %
- farmers cooperative society
- two single session schools
- secondary education
- police station
- tertiary health centre
- bank of Maldives PLC Branches
- court of justice
- detoxication, drug prevention
- two small harbors
- national trade organization (under construction)
- power plant
- two island offices

Hulhudhoo
secundairy road
main road
island
reef edge
shallow water zone
inner reef ﬂat
lagoon
ocean

Herathera

0

500

1000
m
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general problems

The lack of facilities and jobs results in several problems. First of all people move to Hithadhoo or to
Male’. The annual population growth is negatively, – 2.36 for Meedhoo and – 3.77 for Hulhudhoo,
however the actual number is much higher since a lot of people are still registered on the island (to
avoid losing rights on land) but are living in Male’. This results in abandoned houses, half finished
houses and shortage of money for new investments. The lack of jobs and facilities are also resulting in another big problem: drug addiction and connected crimes and thefts. Especially the school
dropouts who do not have money to do a re-exam, don’t want to do the simple less paid jobs and
can not find a job without a diploma, are sensitive to drugs. A rehabilitation centre is present, but
also investments in jobs and training for those drop outs are needed to reduce the number.
The waste management is also a general problem. There is a waste management centre, once build
by the Red Cross with tsunami funds. But a proper management is missing and the centres are partly
destroyed and unusable. In the past there was a waste collection system but the system is not profitable to keep running. So at this moment there is no waste collecting on Hulhumeedhoo. People can
bring there waste to the dump and daily fires are there to burn the plastics and other waste. Most of
the inhabitants however throw the waste at the closest natural area or burn it in their own garden.
Waste can be found everywhere.
At the waste management centre a waste dump has evolved. The location of the waste dump is far
from optimal. During the North East Monsoon the polluted air from the waste dump can be smelled
everywhere throughout the island and it is located at the edge of the swamp, the main rainwater
infiltration area. So contaminated rainwater from the waste dump soaks directly into the groundwater. The main reasons for these problems are the lack of money and the lack of awareness among
people.
Besides absence of jobs and the lack of waste management the lack of awareness on all sort of issues is a huge problem. Especially on this island (young) people don’t care about the environment.
They are ignorant and passive. They are not concerned about the future of the island and their
children. When you speak to inhabitants they all mention the waste and the beach erosion as the
main problems, but at the same time those inhabitants are throwing waste everywhere, are cutting
trees at the coast and extracting sand and stones from the beach. In fact they are causing their own
problems.

Figure 6.4. Hulhudhoo harbor

Figure 6.5. one of the many abandoned
houses in Meedhoo

Figure 6.6. unmanaged waste centre

Other problems are described in the next paragraph.
Figure 6.7. Hulhumeedhoo police station
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Potentials

There is a lot of potential for new jobs, but inhabitants have to accept that those jobs might not
get paid as good as the resorts or managing functions. The potential is in the cooperation with the
nearby Herathera Resort. Especially on local handicraft making, coconut mats making, taxi service,
restaurants, food production and tourist entertainment can be very profitable.
The nearby resort can also be important for the disposal of waste, providing drinking water and
sewerage treatment. At this moment capacity is not there, but future investments can be done with
cooperation of the island office to make it accessible for local inhabitants.
Another potential is the use of organic waste to produce compost. At this moment only some farmers make compost at a very minimum scale. Instead they use artificial fertilizer to enrich the soil.
Effects on ground water are not notable yet, but might become a problem in the future. Instead of
throwing the organic waste everywhere and causing diseases it should be collected to make compost. Farmers can use it to improve soil quality.
Other potentials are described in the next paragraph.

occupation

biotic

Figure 6.8. Layer model of the island of
Hulhumeedhoo showing the abiotic, biotic
and occupation layer of the island. Based
on this model several landscape units can
be distinguished.

abiotic
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Landscape units

In this section the landscape and environment of Hulhumeedhoo is described based on a landscape
analyses of the island. The layer model of Kerkstra and Vrijland, presented in chapter two is used to
distinguish landscape units (figure 6.7); landscapes that are of the same characteristics. Additional
the observed problems of the island are added to those landscape units. The next landscape units
can be distinguished (figure 6.8 and 6.9):
Lagoon or inner atoll
Lagoon reef flat
Lagoon beach
Lagoon coastal zone
Built-up area
Swamp
Swamp edge with agriculture
Agricultural areas
Forest
Ocean coastal zone
Ocean beach
Ocean reef flat and edge
Ocean
Every unit has its characteristics and its problems and opportunities. In the next pages general information, goods and services, problems and the opportunities are described per landscape unit.

Figure 6.8. Indication of the cross section
of Hulhumeedhoo, including the different
landscape units. The cross section is based
on local observations.
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swamps

swamp edge and forest

built-up area

coastal zone (ocean and lagoon)

beach (ocean and lagoon)

reef flat (ocean and lagoon)

Figure 6.9. The different
landscape units
presented in layers.

ocean and lagoon
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Figure 6.10. current map of the
island (GIS and Mapping Unit
Maldives, 2010)
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Lagoon

Figure 6.11. A fishing boat

Figure 6.12. A sandmining boat with filled
sand bags returning to the harbour

The lagoon, or inner atoll as called by locals, is the calm water surrounded by the reef islands in the
middle of the atoll. Because the atoll is quite small, wave energy remains quite low. The water depth
is varying around 30 to 40 meter, but exact depths are unknown. During North-East monsoon the
current is towards the south west corner of the lagoon, while during the South-West monsoon the
current is the other way around.
Goods and services
Sand

Natural beach suppletion
Concrete / Building Material

Fish

Consumption
Bait for tuna fishing

problems
Landreclamation /
closing of channels

Sand mining

Figure 6.13. The recently constructed
channel between Hulhumeedhoo and
Herathera

Figure 6.14. The recently constructed
bridge between Feydhoo and MaradhooFeydhoo

Drinking
water

Resorts

Disturbed natural
sediment flow

Beach erosion

Decreased water quality

Dying of corals
Dying of fish
Dirty tourist beaches

Beach erosion

In the last years the government has tried to reduce these effects by opening two artificial channels
in Hulhumeedhoo, and opening the channels at the causeway by building bridges. The results are
good so far, but it is still not as it was before. They have also designated a sand mining area.

potentials
There is some potential in the lagoon. It is a good start by opening new channels to improve
the water quality. But more channels or bigger channels should be made to restore the natural
water flow, decrease erosion and sea grass, and improve fish population.
Second it might be possible to start a fish farm in the lagoon. There are some calm corners
where a floating farm might be possible.
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Lagoon reef edge and reef flat
The lagoon reef flat at the Hulhumeedhoo corner is very wide and increases slowly in water depth
towards the lagoon. However the closer to the island, the muddier and shallower the reef flat. During low tide those areas are even dry. The deeper reef flat is used for line fishing from small dhonis.

Goods and services
Corals

Fish feeding and breeding
Sand production
Coastal defence / wave break
Tourist attraction

sea
cucumber

sea grass

sediment catch
holding sand
fish / turtle food
fish breeding

Fish feeding
Consumption

Problems
Land reclamations
Increased water
temperature

Land reclamations

Figure 6.15. azure blue water indicates
shallow water

Dying of corals

Dying of fish
Stop sand production
No coastal defence / wave break
No tourist attraction

bad water quality
mud deposition

sea grass

Figure 6.16. line fishing at the shallow
water

Unattractive
tourist beaches

New channels have been created to improve water quality. Also Herathera resort is removing
monthly sea grass beds and is cleaning daily their beach.

Figure 6.17. the reef flat is only accessable
for small boats

Potentials
The sea grass is very important for the marine life of fishes, sea cucumber, sea turtles and other
species. They use it for feeding or for breeding.
The shallow water reef flat has also a big potential for fish farming and crab farming. Especially the
latter can be very profitable and can provide many jobs for the islanders.
Figure 6.18. sea grass beds in the shallow
lagoon
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Lagoon beach

Figure 6.19. the beach is dry, but muddy,
during low tide

At the lagoon side there is not a huge beach. At high tide the water is standing directly at the edge
of the coastal zone and at low tide the big muddy reef flat is also dry. At some places sand has been
deposed to form a small beach. The absence of beach at Herathera resort is solved by creating an
artificial beach by removing sea grass and sand suppletion.
At some parts, for example at the edge with the Hulhudhoo harbour are some mangroves at the
beach. They enclose a small lagoon which is dry during low tide.
Goods and services

sand

Figure 6.20. in some areas young
mangroves can be found

sea grass

Problems
illegal dump
of waste
Figure 6.21. in the north some sandy beach
has been formed

construction material
tourist attraction
local recreation
coconut husk treatment

mangrove

coastal protection
storm / wind break
ecological functions

sediment catch
holding sand
fish / turtle food
fish breeding

unattractive
beach

negative influence on tourism

pollution

spread of human diseases
dying of sea life

Potentials
The beach has comparable potentials as the reef flat. But additional there is also a big potential for
planting mangroves. The muddy beach and reef flat is the perfect condition for these species. It will
increase coastal defence which is very important during the south-west storms and it will increase
biodiversity.
Figure 6.22. a woman is demonstrating
how to bury the coconut husks
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Lagoon coastal zone
The coastal zone at the lagoon exists mainly out of coconut palms. Further south mangroves on the
beach and at the coastal zone are forming the sea defence. In between the harbours of Hulhudhoo
and Meedhoo the coastal zone exists of palms and some shrubs. Some erosion can be observed but
this is at a minimum, however the height of the coastal zone is only half a meter above high tide. In
Hulhudhoo the houses are build just at the edge of the coastal zone.
Figure 6.23. just a few palm trees are left as
a coastal vegetation

Goods and services

Vegetation

Sea defence
Fruits and nuts
Fire wood
Construction wood

Figure 6.24. in certain areas houses are
build at the edge of the lagoon

Problems
Exessive use
of wood

illegal dump
of waste

loss of coastal defence

coastal erosion
damage of property

unattractive
beach

negative influence on tourism

pollution

spread of human diseases
dying of sea life
Figure 6.25. waste is dumped and burned
around the lagoon coast

Potentials
A sustainable tree growth can result in a steady supply of fire wood and even timber. But strong
regulations and management is needed to reach this. This tree growth also leads to a better coastal
defence. As well as the beach is the coastal zone suitable for mangrove development, although it
should be at the edge of the land and water.
Figure 6.26. simple measures are taken
against the small erosion
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Built-up area

Figure 6.27. a crossing with rounded
garden walls

Figure 6.28. the main street is the only
street with vegetation

The two villages together consist of 560 houses (Census 2006) and a lot of construction of new
houses and existing housing extension are going on. In the Maldives every person above 18 has the
right on a piece of land on his island. The available land is divided by the amount of people that
have that right, to calculate the plot size. In Hulhumeedhoo the plot size is 3000 square feet. When
someone requests a plot at the government he will get it for free when he meets the criteria. Then
he must build a house within five years, otherwise he will lose the property again and it will return
to the government. Once he has built the house he owns the plot. Houses are only allowed to have
one or two floors. Above two floors one needs approval from the government. But four floors is the
maximum to avoid houses higher as the trees. There is no regulation on the maximum of house /
garden ratio.
Almost all houses have a septic tank, an electronic pump for ground water, an old well and a rainwater tank connected to the roof. Most of the houses have a garden to grow some basic fruits and
vegetables like the coconut, bananas, papaya, mango, chilli, breadfruit and curry leaf. Almost all
gardens are surrounded by walls of 1.5 metre high, but some have shrubs as boarder.
Streets are either north-south oriented or east-west. There are almost no diagonal streets. The
widths of streets are varying between four meter and eleven meter. The main street (north to south)
is the biggest street and is the only street which contains trees in the middle. All other streets are
without high vegetation. None of the streets is paved or has a drainage system. The corners at
crossings are mostly rounded like everywhere in Maldives. But walls around gardens block a clear
overview of crossings.
Goods and services

Figure 6.29. woman cleaning the street in
the morning

Vegetation

Figure 6.30. an old ground water well

Shadow
Fruits and nuts
Fire wood
Rainwater catch
Soil permeability improver
Dust catch

Gardens

Fruits and nuts
Rainwater infiltration
Medicins
Pleasant microclimate
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Problems
cutting of trees

migration of people
to other islands

illegal dump
of waste

poverty

less shadow
less water infiltration
less biodiversity
waste of construction materials
waste of space
shelter for illegal immigrants
shelter for drug addicts
mosquito breeding places

abandoned houses
half built houses

pollution

Figure 6.31. garden vegetation consists
of a mix of eatable plants and traditional
medicins

negative influence on tourism
spread of human diseases

absence of road pavement
and drainage

potholes
flooding
dust

Figure 6.32. half built house to secure a
piece of land

Potentials
There is a huge potential in improving the street layout with drainage and vegetation and making
compost of the organic waste to improve home gardening.
Figure 6.33. streets after a 40 mm shower

Figure 6.34. cutting of a breadfruit tree
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Swamp

Figure 6. 35. grasses with some trees in the
middle

Figure 6.36. ponds with high biodiversity

There is a big swamp located in the centre of the island. This is the lowest part of the island and
therefore the main rainwater infiltration area. The swamp consists mainly of one type of grass. In
the east part is an island of thick vegetation of screw pines and some trees. In the swamp are several
ponds. They contain fresh water fishes, also to control mosquito breeding. You can also find various
types of dragonflies and birds.
The swamp consists of half a meter of mud and peat materials on top of a hard coral layer. Groundwater is directly at the surface. During heavy rains the water body is fluctuating. There are two big
roads at the north and south edge of the swamp and there is a very small road in the middle of the
swamp from east to west.
There are two smaller swamps at the island. One in the north, mainly used for taro cropping and one
in the south towards Herathera. The latter consists of a huge pond surrounded by mix vegetation.
The biodiversity of this pond is very high.
To avoid flooding of the swamp there is a concrete drain from the swamp to the lagoon at the east
side. But this drain is not working well; it has only effect for the nearby houses.
goods and services

Swamp

Beautiful scenery
Biodiversity
Rainwater infiltration
Fresh water body

Problems
Figure 6.37. drainage system to avoid
flooding of swamp edge

Mosquito control
Fires to create
agricultural space

fires at the swamp

decreased biodiversity
loss of attractiveness

Potentials
It can be very interesting to organize a tourist tour through the swamp. It is a very funny activity, a
bit dirty and interesting as an educational activity. It is also possible to increase the taro fields from
the edge, but this will be conflicting with the ecological value of the area.
Figure 6.38. burning practise at the swamp
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Swamp edge
The swamp edge is totally different from the swamp itself. At the west and south side the buildings
are at the edge. Then there is adjacent to the buildings the cropping of yams and swamp taro. They
require wet and muddy areas. Small paths are crossing those fields. Vegetation is surrounding the
fields. Closer to the swamp, sand and corals have been added to make it suitable for banana growth.
Those banana fields are forming the actual west boarder of the open swamp area. The natural vegetation of screw pine and some trees is almost gone.
At the east and north edge of the swamp is no housing. The boarder consists of more dense and
natural vegetation. The swamp is adjacent to the slope of the coastal zone. On this slope are farm
lands, but also the main waste dump.

Figure 6.39. enclosed taro fields

goods and services

wet area

pond apple and kangkung
swamp taro production
rainwater infiltration
screw pines and palm trees

Figure 6.40. banana plantation on raised
soils

Problems
illegal dump
of waste

pollution

negative influence on tourism
spread of human diseases

flooding of taro fields and adjacent houses
water stagnation

mosquito breeding

spread of diseases like dengue

Figure 6.41. waste dumped at the swamp
edge

Potentials
There is potential to increase farm area, farm yields and improve farming systems. There is also
potential for the start of commercial kangkung, water spinach, production

Figure 6.42. swamp edge seen from the
swamp.
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Agricultural area

Figure 6.43. dead coconut leafs to protect
fragile chili plants

Figure 6.44. fields of cabbage. Blue drums
are used for watering

At the north side of the island big parts of the forest have been removed to create fields for agricultural purposes. In Meedhoo are 44 farmers and in Hulhudhoo just 8. This is because of the availability of land. On each farm are two to three foreign employees, mostly illegal Bangladesh, working.
The ownership of the plot is with the same construction as the houses. You can request a piece of
land for agricultural purposes when you have the budget to start a farm. Then you will get the piece
of land for using. If you stop farming the ownership returns back to the government.
The soil is poor and alkaline which makes it hard to grow anything. The fields in the forest are the
most fertile, whereas the fields at the coastal zone are very poor. Farmers use artificial fertilizer to
improve the soil. There are around 20 different crops grown on the fields, but mainly chillies, rock
melon and water melon, pumpkin, papaya, bananas, cucumber and tomato. Almost the whole vegetable and fruit production is sold to resorts. Local inhabitants do not consume a lot of vegetables
and the ones they use are grown in their home gardens. There is a cooperative society for selling the
products of all farmers to the resorts.
Recently they have installed a greenhouse with auto pot system with funding from the UNDP. Twenty-five people are working there. Each two months they can harvest at least 700 KG of melon. The
project will be profitable within three years.
goods and services

agricultural production

food security
jobs
income

Problems
Figure 6.45. burning and cutting of trees to
create space for farming

poor soil
droughts
intensive
rains

Figure 6.46. greenhouse with rock melon
plants

use of artificial
fertilizer
low yields

contamination of ground water

lack of space

deforestation

loss of biodiversity
land degredation

Potentials
Resorts are still depending on imported fruits and vegetables since the local community is not able
to supply the great demand of the resorts. Improving the farming system to create a steady supply
will be very beneficial for the resorts and the farmers. Cooperation between resorts and farmers is
important and the cooperative society can have a significant role in this.
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Forest
The north side of the island and the south point is covered with forest. This forest is a mix of several
species; trees, shrubs, herbs and groundcover. In Maldives is a system of owning trees. You can request a tree at the island office. Then the tree will be numbered and registered so one can use the
goods from the tree. It is officially not allowed to cut down the tree, but no regulations are there if
you do so. There is also no specific maintenance of the forest.
Figure 6.47. dense forest

goods and services
Vegetation

Medicines / hennah
Fruits and nuts
Fire wood
Construction wood

Palm tree

Husk for fibers
Nuts for eating and oil
Leafs for mats and roofs
Wood for tools

Problems
Figure 6.48. numbers on stems indicating
ownership

lack of space
forest fires

deforestation

loss of biodiversity
land degredation

overexploitation
illegal dump
of waste

pollution

negative influence on tourism
spread of human diseases
Figure 6.49. Once a forest. Now dry,
unfertile degraded land.

Potentials
There is a big potential to start a tree nursery in this area to provide a steady supply of trees.
It might be even possible to grow timberwood but this will be a long term process.

Figure 6.50. waste illegal dumped in the
forest
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Ocean coastal zone

Figure 6.51. The coastal road and damaged
vegetation in the coastal zone

The ocean coastal zone is the highest part of the island. At some places it is above two meter above
high tide. It consists of coral stones, sand and is covered with vegetation, mainly sea lettuce, palms,
coast hibiscus and funa. A road, the coastal road, is along the whole coastal zone. In the morning
and afternoon people use the road for walking, jogging and riding the motor bike. Sometimes also
cars use the road. At two places a coastal defence is made, a stretch of 200 meter in the north,
and 300 meter in Hulhudhoo. It is made from fabric bags filled with concrete, piled up. The top is
smoothened with concrete to be able to walk on it. The wall is two meters high and some stairs are
added to create beach access. The wall is two years old, but in Hulhudhoo the foundation starts to
demolish already because of wave energy.
Goods and services
‘high’ ridge

Figure 6.52. Unsustainable wood extraction
at the coast leads to erosion

natural tsunami protection
natural wave protection

Problems
Sea level rise
Storms
Sand mining
Reef damage
Former reef mining
Land reclamations
Cutting of coastal vegetation

Figure 6.53. Erosion is one of the main
problems of the island

Figure 6.54. A floodwall has been made to
protect against erosion

Fruits and nuts
Fire wood
prevent coastal erosion
Dust and salt catch

Vegetation

illegal dump of
waste

coastal erosion

loss of natural island protection
property damage

unattractive
beach

decline in tourism

pollution

spread of human diseases
dying of sea life

Potentials
The height of the coastal zone is unique in Maldives and should be protected. The base is there to
create a very strong, reliable and resilient coastal defence.
The coastal zone, together with the beach, has a role in the recreational activities of the inhabitants
and tourists. Providing more activities, for example a tea shop can be very profitable.
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Ocean beach
The beach at the ocean side is much stonier as the beach at the lagoon due to the stronger currents
and higher wave energy. At some places the beach is very narrow, only 2 to 5 meter, whereas at
other places it is wider as 20 meter. There is a natural movement of sand around the island resulting
in temporary beach erosion at some places and accretion at other places. At some places the old
coral rocks are at the surface.
The beach is used in the late afternoon and the morning for walking and recreation. Kids like to play
there too.
At the north east point of the island there are the remnants of two foundations of old British coastal
defence and the remnants of a bunker.

Figure 6.55. At some places the beach
consist of white sand

Goods and services
Sand

construction
coastal build up

Beach

recreational activities

Coral gravel

Coastal build up
Garden / street pavement
Figure 6.56. Woman jogging in the late
afternoon

Problems
land reclamations
sea level rise
storms
sand and gravel mining

illegal dump of
waste

Disturbed sediment transport

unattractive
beach

decline in tourism

pollution

spread of human diseases

Net beach erosion
Coast erosion

Figure 6.57. Women collecting coral gravels
from the beach

dying of sea life

Potentials
The beach can be a tourist attraction during day excursions.
Figure 6.58. Remnant of British coastal
defence
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Ocean reef flat and edge

Figure 6.59. Man fishing at the reef edge

The reef flat and edge consist of old coral rocks. There is not much alive coral due to the high wave
energy. The deeper reef edge however contains some living corals. The reef flat is dry during low
tide and there is about one meter of water during high tide. In the depressions between the coral
rocks and the sandy areas is sea grass growing.
During low tide fishermen stand at the reef edge to go fishing or catch lobster or octopus. The great
variety of fishes at the reef edge is attracting also the big fishes. The east side of the island is well
known as shark point.

Goods and services

Corals

Fish feeding and breeding
Sand production
Coastal defence / wave break
Tourist attraction

Reef flat

Octopus catching
Swimming area

Figure 6.60. Living corals at the reef edge

sea grass

sediment catch
holding sand
fish / turtle food
fish breeding

Reef edge

Lobster catching
Reef fishing

Problems
Sea level rise
Warming of ocean
Acidification of ocean
Past coral mining

decreased coral growth

Figure 6.61. Sea grass beds in the sandy
depressions

Potentials
The reef flat is a potential area to make a coastal defence.
It is also suitable to start a fish farm or crab farm.

Figure 6.62. People swimming at the reef
edge

Loss of wave break
Loss of fish shelter
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Ocean
Soon after the reef edge the ocean floor will drop to a depth of 3000 meter. The Indian Ocean
contains all different big fishes like dolphins, sharks and tuna species. The ocean is mainly used for
fishing but also the transport to other atolls is on the open ocean.

Goods and services
Fish

Figure 6.63. The endless Indian Ocean

Consumption
Tourism attraction (dolphins / sharks)

Problems
Climate change
Pollution

decrease of plankton
and small fishes

decrease of tuna
decrease of fish catch

overfishing

Figure 6.64. A tuna boat on the ocean

decrease of bait fish

Potentials
There are not so much new potentials for inhabitants which they haven’t explored yet.

Figure 6.65. Waves break at the edge of the
coral reef
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Summary
A workshop has been organized with the help of local Non Governmental Organizations. 20
participants have taken part in the workshop. They have worked together to identify problems
and solutions. In the end a basic resilient island plan has been made, several action plans are
made and an action group is formed. After the workshop the action plans have been elaborated
and the action group has organized a community action day. On that day small coconut trees have
been planted at the coast to prevent coastal erosion. It became clear that during the workshop
participants were very active, but after the workshop their motivation went down rapidly.
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This chapter shows the results of the resilient island workshop held on the 2nd, 4th and 5th of
March 2011 on the island of Hulhumeedhoo. The workshop is about the climate, environmental
and social problems the island of Hulhumeedhoo is facing. It aims on one hand to find solutions for
the problems and create a base for implementation, on the other hand it creates awareness and it
gains knowledge on those issues. The workshop consisted of three phases; the pre-workshop phase,
the resilient island workshop and the post-workshop phase. In chapter five the whole process of the
workshop is described. In this chapter the results of the three phases are summarized. You can find
the full report of the results in the attachment 2.

Pre-workshop phase

Figure 7.1. Training of facilitators

The organization of the workshop is done in the pre-workshop phase. It consisted of the start up,
the training of facilitators, the selection of participants and the organization of program and materials. It took three weeks to organize the workshop.

Governors:			
- council representative
- governor Meedhoo
- governor Hulhudhoo

3 total

Herethera Resort		
- General manager

1 total

per village:			
50 / 50 ratio men and women
- youngsters (16 – 25 years)
- unemployed		
- employed		
- middle ages (25 – 60 years)
- unemployed		
- house mothers		
- employed 		
- elderly (over 60)		

16 total
5 total
3
2
9 total
2
2
5
2 total

Total participants		

36

Ideal list of participants. In the end it was
not possible to invite exactly these list of
participants.

Start-up of the workshop

First, contact with local non governmental organizations (NGOs) and government has been made.
On the island of Hulhumeedhoo three NGOs and one farmer cooperation are active. Furthermore
an NGO from the nearby Hithadhoo island was incorporated.
•
The Meedhoo Friendship Chain, a women’s NGO from Meedhoo;
•
The Foundation for Meedhoo Development, an environmental NGO from Meedhoo;
•
The Hulhudhoo Youth Foundation, a youth NGO from Hulhudhoo;
•
Addu Meedhoo Cooperative Society, the farmers cooperation from both Meedhoo and Hulhudhoo;
•
Maavahi, an environmental NGO from the island of Hithadhoo.
Those NGOs provided the facilitators, helped with the organization and helped selection participants.
Second, interviews have been held to find out the important problems on the island. Conversations
with island governors, the council representative, respected elderly, farmers, the hospital, youth,
shop owners, construction workers and school principles have given an idea about the community
and their problems. This information is very valuable to understand to possible outcomes of the
workshop.
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Training of facilitators

The workshop has been held in the local Dhivehi language. Therefore facilitators that speak the
language were needed to conduct the workshop. Training of the facilitators was essential to make
the workshop successful. A workshop rehearsal was done with the facilitators to train the facilitators
and to test the workshop program. Some first additions to the program have been made based on
the facilitators results.
In total five facilitators have conducted the workshop; two teachers from the primary school in
Hulhudhoo, one teacher from the primary school in Meedhoo, one member of Maavahi, and one
member of the Foundation for Meedhoo Development. Four of them were women and one man.

Program workshop
Wednesday evening
Introduction evening:
19.45 – 20.10 : registration and welcome
20.15 – 20.30 : Opening speech of the
mayor
20.30 – 22.15 : start workshop
22.15 – 23.00 : informal drink
Day one: Friday

Selection of participants

The local NGOs and the facilitators have helped to select appropriate participants. In total 36 people
have been invited, equal numbered of both villages and gender. Also a variety of occasion and ages
have been encountered. Island politicians have been invited to participate too and atoll politicians
have been invited for the opening speech and closing ceremony.

Organization of program and materials

The final aspect of the pre-workshop phase is the organization of program and materials. First the
final schedule of the workshop is set. Then a facilitator’s guide has been made containing a script
for the whole workshop and explanation of all sessions. Facilitators can use the guide for preparing
the workshop and as a guideline during the workshop to make sure the expected outcomes are met.
Third the location of the workshop is organized. The Addu Seenu secondary school, at the administrative boarder of Meedhoo and Hulhudhoo was used as a location for the workshop. Finally all
required materials and refreshments were arranged.

08.45 – 09.00 : registration
09.00 – 10.45 : workshop sessions
Friday Prayer
14.15 – 18.00 : workshop sessions
(including prayer time)
18.00 – 18.30 : closing of the day
Day two: Saturday
08.45 – 09.00 : registration
09.00 – 11.00 : small field trip
11.00 – 12.30 : workshop sessions
Break with lunch
13.30 – 18.15 : workshop sessions
(including prayer time)
18.15 – 19.00 : official closing of the
workshop (including prayer time)

Figure 7.2. Program of the workshop.
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Resilient island workshop

As described in chapter five the workshop consisted of eight sessions and one field trip spread
over one evening and two full days. Of the 35 invited participants only 25 showed up during the
first evening and 20 participants have finished the workshop. The results of each session are summarized now.

Session 1: what is climate change?
Figure 7.3. Participant’s introduction game

A discussion on what is climate change, what is the impact on Maldives and who will suffer the
most have been held, supported with a short movie (figure 7.4.). Some answers on the impact on
Maldives: ‘destroying the reef’, ‘rising sea level’, destroying houses’, ‘higher temperature’, ‘erosion’,
‘more mosquitoes’, ‘shortage of drinking water’, and ‘more storms and typhoons’.
The conclusion of the question ‘who will suffer?’ was: everyone will suffer from climate change,
though the poorer people will suffer most.

Figure 7.4. Snap shots of the the climate
change movie. From left to right.
Explanation global warming; flooding in
Male’; current situation Hulhumeedhoo;
future situation Hulhumeedhoo under sea
level rise.

Session 2: base map

In this session the participants have made a map of the island in small groups to understand which
landscape features are there and which goods and services they provide. For example where can
vegetation been found and what does it provide (fuel wood, construction wood, beach protection,
birds nesting, fruits, nuts, medicines etc.).
After, the four maps are combined to form one map containing landscape units; areas which have
the same characteristics. Ten landscape units have been identified, comparable with the landscape
units presented in the previous chapter. Also a cross section of the island was made.
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Session 3: problem map

In the third session problems have been listed and related to the different landscape units. First a
discussion is held about pictures of the island. Participants were asked whether they perceive it as
a problem or not. Then more problems have been identified through a brainstorm. Fortysix problems have been listed in total about various issues like climate change problems, socio-economic
problems and environmental problems. For example the coral destruction on the reef edge and the
negative impact on the tourism industry are assigned as a problem. Finally all problems are linked
to the different landscape units to form a problem map. This gives insight in where problems occur.

Figure 7.5. Four landscape maps of
Hulhumeedhoo and central the landscape
unit map made by participants.
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Session 4: problem tree and impact assessment

In this session the problems listed in session three are ordered in a problem tree. In this tree the
relation between problems is indicated through arrows. Some problems are the causes of other
problems. In this way the most significant problems, the ones that cause most problems, can be
selected.

Figure 7.6. The problem tree as produced
in the workshop. Highlighted are the
problems that have been identified as main
problem.
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The participants have selected the following problems as main problems:
- garbage problem
- coastal erosion
- lack of awareness on all sort of issues
- the need for planting trees
- absence in leadership to solve the problems
- mosquitoes
Furthermore the effects and impact of the problems are described. Participants were ask to determine how landscape units will look like in 20 to 50 years. The conclusion was that the island will
become uninhabitable due to erosion, poverty, food shortage and diseases. Action is needed today
to have a future tomorrow.

Figure 7.7. One group on field trip in the
swamp

Fieldtrip

A fieldtrip have been undertaken to observe the problems in the field and to discuss for solutions.
Four areas on the island have been visited and participants were asked to prepare a small presentation. The areas visited:
- Build area and inner atoll in Hulhudhoo
- Waste dump area at the administrative boarder of Meedhoo and Hulhudhoo
- Coastal zone around the recently build revetment in north Meedhoo
- Swamp edge and swamp area at around the administrative boarder

Session 5: Solution development

Figure 7.8. Presentation of the field trip
observations

In this session the participants have brainstormed on as much as possible solutions. As an introduction a small video from Kenya was shown. In the video one can see in how many ways trees can form
a solution for environmental problems. It can be used to avoid dust, provide shade, improve microclimate, to protect hospital equipment from dust and heath, to avoid rain water run off and flooding
of streets, to prevent soil erosion and to clean water. In the end 26 solutions have been mentioned
After the brainstorm the solutions have been positioned in the landscape unit map to form the solution map. This map shows where solutions should be implemented.

Figure 7.9. Group work during the
workshop
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Session 6: Resilient island plan

In this session a basic resilient island plan is made; a plan that contains a few, but integral, solutions.
In small groups the participants have selected the most appropriate solution per landscape unit. In
total 11 solutions have been selected and attached on the landscape unit map. The basic resilient
island plan was born.

Waste management system

Home compost making

Trees in public areas

Reforestation

tree nursery

improved farming
with drainage

Coral nursery
drainage and trees

coastal defence

increase awareness

law protection

Figure 7.10. The landscape unit map
containing post-its with solutions.
This map is the basic resilient island
plan
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Session 7: Action plan making

All solutions should have an action plan that describes how the solution can be implemented; which
steps must be taken and which additional potentials for beautification, enhancement, more functionality, etc. are there. During the workshop there was no time to make an action plan for all solutions. So, four priority actions have been selected.
awareness on all sort of issues
waste management system
home compost making and planting trees in built-up area
swamp edge improvement with drainage and trees
One action plan is given here as example. The others can be found in the attachment 2.
Action plan waste management system
Problems:
- a lot of waste all over the island
- increased risk of diseases
- increasing mosquitoes
- air pollution
Solutions:
- increase awareness
- making compost from organic waste
- collecting waste from homes and transport them to waste management area
- disposal of waste in a proper way
Extra opportunities:
- create a system to monitor the process
- obtain a machine to dispose cans and bottles
Steps to implementation:
1. bring the problems to the attention of the officers
2. obtain financial aid
3. train people for management
4. create a disposal system
5. increase awareness
6. recycle waste
7. create a sustainable monitoring system
8. re-export the waste

Figure 7.11. The actionplan for a waste
management system written in the local
Dhivehi language
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Session 8: action group forming

At the end of the workshop the participants have established an action group that will work on organizing action days and organize the implementation of the actions. The action group is voluntary.
16 of the 20 participants signed up for the action group. Also the first meeting was planned and the
first community action day. During this first meeting after the workshop an action group board of
six members was elected.

Figure 7.12. Elaboration of action plans
with the action group after the workshop

The local NGOs were asked to be an advisory body and to supervise the action group. The Meedhoo
Friendship Chain functions as the mother NGO; official paperwork can be done on name of this
NGO. The other NGOs can be asked for advice.

Post-workshop phase

After the workshop the action group had to organize a few things.
The elaboration of action plans
Writing of the report
Hand over of the report to the city council
Organizing the first community action day.

Elaboration of the action plans

During the second action group meeting the group has elaborated the other actions, comparable
with session seven of the workshop. During this meeting 10 participants showed up.
The following actions were detailed:
governmental policies
coastal defence
tree nursery
coral nursery
reforestation

Figure 7.13. Impression of a coral nursery,
made by participants

As a start for the design elaborations action group members helped by attending small location
visits. We have visited four locations in total.
1)
The ocean coast at the revetment, to discuss what the best wave protection could be.
2)
The swamp edge, to discuss how severe the problems are, what the causes are and how a
drainage could work
3)
The hospital, to discuss what kind of ambitions the hospital had and what kind of vegetation
would be helpful to improve the area
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4)
The Vilingili Shang-rilla resort and spa, to see how their waste management system works,
how they filter sludge, how they make compost, which kitchen garden they have and how they use
it and most important their coral restoration project. Unfortunately they did not have a tree nursery
to see.

Resilient Island Workshop
Today’s action, tomorrow’s future
2nd, 4th and 5th of March 2011, Hulhumeedhoo

The information of these location visits is used for the design elaborations, presented in the next
chapter.

Writing of the report

Three action group members have helped to write the report of the workshop. This report contains
the outcomes of all sessions and the elaboration of all action plans. It has been written in English.
The whole report is added in the attachment.

Handover of the report to the city council

A date was set with the council and the action group members to go to Hithadhoo and hand over
the report to the city council. But because most of the action group members are teaching, they
couldn’t attend the ceremony at the arranged date. Therefore a new date was set during the school
holidays to have as much as possible members at the ceremony.

Report of workshop results

Figure 7.14. Cover of the report of the
resilient island workshop.

At the ceremony day in the early morning we should have gathered together to take the boat. I was
there to meet the Hulhumeedhoo city council representative, mr. Shaheed, but no action group
member was taking responsibility and showed up. So in the end it turned out I was the only one
there to hand over the report (figure 7.15.). According to Shaheed this was not a big problem, but
to me it was quite disappointing.
The city council was astonished of the results and the report was just in time to be incorporated in
the new Addu City Vision. The workshop was also recognized by the council as a tool to reach the
safe city goals. So hopefully it will have its spinoff.

Organization of the first community action day

Three weeks after the workshop the first action day should take place. This action consists of the
planting of small coconut trees at the ocean coast as a start for the protective coastal vegetation.
Small coconut trees could be easily collected from houses. The action group was responsible for
the organization and the different NGOs could have asked for advice. However during the meetings
for the action group organization only the board showed up and members were absent. This disap-

Figure 7.15Handover of the report to the
mayor of Addu City
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pointed the board and resulted in lack of motivation and hesitation on continuation of the action
group. Ultimately a community action day has been organized.
The board members have made letters that have been spread among houses. Furthermore they
have invited all NGOs and their members and they have incorporated the high school by involving
the cadets, a youth group within the school. Finally they have asked the police officers to help with
equipment.

Figure 7.16. The collection of small coconut
trees at houses.

In the evening before the action day some people gathered to collect small coconut trees from the
houses. Over one hundred small trees have been collected with help of four board members, some
children and two action group members. They were stored overnight at the secondary school.
On an early Saturday morning the action day took place. In total 30 cadets from the secondary
school, four police officers, one action group member with her children, four members of the Meedhoo Friendship Chain, one farmer and four boardmembers showed up. They worked together to
plant the trees at the coast.
After this community action day there were some ideas to organize a second action day, especially
for school children, to clean waste on the island. However it seems that no initiative has been taken
after. So it seems that the enthusiasm during the workshop has disappeared within one month after
the workshop.

Figure 7.17. Planting of a hundred coconut
trees at the coast.

In the next chapter the various action plans have been elaborated. Some are elaborated in text, others in a specific design. All the elaborations together will form the resilient island plan. In the final
chapter of this thesis the above mentioned results are discussed and finished with a conclusion.
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Figure 7.18. Group picture of all participants
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Summary
The ten components of the resilient island plan have been elaborated in text, photo and some in a
local design. Elaborated in text are the awareness programs, a waste management system, home
compost making, a tree nursery, a coral nursery and some governmental policies. Elaborated in a
design are the improvement of public areas with the hospital and a street as example, the design
of an agroforestry system, the design of a swamp drainage and the design of a coastal defence for
both the lagoon side and the ocean side of the island.
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The resilient island plan of the workshop is very basic. The action plans describe how solutions
should be elaborated and gives some more insight. However the solutions are at this stage only
ideas and far from implementation. In this chapter the elaboration of those action plans are presented. Some shortly in text, some in photo and text and some extensive in a detailed design. All
elaborations together will form the detailed resilient island plan that is the base for implementation.
The following solutions are elaborated in this chapter:
•
Increase awareness on all type of issues
•
Implementation of a waste management center
•
Production of compost
•
Improvement of the built-up area
•
Improvement of the farming area
•
Improvement of the swamp edge
•
Coastal protection
•
Establishment of a tree nursery
•
Development of a coral nursery
•
Governmental policies
All solutions will be elaborated now.

Design elaborations
Increase awareness of all type of issues
Problems
There are several problems related to lack of awareness, education and knowledge.
•
Illegal waste dump
•
Over exploitation of trees
•
Illegal extraction of sand and coral gravel
•
Creation of mosquito breeding places
•
Drug addiction
•
Increased robbery
Solution
The use of workshops and awareness programs in combination with vocational training programs
can solve those issues
Figure 8.1. The recently opened autopot
system shows that initiatives of local NGOs
can be successful.
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Potentials
•
Incorporate schoolchildren
•
Incorporate jobless people, school drop-outs and drug addicts.
•
Make NGOs responsible
Solution elaboration
A few ideas of awareness programs are elaborated
Workshops
Evening workshops or one day workshops, comparable with the resilient island workshop, can be
helpful to create awareness and understanding of problems. Through games and discussions insight
can be given to a large group of people about environmental and climate problems. For example a
workshop on home compost making, obligatory for one member of each household, can dramatically decrease waste production and increase soil fertility. Target groups can be assigned like farmers, school teachers or school leavers. The workshops can be organized by either NGOs, the farmers’
cooperation or the local government.
Vocational training programs
Jobless people, school drop-outs and drug addicts can do a vocational training to learn skills to
earn money. This can be in the commercial sector like construction, carpentry or handicraft, but
also in the public sector like for the waste management center. In this way the drug and jobless
related troubles will decrease and environmental problems can be solved. The drawback is that for
vocational training and jobs in the public sector governmental investments are needed. An example of this is the establishment of a rock melon greenhouse on the island of Hulhumeedhoo. The
Meedhoo Friendship Chain has initiated with investments of the United Nations Development Bank
a hydroponic auto pot system that produces a steady yield of rock melons and provides jobs to at
least 20 people.
Leaflets
Some participants of the resilient island workshop had the idea to make leaflets with information
about the environment. When spread door to door all inhabitants get insight in environmental
problems and how to avoid them.

Figure 8.2. Awareness leaflet made by
action group members
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Community action days
Community actions days are very cheap and easy to organize days that can involve a lot of people.
Actions can be very simple like the planting of trees, collection of waste or covering mosquito breeding places. But also larger actions can be done, like digging of road drainage, improvement of farm
land and growing of trees. For success of the action the invitation of important governors and business people is necessary as well as the cooperation with the schools to incorporate children. Every
NGO can be responsible for organizing two actions days a year.
In this way a generation that is beneficial to the community can be created.
Figure 8.3. Inhabitants plant trees during a
community action day

Implementation of a waste management center
Problems
•
More and more waste is produced by inhabitants (900 tons in 2005 and 1800 tons in 2010
(UNEP, 2006, Government of Maldives, 2010) on the island of Hulhumeedhoo)
•
High transport costs to dispose waste
•
Current waste dump at the wrong location (figure 8.6.)
o Far away from harbor
o Smoke is polluting farmland, the village and the coast
o Polluted rainwater is infiltrating in the swamp and poisoning ground water
•
No money available for waste management.
Solution
•
Relocate the waste management center
•
Increase awareness on effects of illegal waste dump, recycling and to reduce waste production
•
Collect waste at the waste management center as a first step of waste disposal
•
Segregate waste at home or at the waste management center.

Figure 8.4. Current waste management
practice at Hulhumeedhoo

Potentials
•
Use the waste management center and facilities in Hithadhoo
•
Cooperate with nearby resorts
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Solution elaboration
The waste management center should be relocated to the harbor of Meedhoo and the former
waste center in Hulhudhoo (figure 8.7.). These two locations are close to the harbors which makes
disposal possible. The locations are also close to either Herathera or to the proposed resort on Hera.
When waste is burned on the new areas smoke won’t affect villages or farmland. Finally the waste
cannot harm fragile ecosystems or pollute ground water.
Awareness can be increased with help of the awareness program described above.
Waste can be collected with a fee or inhabitants are obliged to bring the waste to the waste management center for free. There the waste can be separated and exported from the island. Cooperation with the waste management center in Hithadhoo can benefit waste disposal since costs will go
down. It is also beneficial to separate waste at households. For example organic waste can be reused
to make compost and plastic bottles can be used to grow seedlings.

Figure 8.5. Cans disposal at Herathera
resort.
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Figure 8.6. Current location of the waste dump, at the east side of the island,
at the edge of the swamp, far away from village and harbour for waste
disposal.
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Figure 8.7. Proposed locations for waste management centers, close to the
harbors and to nearby resorts which makes cooperation easy. Furthermore
contamination won’t affect groundwater or village.
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Production of compost
Problems
•
Poor soil for food production
•
Burning of organic waste
•
Excessive use of artificial fertilizers (2000 kg per hectare per month)

Figure 8.8. Burning of waste in
backgardens.

Solution
•
Use organic waste to produce compost to enrich gardens and farmland
Potentials
•
Reduction of artificial fertilizers, so saving of money and environment
•
Use of dry sludge as fertilizer
Solution elaboration
Normally inhabitants sweep their garden and street daily to remove dead plant materials. They
also produce organic waste from food and kitchen garden. All this waste is burned in the garden or
dumped at the forest or waste dump. But these materials can be used to produce compost to enrich
the soil either in home gardens or at the farmland.
Production of compost in home gardens
This is small scale compost making. Every household can produce a small amount of compost for
their own use. This decreases waste production and improves soil for home gardening. Training on
how to make compost can be organized through a workshop. This is described in the section above.
Production of compost at farmland
At this moment farmers use artificial fertilizer to improve the soil quality. However the use of organic compost can reduce the amount of artificial fertilizer and safe money as well as the environment. One shredder can be bought for all farmers together to shred organic materials to improve
compost speed. Inhabitants can bring their organic waste to the waste center. There it is collected
and transported to the farmland. More about the production of compost at farmlands can be found
in the section ‘improvement of the farming area’.

Figure 8.9. A box to make compost at a
farm in Hulhumeedhoo.

Resorts as example
Resorts are excellent examples of how compost can be used to produce food. Most resorts have a
sewerage system that dries the heavy sludge in dry sludge. When it is pressed, fully dried and bacterial free it doesn’t smell and is an excellent organic fertilizer. Resorts use it in their tree nursery,
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kitchen garden and on flower beds throughout the resort.
There are some eco-friendly resorts. One chain of eco-friendly resorts is the Soneva Six Sense resorts. They experimented over fifteen years with compost and mulching and they can now produce
1/3 of their required food in a garden of half a hectare. They have reduced the pH of the alkaline
soil from pH 10 to pH 6.5 and created a rich soil life with high moisture content. Guests can have an
exclusive diner in a special designed restaurant in the middle of the garden to experience the freshness of their diner. These examples show that with smart use of compost, dry sludge and mulching
it is possible to produce great amounts of food.

Improvement of the built-up area

Figure 8.10. Kitchen garden at the Soneva
Six Sense resort (Permaculture Maldives)

Problems
•
Dusty roads during dry periods
•
Muddy and flooded roads during rainy periods
•
Absence of shade around public places
Solution
•
Street drainage
•
Vegetation among public places
Potentials
•
Shade trees in streets
Solution elaboration
As an example two locations are elaborated in a design. The hospital is elaborated as example of a
public place and the Hulhudhoo crossroad, the road from harbor to ocean coast, is designed as an
example of a street.

Figure 8.11. Puddles after fourty millimeter
rain in one day.
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Figure 8.12. The recently built hospital of
Hulhumeedhoo.

Table 8.1. Overview of vegetation and their
characteristics used in the design for the
hospital (Selvam, 2007).

Dhivehi name
Dhunnika
Dhoalhun’bu
Halhaala
Dhakan’dhaa
Ahi
Hithi gas
Uni

characteristics
Mosquito
chasing shrub
Mosquito
chasing shrub
Nitrogen ﬁxing,
medical shrub
Wind breaker,
medical shrub
Medical shrub
Shade tree,
medical tree
Shade tree,
medical

Hospital
The current hospital has been built two years ago. It consists now of two hospital units, one playing
area for children, one staff building with prayer room, restroom and powerhouse and the ambulance
garage and storage. Two rainwater tanks are connected to the roof of the children’s playground.
In the front of the hospital an ornamental garden has been constructed containing flowering plants
and shrubs. Four trees have been planted in total. Two in the front and two in the back in the proposed inner yard. Furthermore some bigger shrubs have been planted at the sides and the back of
the hospital. Also some banana trees are growing at the side of the hospital.
The hospital is surrounded with a little wall of fifty centimeters high.
The planted vegetation is not and will not catch dust or provide a lot of shade in the future. Proper
vegetation is needed to avoid dust damaging expensive medical equipment and to create shadow
for an attractive micro-climate.
Future plans for the hospital are the construction of two more hospital units. Then there won’t be a
lot of room left for the planting of big trees. Unfortunately there is also not enough space for trees
in between the units. Third the existing shrubs at the right side of the hospital must be removed.
Based on conversations with the head of the hospital caretakers I suggest the planting of hedges at
both sides and the back of the hospital and around the ramp for ambulances. These hedges catch
dust and filter air to avoid dust and diseases affecting the hospital. Furthermore some more shadow
trees must be planted at the open right side of the hospital and at the back (see table 8.1.).
With this vegetation an attractive micro-climate and a bio-shield of dust catching and diseases preventing species is created. In the same way schools, governmental buildings, mosques and squares
must be improved.
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A
Cross section A - A’. Cross sections showing the current situation of the hospital (above) and the proposed situation
(below). Proposed are the hospital extension, the hedges and trees.

A’
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Figure 8.13. Map of the current hospital area
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Hospital extension
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Figure 8.14. Map of the proposed hospital area
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Photo 1. of the current situation of the hospital seen from the north west corner
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Photo impression 1. of the proposed situation of the hospital seen from the north west corner
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Streets
On the island of Hulhumeedhoo there can be found different streets. Streets are generally straight
and either north-south or east-west oriented. The main street, the bodu magu, is north south oriented, with 11 meters the widest and the only street with trees in the middle (figure 8.18 and 8.19).

Figure 8.15. Road maintanance work

Figure 8.16. Watering of the roads to
prevent dust

Compressed
coral gravel

Fine sand

Figure 8.17. Pavement and soil profile
of a road (picture made during road
construction)

The pavement of roads consists of compressed coral gravel and sand (figure 8.17.). During heavy
rain infiltration of water is blocked resulting in puddles, mud and flooding. Every now and then
roads are repaired to remove pot-holes. During dry periods the roads are dusty and sometimes they
are watered to prevent the dust. The absence of trees in most streets and the garden walls result in
very warm conditions. This is especially true for the east-west oriented streets. The sun pattern at
the equator means that the sun is in the morning east and in the afternoon west. So east-west oriented streets do not catch shadow from garden trees and are extremely hot during the day (figure
8.20). The appearance of streets is different as in the past, as described by Ibn Battuta in the 14th
century. At that time the streets were swept clean and were shaded by palm trees, so the pedestrians felt like they were in a garden (Husain, 1976).
Based on the ideas of the workshop a street drainage system must be made. A street drainage
can be made without huge investments or expensive materials. A drain of about 1/5 of the road
width must be dug. In this way the compressed layer of pavement is broken and water can easily
infiltrate. Consequently, based on the infiltration rate of unlithified sandy soil (Galagedara, 2008), a
24h rainfall of 36 mm can infiltrate. Additional with a depth of 25 cm, the drainage can function as
a wadi during heavy rains, and can store 25 mm of rain water above the infiltration capacity. So 61
mm of daily rainfall can be stored with this drainage system. The drainage is positioned at least 0.5
meters from the garden wall to leave space for telephone and television wires. The materials that
are excavated can be used to slope the street towards the drainage. Streets with drainage have less
space for driving. This means smaller roads become one way.
The construction of a drainage gives the potential to plant vegetation in the streets. Vegetation will
provide shadow so it improves micro-climate and keeps soil moisture to prevent dust. Furthermore
vegetation catches rain and improves infiltration of rainwater. In this way it reduces flooding of
streets. The following trees and shrubs provide shade and can resist temporary water logging (Selvam, 2007).
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bodu magu
cross road
coastal road
parallel road
other road
design area
0

Figure 8.18. (Above) Map of Hulhumeedhoo showing
different roads on the island. Also the design area,
elaborated on the next pages, is shown.

500

1000
m

Figure 8.19. (Right) From top to bottom: Bodu Magu,
Cross road in Meedhoo, Coastal road to Herathera,
Parallel road and other road.
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Figure 8.20. Shadow study of two roads
in Hulhumeedho. Above is an east-west
oriented road. Below a north-south
oriented road. One can see that there is no
shadow during the day at the east-west
oriented road, whereas at the north-south
road shadow is only absent around noon.
With improvement of the road drainage
also the micro-climate can become
comfortable by adding trees.

8.00 a.m.

Table 8.2. Overview of trees suitable for a
street drainage. All trees can resist a high
soil moisture and provide shade (Selvam,
2007).

Dhivehi name
Funa
Bodu gas
Hirun’dhu
Dhakan’dhaa
Dhiggaa
Moonimaa
Uni

characteristics
Shade tree,
tollorates
waterlogging
Shade tree,
tollorates
waterlogging
Shade tree,
tollorates
waterlogging
Shrub tollorates
waterlogging
Shade tree,
tollorates
waterlogging
Tollorates
moisture
Shade tree,
medical

Figure 8.21. Cross sections
of the current situation of
a cross road of 9 meters
wide. During sunny
periods there is almost no
shadow whereas during
rainy seasons water can
not infiltrate fast enough
and flooding is the result.

10.00 a.m.

11.15 a.m.
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00.45 p.m.

02.15 p.m.

03.30 p.m.

05.00 p.m.

Figure 8.22. Cross section of a proposed
situation where a drainage has been made
and trees are planted in the drainage.
During sunny periods a nice shady street is
created and during rainy periods water can
infiltrate easily
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Figure 8.23. Map of the current cross road towards Hulhudhoo harbor
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0
Figure 8.24. Map of the proposed cross road towards Hulhudhoo harbor, including street drainage and vegetation
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Public building

Drainage with
vegetation

Residential building

Bodu Gas (Albizia
saman)

Palm trees

Funa (Calophyllum
inophyllum)

streets and garden
walls

Dhakan’dha (Premna
serratifolia)

Breadfruit tree

Hirun’dhu (Thespesia
populnea)
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Photo 2. of the current cross road to Hulhudhoo harbor
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Photo impression 2. of the proposed cross road to Hulhudhoo harbor
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Improvement of the farming area
Problems
•
Very poor and alkaline soil. Farmers spend 1.5 salary on artificial fertilizer per year.
•
Dehydrated soils during the north east Monsoon
•
Too wet soils during south west Monsoon
•
Salt spray from the ocean

Figure 8.25. Bangladesh employer watering
cabbage during the dry north east monsoon

Solution
Agroforestry system that uses intercropping, hedges, mulching and compost
Potentials
•
Use of compost from households
•
Use of dry sludge as fertilizer
•
Reforestation to replace removed forest
Solution elaboration
Agriculture becomes increasingly attractive as a source of income since the trade relations between
resorts and farmers improved and yield increases. More inhabitants start a farm and request farmland from the government. To create farmland and to avoid competition with trees, they are cut
down or burned which is an intense pressure on the environment. Hot, dusty open farmland is the
result, causing numerous problems. During the hot north east Monsoon daily watering of crops is
needed to keep soil moisture whereas during the wet south west monsoon the soil is too wet and
some crops get rotten. Furthermore the unlithified sandy soil is extremely poor. It is a necessity for
farmers to use artificial fertilizers, up to 3000 kg per month. Salty spray was caught by trees before,
but now it is affecting the crops.

Figure 8.26. Dry, bare, degredated and
deforestated land.

To tackle those problems an agroforestry system is needed. Elevitch and Wilkinson (2000) gave four
definitions of agroforestry and in all four it involves (1) two or more species and at least one tree
species; (2) two or more outputs; (3) a production cycle of at least one year; and (4) economic and/
or environmental interaction between trees and other species. So it is the combination of trees and
other crops for the benefit of both. Thaman (1990) gives a detailed overview of all functions of the
agroforestry system. The positive spinoffs for Hulhumeedhoo are:
•
Yield improvement with intercropping
•
Shade to control soil moisture and to protect shade crops
•
Wind protection to catch salt spray
•
Soil improvement through pruning and compost production
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•
•
•

Flood control by improving infiltration rate
Moisture protecting by mulching, i.e. covering the soil with branches to avoid evaporation of
ground water
Timber and fuel wood production

agricultural ﬁelds
design area

0

500

1000
m
Figure 8.27. Map indicating the location
of agricultural fields on the island of
Hulhumeedhoo.
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Table 8.3. Trees and shrubs that are
nitrogen fixing and excellent agroforestry
plants (Selvam, 2007)

Dhivehi name
Hithi gas
Bodu gas
Dhiggaa
Faiy Kurehi
Gliricidia
Ipil Ipil
Feerumuran’ga
Haalhala

characteristics
Shade tree,
nitrogen ﬁxing
hedge shrub
Nitrogen ﬁxing
tree
Shade tree,
nitrogen ﬁxing
Nitrogen ﬁxing
hedge shrub
Nitrogen ﬁxing
hedge shrub
Nitrogen ﬁxing
tree
Vegetable and
nitrogen ﬁxing
Nitrogen ﬁxing
hedge shrub

The agroforestry system consists of three components; hedgerows at the property edges, hedges at
the field edges and intercropping of agricultural crops.
The hedgerows at the property edges consist of nitrogen fixing trees and shrubs. It requires around
five meters of space. Ditches at the edge between the hedgerow and the field avoid roots extracting
too much water and fertilizer and control soil moisture. It provides shade, wind protection, timber
and fuel wood. Its most important function is the storage of nitrogen in tranches and leaves. This
can be used to make compost to increase soil fertility.
The hedges consist also of nitrogen fixing trees and shrubs, combined with agricultural crops like
drumstick. The hedges are pruned intensively and tranches are used as mulch or for making compost. Furthermore it is used as windbreak and shadow. When the hedges are kept small they won’t
compete with the crops and do not require that much space.

Cross section B - B’ of the current situation
at the agricultural fields

B

guava fields

chili fields

storage and green house

B’
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Intercropping, the mix of crops for the benefit of both, can be used to increase yield. For example
chili peppers need shade and can, especially when grown in baskets, be combined with species like
papaya or drumstick. Guava for example requires a lot of space to have enough sunlight, but the
bare soil in between the guava shrubs can be used to grow watermelon or pumpkin. Walls of the
nursery or greenhouse can be used as a carrier for species like tomato, cucumber or rock melon. In
this way on one plot two or more crops can be grown and yield will increase.
A steady production of large quantities of compost can be derived with a three month system. Four
units are needed of 2 cubic meters each. In the first unit organic waste and pruned tranches are
collected. After one month the first unit is emptied and turned around in the second unit. Now the
first unit is empty to collect again organic matter. One month later the second unit is shifted to the
third unit and mixed and again one month later the third is emptied in the fourth unit. Now compost is ready and stored in the fourth unit. It can be spread on fields or used to fill baskets. After
one month another load is ready. Shredding the tranches and adding of decomposing bacteria will
increase decomposing speed.

Table 8.4. Trees that are good crops for
intercropping (Selvam, 2007)

Dhivehi name
Papaya
Annaaru
Muran’ga gas
Feyra / guava

characteristics
Fruit
Fruit
Nutrients
catching tree
and vegetable
fruit

In this way yield will increase, the use of artificial fertilizer will be reduced, saving money and a
healthier environment for future development will be created.

Cross section B - B’ of the proposed
situation at the agricultural fields
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Photo 3. of the current situation at the agricultural fields
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Photo impression 3. of the possible situation at the agricultural fields
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Improvement of the swamp edge
Problems
•
Flooding of the swamp edge (up to 60 centimeters of water)
•
Mosquito breeding places
•
Illegal waste dump, polluting groundwater and loss of attractiveness.
•
Burning and cutting of trees
•
Loss of biodiversity in and attractiveness of the swamp area

Figure 8.30. Swamp taro field adjacent to
the houses

Solution
•
Make a drainage system that drains the swamp edge and forms a protective boarder of the
swamp
Potentials
•
Planting of trees to provide shade, economic trade off and ecological improvements
•
Create tourism spots
•
Protect swamp by law (see also governmental policies)

Figure 8.31. Since forest has been removed,
shadow is gone to grow taros at the edge

Figure 8.32. Man working in the swamp
taro field

Solution elaboration
In former days there was a free flow of water from the village towards the swamp. The edge of the
swamp was formed by forest and swamp taro fields closer to the houses in which movement of water was possible. Taro fields are prepared by excavating a plot and creating bunds around the plot.
In this way the muddy circumstances are created to grow swamp taro. During rainy season the taro
fields are filled with water and could overflow towards the swamp. There the water is stored and
during dry seasons the water could slowly infiltrate. This situation has changed dramatically. The
forest has been cut down for timber or fuel wood and the production of bananas became profitable.
Inhabitants established banana fields at the former forest grounds. They needed to raise the soil by
coconut husks, sawdust, waste, coral gravel and other materials to stabilize the wet soil. This raised
ground became a block for the water flow. Nowadays, during heavy rain, there is up to 60 centimeters of standing water at the taro fields, creating mosquito breeding areas and loss of taro yield.
Furthermore illegal waste dump and cutting and burning of more trees at the edge are decreasing
the attractiveness and biodiversity of the swamp. Also the potential tourism and rainwater infiltration area is under danger. To tackle the problem of the flooding one drainage is recently constructed
that connects the swamp with the lagoon. The discharge of this drain is about 2000 cubic meter
per day. So the water level in the whole swamp is lowered with 4 millimeters per day. This is not
outreaching during the rainy season and still water is stored in the swamp. Additional the taro fields
are not connected to this drainage and cannot benefit from it.
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C

C’
housing

taro fields

forest

swamp

Cross section C - C’. Former situation of the swamp edge. Forest was growing one edge of the swamp. Taro fields
were adjacent to the houses. During the rainy south west monsoon (below) water could flow directly into the
swamp.

C

C’
housing

taro fields

banana fields

fern and new taro fields

Cross section C - C’. Current situation of the swamp edge. Forest has been cut down and replaced by raised banana
fields. Taro fields are adjacent to the houses. During the rainy south west monsoon (below) water is blocked from
flowing to the swamp.

swamp
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A solution of four components is needed to solve those issues. First, a ring of water around the
core of the swamp is needed to store water, as a clear edge between the protected core and the
agricultural edge and as a drainage of rainwater. Second, edge vegetation is added to improve biodiversity, to create a clear edge, as an economic potency for crops, timber and tourist attraction and
to improve the water infiltration. Third, drainage is made to connect the taro fields with the ring
water. Also the streets drainage can be attached to this drainage. Furthermore standing water will
decrease and thus mosquito breeding. Finally the core of the swamp must be protected by law to
protect ecosystem and to maintain tourism potency. This law protection is elaborated in paragraph
‘governmental policies’.

Design area
500 meter

Figure 8.33. Concept of the swamp
drainage. The swamp is encircled by
a ringwater and edge vegetation.
Furthermore the street drainage is
connected to the ringwater. Taro fields are
connected to this drainage. The ringwater
is connected to the lagoon to make
overflow possible.

Table 8.5. Species that provide fruits or
nuts and can resist waterlogging. Coconut
palms, dhiggaa and screw pine are natural
swamp vegetation (Selvam, 2007)

Dhivehi name
Dhivehi ruh /
coconut palm
Dhiggaa
Maakashikeyo
/ screw pine
Kalhuthumeyva
/ pond apple

characteristics
Nuts and resists
waterlogging
Resists water
logging
Fruit and resists
waterlogging
Fruit and resists
waterlogging

The ring water has a width of around fifteen meters. This is comparable with existing ponds. The
depth must be around 1 meter. This is deep enough to avoid overgrowing of plants. A water body of
this size can store 16,000 cubic meters of water extra, resulting in a decrease of water level in the
swamp of 3 centimeter. The ring water is connected to an existing drain which drains water towards
the lagoon. The excavated materials can be used to improve banana and taro fields.
The edge vegetation consists of profitable species for the economy and environment. A mix of commercial swamp trees like pond apple, screw pine, bananas and coconut and ecological species like
screw pine and coast hibiscus is used. (toevoegen table)
To avoid stagnation of water in the taro fields a connection must be made between the taro fields
and the swamp. A natural drain that is dry during the north east monsoon and transporting water
during south west monsoon is needed. The drains are located at the end of each road to make connection with street drainage and to make the drains accessible for management and maintenance.
A taro drainage design on the island of Gan on Gaafu Dhaalu Atoll functions as an example (Galagedara, 2008). There, farmers would like to have the water level at the soil surface and a maximum
of 25 centimeters of water discharge a day is required. With this number it is calculated that 2000
cubic meter per day per drain must be transported and a drain of 2 meters wide is outreaching for
the island of Hulhumeedhoo. A gate system as presented in Gan (Galagedara, 2008) is needed to
make free flow of water between taro fields possible. With a gate the farmer can control the water
level in his plot.
One potency can be exploited by creating tourists spots along the swamp. One nature tour through
the swamp can be made and observation points or a view tower can be constructed as an excursion
point. Investments of resorts are needed for this.
In this way taro yields can increase, floods are reduced and economical and ecological potencies
will be utilized.
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Cross section D - D’ that show the taro
fields with the proposed drainage.
A drain is made that connects the
taro fields with the swamp. A pipe
line connects the taro fields to the
drainage. In this way water can drain
from the taro fields to the swamp
during heavy rain.

D

D’

Cross section E - E’ that shows
the ringwater around the swamp.
Vegetation is added to create a clear
edge. This edge is an interesting
tourist point. The drainage ends in this
ringwater which is connected to the
lagoon.

E

E’
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Figure 8.34. Current situation of the swamp edge
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Figure 8.35. Proposed situation of the swamp edge with ringwater, edge vegetation and drainage
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Photo 4. that show the current swamp edge, on the edge between ferns and grasses. Left one can see new taro
fields and banana fields.
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Photo impression 4. that show the possibilities of the swamp edge. Numerous opportunities can be met.
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Coastal protection

1 km

Figure 8.36. Proposed harbor made by
Works Corporation Limited in the lagoon at
Hulhumeedhoo

Problems
As analyzed and illustrated on the next pages (figure 8.42)
•
Severe erosion can be observed everywhere along the ocean coast (30 centimeters per year
according to inhabitants) and lagoon coast, but also temporary accretion.
•
On several parts the natural vegetation is gone. On these places erosions seems to go faster.
•
The ocean ridge is with 2m above MSL quite high, but eroding. The lagoon ridge is low with
only 0.8m above MSL and also eroding.
•
Waste is dumped on the beach
•
The present floodwall is already eroding three years after construction and no beach is formed
in front. Accessibility and use of floodwall for recreational purposes are fine.
•
Houses are built too close to the lagoon
Solution
•
Coastal vegetation and mangroves
•
Engineered construction
Potentials
•
Increase beach access and recreational options
•
Create tourist spots
Solution elaboration
As shown in chapter three and six there is a difference between the lagoon coast and the ocean
coast. The wave energy differs and thus the ridge height, sediment composition and vegetation. The
lagoon coast and the ocean coast are elaborated separately starting with the lagoon coast.

1 km
Figure 8.37. Proposed harbor development
of the Addu Vision

Lagoon coast
Besides the erosion problems the lagoon coast faces several problems as shown in chapter six. To
tackle some of these problems the island government has decided to extent the island in the lagoon
to create more space for buildings, build a new harbor for the whole island, instead of two smaller
ones, and to fill the muddy and dirty bay between the two existing harbors. For this idea two plans
exist. A first development of a small harbor central on the island, elaborated by the Works Corporation Limited, will be constructed soon for 32 million Maldivian Rufiyaa (2 million Euro) (La Mer,
2011)(figure 8.36). The second development is the ambition of the government presented in the
Addu Vision 2010-2025 (Addu City, 2010)(figure 8.37).
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I think those two development options do not solve the significant issues, instead worsening them
and they do not take climate change issues into account. In short they lack four important issues
and all four will be clarified.
Wave problems during South West Monsoon storms
The two designs did not encounter storm swells during the SW Monsoon. Future predictions of
Hay (Hay, 2006) show that storms might increase in future due to climate change. Those storms
can damage breakwaters, qua walls and are the cause of current island erosion. This can already
be observed in the current harbors of both Meedhoo and Hulhudhoo. However the design of the
new harbor is comparable with the present harbors so comparable damage will be observed within
fifteen years.
Disrupted longshore currents
The former reclamations for the Meedhoo and Hulhudhoo harbor have disrupted the longshore
sediment processes. This has resulted in increased erosion at the ocean side of the island, bad
water quality, loss of soft corals and mud deposition. Both proposed developments will enlarge
those effects since they block again the longshore processes. With this new harbor development
there is an opportunity to improve water quality by using a natural layout. Both proposals miss this
opportunity.

Figure 8.38 Storm swells can easily damage
the new harbor and reclaimed land

Figure 8.39. Longshore currents are blocked

Dead corners with bad water quality
In dead corners, areas with standing water instead of moving water, very bad water quality will occur. This already happens in the present Hulhudhoo harbor and Meedhoo harbor. Both proposed
developments, especially the first development will create these dead corners and thus bad water
quality.
Water stagnation and flooding at the current edge
Assumed is that the reclaimed land of the land use master plan will be climate proof, which means
around 2 meters above present main sea level. The height difference between the reclaimed land
and the present island will lead to flooding of the current island during heavy rains (Riyaz and Park,
2010). This aspect is not taking into account in both proposals.
In short there are four significant aspects not taking into account. Both proposals will worsen the
current living quality instead of increasing it and climate change predictions are partly neglected.
What if there is no money for realizing the full ambition of the landuse plan? The island community
is doomed with a smelly, dirty and unhealthy lagoon beach.

Figure 8.40. Dead corners will be created
with very bad water quality

Figure 8.41. Water problems will occur at
the edge between new and current island.
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Figure 8.42. Analyses of coastal erosion
for the island of Hulhumeedhoo. Around
80 cross sections and a photo panoramas
have been made of the whole coastline
of Hulhumeedhoo to identify coastal
erosion. On the map is shown where
erosion is observed and where thick coastal
vegetation is still present. Also the beach
material, sand or coral rock, are presented.
On two parts of the island a floodwall have
been constructed. On the next page four
representative cross sections have been
added.
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everywhere along the ocean coast
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to inhabitants) and lagoon coast, but
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Instead I suggest a development of Hulhumeedhoo harbor in three phases, which can be developed
as long as there is money available. The phases are that well designed they form a logical design on
itself and are successful without finishing other phases. In this way a new healthy lagoon waterfront
can be created that meets the future development demands from the island community, is climate
change proof and improves the biodiversity and ecological values of the lagoon. Core aspects of the
three phases are (1) soft engineering mangroves which can grow along with climate change predictions and are excellent wave breaks (Khazai et al., 2007); (2) floating jetties that allow longshore
processes and water movement going on, and can move along with tides and sea level rise; (3)
coastal vegetation to protect the island from erosion (Khazai et al., 2007); and (4) a natural drainage between the new reclaimed island and the existing island to catch heavy rain water. The three
phases are shortly described.

Figure 8.43. Phasial development of
Hulhumeedhoo harbor. Phase 1 (left) shows
the development in the centre of the island.
Phase 2 (middle) shows the extension in
the north and phase 3 (right) shows the
extension in the south.

Phase 1
A harbor will be dug comparable with the size of the Works Corporation Limited’s design. However
the harbor is located closer to the island (around 160 meters) so there will evolve a natural shape of
the island, respecting the longshore processes. It is calculated that the excavated materials can be
used to reclaim the land and to create a base for the mangroves. To improve the water quality, the
existing Meedhoo harbor and Hulhudhoo harbor will be connected with the lagoon through a floating jetty. Also the north and south harbor front will exist of a floating jetty to allow water movement.
Furthermore the island extension creates opportunities for a main square, which is not available on
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the island yet. This can be used for markets, events and for tourist activities. There is room for social housing and commercial buildings. Streets must be wide and planted with trees like presented
earlier in this chapter. Along the current coast vegetation must be planted as a coastal protection. A
depression between the new island and the existing one, functions as a wadi to store water during
heavy rains and to create a visual boundary between old and new.
Phase 2
The harbor will be extended north and connected with the existing Meedhoo harbor. Also the mangroves will be extended to form a closed barrier and protect the harbor from strong south west
storms. The coastal vegetation of phase one will become a green structures on the new island. The
south part of the harbor remains the same.
Phase 3
The harbor will be extended south. Hulhudhoo harbor will be connected with a channel with the
new harbor and makes Hulhudhoo harbor a potential marina for small yachts. Mangroves will be
enlarged as well as the island.
In this way a new harbor front is created that stops erosion, creates space for living, restores natural
vegetation, gives opportunities for a future of sea level rise and creates a base for more economic
activity and tourism.

F

Cross section F - F’. Above is the current
situation presented. Below is the
proposed harbor development presented
with mangroves as storm break, a new
harbor and reclaimed land. Note that the
horizontal scale is varying at the proposed
harbor.
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current meedhoo harbor

Photo 5. Current lagoon coastline during low tide.
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Photo impression 5. Possible new village harbor front with palm trees to welcome tourists and a nice square for
markets and events. The buildings around the square are four floors high to look over the square and the lagoon.
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Ocean coast
The ocean coast is facing severe erosion, up to 30 centimeters a year. Furthermore the coastal
vegetation is very thin which will speed up erosion. At some places the coastal road is only a few
meters away from the coast line. Inhabitants extract wood for fuel and timber and dump waste at
the coastline. To tackle the problem two small floodwalls have been constructed three years ago.
But wave damage of the walls can be observed already and inhabitants complain about the absence
of a beach. So a floodwall seems not the right solution.
The workshop and discussions with action group members have resulted in an alternative that consists of three options; a basic solution, a preferable solution and an optimum solution.
Figure 8.46. The current floodwall at
Hulhudhoo shows already severe damage
three years after construction.

The basic solution consists of the strengthening of the coastal vegetation with a mix of species that
can resist salt spray and provide some goods for consumption like nuts and fruits. To create space
for this so called bioshield, on some places the coastal road must be relocated 10-20 meters inland.
The road is a clear edge between the vegetation that is protected by law, the coastal vegetation, and
the vegetation that is not, the forest.
At strategic points a connection is made between the coastal road and the ocean. Strategic points
are at crossings with connective roads or at interesting points for tourists like the remnants of the
British defense system. In this way the beach becomes accessible and attractive for tourists. Therefore the beach and coastal zone should be clean from waste.
The preferable solution adds the construction of a so called breakwater to the basic solution. A
breakwater is an offshore construction that breaks waves and absorbs wave energy. Breakwaters
help forming beaches, are a foundation for coral growth and rich marine life (Airoldi et al., 2005),
and creates a calm water zone excellent for swimming (Khazai et al., 2007). The drawback is the
higher costs compared to revetments or floodwalls. The breakwater will be outreaching for stopping
the erosive waves.
Within the optimum solution the breakwater as presented in the preferable solution is dimensioned
to protect against tsunamis. The 2004 tsunami was not so destructive on the island of Hulhumeedhoo but tsunamis are the biggest fear of the island community. However costs and required materials are high as well as the impact on the natural beauty and ecosystem of the island.

Figure 8.47. On places where vegetation is
gone, fast erosion can be observed.

The preferable solution is elaborated in detail on the next pages.
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Design area

Figure 8.48. The basic solution

Figure 8.49. The preferable solution

Figure 8.50. The optimum solution

It consists of strengthening the coastal vegetation and
create beach access at strategic points.

Additional to the coastal vegetation breakwaters will
be constructed. In this way new beach is formed. The
channels are widened to have materials to build the
breakwaters.

The breakwaters will be enlarged to form tsunami
protection to the island. In this version the breakwaters
are up to four meters high.
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Dhivehi name
Kudhi-ruuvaali
Dhiggaa

Funa

Hirun’dhu
Kaani
Magoo

Uni

Boshi

Dhivehi ruh /
coconut tree

Moonima

Midhili gas

characteristics
Salt resistant,
erosion
controller
Salt resistant,
erosion
controller
Salt resistant,
erosion
controller, wood
provider
Salt resistant,
erosion
controller
Erosion
controller
Shrub, salt
resistant,
erosion
controller
Salt resistant,
erosion
controller
Shrub, salt
resistant,
erosion
controller
Nuts, salt
resistant,
erosion
controller
Appreciated,
salt resistant,
erosion
controller
Nuts, salt
resistant,
erosion
controller

Table 8.6. Vegetation suitable for a coastal
bioshield (Selvam, 2007)

Coastal vegetation
The ocean coast is not suitable for mangroves. Therefore the vegetation must be a mix of salt resistant and dense rooting species to form a bioshield. Additional criteria for species are indigenous
species, appealing and providing some goods like fruits and nuts. The roots hold sand together and
in this way reduce the erosive speed. Unfortunately a bioshield cannot totally stop erosion since
they do not reduce wave energy like mangroves (Khazai et al., 2007). The following vegetation is
appropriate for the bioshield (Selvam, 2007).
A plantation of a bio-shield on five islands of Shaviyani Atoll have shown that the survival rate of
coconut species was 95%, of Dhiga 70%, of Hirun’dhu 50% and of Kuredhi 30%. To improve the
survival rate of especially Hirun’dhu and Kuredhi post-plantation care is important as well as the
management in the first months after plantation (Kobayashi, 2010).
Beach access
At this moment there are too much roads that lead to the beach, resulting in huge gaps in the
vegetation. Beach access will only be at strategic points; e.g. crossings with connective roads and
attractive tourist point. The beach access must be 6 to 9 meters wide. At each side well appreciated
Moonimaa trees (pagoda gum tree, mimusops elengi) are planted to provide shade. This creates a
nice micro climate for the community and tourists. The edge of the coast is provided with concrete
stairs towards the beach over the full width of the beach access. These stairs are the coastal protecting of the beach access.
Type of breakwater
There are many different kinds of breakwaters. They can be either submerged, below the water
surface or emerged, above the water surface. For the island of Hulhumeedhoo an detached, segmented and low crested breakwater seems the right type. Detached means without connection
to the island to preserve longshore processes and avoid coastal erosion of adjacent beaches. The
breakwater will be segmented to allow sediments moving in the calm water zone and to allow refreshment of water. Finally the breakwater will be low crested, so the experience of the ocean will
not be disturbed. The breakwater is designed as emerged, but regarding a rising sea level it will be
submerged in future (Takahashi and Kenkyujo, 1996).
Breakwater location and dimensions
For the design of the breakwater rule of thumps presented in principles of sedimentation and erosion engineering in rivers, estuaries and coastal seas (van Rijn, 2005) and design of low crested (submerged) structures, an overview (Pilarczyk, 2003) are used. Furthermore a comparable breakwater
design for Raccoon island breakwaters in Louisiana, USA is used as a reference (Armbruster, 1999,
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Stone et al., 1999).
The breakwater will be positioned on the edge between the sea grass beds and the outer reef flat. In
this way corals are not disturbed and the breakwater can become part of the reef structure. To avoid
a tombolo to form, a sandbank that attached the breakwater to the island that blocks longshore
processes, the length of the breakwater should be 1.5 times the distance to the original shoreline.
This is big enough to form a salient, a beach behind the breakwater. The length of the gaps in between the breakwaters should be less as 0.8 of the distance to the original shoreline to prevent
shoreline erosion. The breakwater will be positioned opposite the beach access to increase the
feeling of safety and to form beach directly in front of beach access. The breakwaters as presented
in the concept are designed according to these rules.
The breakwater will have a crest height of 2 meters. This is 1 meter above high tide and will slowly
submerge during sea level rise. The crest is 3 meters wide. This is wide enough for reef fishermen to
stand on, provides a fundament for a future tsunami-proof breakwater and is needed to remain its
function during strong sea level rise. The side slopes are 3:1.
Breakwater materials
(Concrete) rocks up to 1000 kg are needed to build the break water. Therefore coral stones and
sand are needed. Using stones and sand from (around) the island will annul the positive effect of
the breakwater and importing the materials would be very expensive and produces a lot of carbon
dioxide. Widening the existing canals would solve more problems at once. It has been calculated
that widening the two canals with 75 meters would provide enough coral rocks, stones and sand to
construct the breakwaters. Furthermore the wider canals would improve the sediment movement
and improves the water quality of the lagoon. This is very beneficial for the resort and they might
bear the costs for the construction partly. Additional the materials are natural so new corals can
grow on the side slopes of the breakwater and it provides shelter for sea animals to improve natural
resilience.
A design as such will reduce wave energy of about 70% behind the breakwater and 50% in the gaps,
as shown in the Raccoon island example. Together with the bioshield there is a huge change of stopping the coastal erosion. Furthermore an attractive recreational zone in between the breakwater
and the shoreline and an ecological zone of high value outside the breakwater are created. A very
attractive coast resilient to sea level rise is the result.

breakwater
oﬀshore
distance

tombolo

gap erosion

original shoreline

salient

Figure 8.51. Principles of a breakwater
(based on van Rijn, 2005)
3m
high tide

2m

1:3

15 m
sea grass

corals

Figure 8.52. Dimensions of the breakwater
for Hulhumeedhoo
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Figure 8.54. Map and cross section G-G’ of the preferable coast
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Establishment of a tree nursery
Problems
•
Extensive cutting of trees
•
Burning of trees by farmers
•
Deforestation

agricultural ﬁelds
possible location
for a tree nursery
0

500

1000
m

Figure 8.55. Possible location for a tree
nursery

Solution
•
Establish a tree nursery
Potentials
•
Incorporate school drop outs and drug addicts
•
Re-use plastic bottles to grow seedlings and reduce waste
•
Sell tree seedlings to nearby resorts
Solution elaboration
Trees are a core component of many ideas presented above. However there exists no nursery on the
island to provide trees. Some farmers have small nurseries, mainly for growing seedlings of crops.
With small investments a tree nursery can be set up that grows trees necessary in other plans.
Space for the tree nursery can be found at the bigger agricultural area behind the Shamshudeen
School in Meedhoo. This is central located, easy accessible from the village and for farmers. It is also
close to the coastline to plant the seedlings.
The following trees should be grown in the nursery. Detailed information about the propagation and
management can be found in the reader trees and shrubs of Maldives (Selvam, 2007).

Figure 8.56. Ornamental tree nursery at
Herathera resort

For growing the seedlings one can best use compost which can be derived as described earlier.
Furthermore plastic bottles can be used as a pot to grow seedlings in. In this way nutrients are kept
and transplantation to its final destination is easy. Finally school dropouts can be trained to manage
the nursery
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Table 8.7. Overview of all tree and shrub species necessary for the above mentioned designs. The local Dhivehi
name, the English name, the Latin name and the characteristics are given. All these species can be grown in a tree
nursery till they are ready to be out planted (Selvam, 2007).

Dhivehi name
Ahi
Annaaru
Bodu gas
Boshi
Dhakan’dhaa

English name
Indian mulberry
Pomegranate
Rain tree
Beach heliotrope
-

Latin name
Morinda citrifolia
Punic granatum
Albizia saman
Tournefortia argentea
Premna serratifolia

Dhiggaa

Beach hibuscus

Hibuscus tiliaceus

Dhivehi ruh
Dhoalhan’bu
Dhunnika
Faiy Kurehi
Falho / Papaya
Feerumuran’ga
Feyru / guava

coconut tree
Lemon
Five-leaved chaste tree
Indian coral tree
Papaya
Agathi
Guava

Cocos nucifera
Citrus limon
Vitex negundo
Erythrina variegata
Carica papaya
Sesbania grandiﬂora
Psidium guajava

Funa

Alexander Laurel wood

Calophyllum inophyllum

Gliricidia
Haalhala
Hirun’dhu
Hithi gas
Ipil Ipil
Kaani
Kalhuthumeyva
Kudhi-ruuvaali
Maakashikeyo
Magoo
Midhili gas
Moonima
Muran’ga gas
Uni

gliricidia
Horse bush
Tulip tree
Neem
Leucaena
Sea trumpet
Pond apple
Giant bush hop
Screw pine
Sea lettuce
Country almond
Tanjong tree
Drumstick tree
Nit pitcha

Gliricidia sepium
Desmodium umbellatum
Thespesia populnea
Azadirachta indica
Leucaena leucocephala
Cordia subcordata
Annona glabra
Dodonaea viscosa
Pandanus odoratissimus
Scaevola taccada
Terminalia catappa
Mimusops elengi
Moringa oleifera
Guettarda speciosa

characteristics
Medical shrub
fruit
Nitrogen ﬁxing tree, Shade tree, tollorates waterlogging
Shrub, salt resistant, erosion controller
Wind breaker, medical shrub, tollorates waterlogging
Shade tree, nitrogen ﬁxing, Salt resistant, erosion controller, Resists
water logging
Nuts, salt resistant, erosion controller, resists waterlogging
Mosquito chasing shrub
Mosquito chasing shrub
Nitrogen ﬁxing hedge shrub
fruit
Vegetable and nitrogen ﬁxing
fruit
Shade tree, tollorates waterlogging, salt resistant, erosion controller,
wood provider
Nitrogen ﬁxing hedge shrub
Nitrogen ﬁxing hedge shrub, medical shrub
Shade tree, tollorates waterlogging , salt resistant, erosion controller
Shade tree, nitrogen ﬁxing, medical tree hedge shrub
Nitrogen ﬁxing tree
Erosion controller
Fruit and resists waterlogging
Salt resistant, erosion controller
Fruit and resists waterlogging
Shrub, salt resistant, erosion controller
Nuts, salt resistant, erosion controller
Appreciated, salt resistant, erosion controller, Tollorates moisture
Nutrients catching tree and vegetable
Shade tree, medical, salt resistant, erosion controller
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Development of a coral nursery
Problems
•
Coral bleaching
•
Reef damages through storm swells and human activity like sand mining, oil of boats, collection
of coral stones
•
Decrease of fish
•
Negative spinoff on tourism
Figure 8.57. Picture of the underwater
landscape in the shallow lagoon at
Hulhumeedhoo. One can only find beds of
seagrass.

Solution
•
Coral reef awareness and education programs for inhabitants and tourists (see increase awareness)
•
Coral nursery
Potentials
•
Incorporate tourism by creating diving spots and education center

Figure 8.58. Some patches of mainly dead
coral are left at the bottom of the lagoon at
Hulhumeedhoo

area where coral
restoration is needed
possible location
for a coral nursery
0

500

1000
m

Figure 8.59. Areas where coral
rehabilitation is needed.

Solution elaboration
A coral nursery and coral rehabilitation are very effective solutions, but very costly and time consuming and therefore difficult for a big scale. The focus for coral rehabilitation is on the lagoon side
of the island to (1) make it accessible for tourists; (2) to have a higher change of success since wave
energy is not as high as the ocean side; and (3) to create a sand beach at the lagoon side as shown
by a test of Goreau and Hilbertz (2005).
A few aspects should be considered on forehand (Edwards, 2010, Edwards and Gomez, 2007).
•
When there is no money or knowledge available on the maintenance of the rehabilitated reef,
coral restoration does not make sense. Cooperation with experienced employees of Vilingili
Shangri-la Resort and Spa is necessary to succeed.
•
Research should discover the reason for the mortality of corals. Management of the area before restoration takes place is needed to remove these negative disturbances. If causes are
unclear a pilot study must take place that monitors the survivorship of a small coral transplant.
•
Coral rehabilitation must be part of a broader coastal management plan. Coastal management
around Hulhumeedhoo is about growth of mangroves, enlarging of the canals, the relocation
of sand mining activities, and the redesign of the natural island layout as shown in the other
elaborations.
•
It is clear that corals can grow in the lagoon area in front of Hulhumeedhoo, since some coral
patches are present and soft corals have been growing in the past. However it should become
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•
•

clear what the quality, species richness and size of the former reefs were.
Researches should determine if there are enough coral growing species present. If not transplants from a nursery are needed.
Substrate forms the basis for coral growth. Unfortunately on the shallow waters of Hulhumeedhoo only sandy substrates with sea grass beds and some coral rocks are available. On
the present rocks coral is already growing, but the sandy substrates are unsuitable for coral
growth. Research must be done to find out the best substrate for coral growth. Concrete blocks
or electrified iron wires are common substrates.

A coral nursery is the best way to grow transplants, since direct transplantation from other reefs often damages the mother reef. Three aspects are important for the location of the nursery (Edwards
and Gomez, 2007)
•
water temperature comparable with transplantation location
•
good water quality. No area with disturbances
•
accessible. People and equipment are needed. Good accessibility is needed to work cost effective.
The area in front of Hera seems a very appropriate location for a coral nursery. By establishing the
nursery and creating artificial reefs the natural protection of the island against waves increases, new
beach will be formed, the fish population will increase and a very interesting tourist activity is set
up, something which is not available in Addu Atoll at this moment.

Figure 8.60. Iron frame on which corals
grow (Goreau and Hilbertz, 2005)

Figure 8.61. Detail of a coral nursery
(Edwards, 2010)
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Governmental policies
Problems
•
Illegal sand mining
•
Illegal tree cutting
•
Biodiversity killed through forest fires
•
Lack of law enforcement
Solution
•
Law protection of specific areas
•
Increase awareness to let people understand the thought behind laws

Figure 8.62. Some governmental policies
are enforced by signs. This sign is placed
at the coast. The upper sign says ‘waste
dump’. The sign below says ‘no waste dump
here’.

Potentials
•
Re-introduce former regulations on the use of trees
•
Designate a sand mining area
•
Incorporate farmland and farming regulations in the land use plan
Solution elaboration
At this moment some areas are protected by law but this is unclear for inhabitants and there is no
enforcement. The result is overexploitation of trees, illegal sand mining and decrease of biodiversity. Protective areas should be set and awareness on the background of the laws should be created
to get understanding. Also designated sand mining areas, farmland and areas with administered
trees should be included in the land use plan, which are absent in current plans (Addu City, 2010).
Suggestions for the land use plan are given in the map. In this way law enforcement and spatial
interventions as presented earlier are strengthening each other and improve the resilience of the
island.
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Figure 8.63. Recommendations to the Addu
City government. The swamp core and the
coast, beach and reef should be protected
by law. Areas suitable for swamp taro and
agricultural and forestry practise should be
allocated in the landuse map.

swamp protection
coastal, beach and
reef protection
area allocated to swamp
taro production
area allocated to agricultural
practise, incl. forestry
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Detailed resilient island plan

All solutions together, elaborated above, will form a detailed resilient island plan. A lot of the solutions are interlinked. For example the tree nursery will provide trees needed in other solutions, the
cleaning of waste and the waste management center will make the island much more attractive for
tourists and increase health, but this is only successful when a parallel awareness program runs.
The drainage system of the swamp can be connected with street drainage and law enforcement and
awareness programs are essential to make the coastal bioshield a success.
The detailed resilient island plan as presented on the next page forms the base for a healthy and
sustainable future of the island of Hulhumeedhoo. It can be inspiring and, together with the land
use plan, the guideline for the development of the island.
In the next chapter the effectiveness of the workshop and the proposed solutions are discussed and
0
closed with the final conclusion of this research.

Figure 8.64. Detailed resilient island plan
(next page)
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Summary
The results of the workshop, compared with literature, showed that most of the steps are giving
satisfying results. To improve the workshop the training of facilitators must be better. Discussion of
the solutions shows that most of the problems are addressed, except for the sewerage problems
and the migration, and that most solutions contribute to both short term development and long
term climate adaptation. The implementation of the solutions after the workshop did not work
out. Motivation of the action group decreases rapidly. Furthermore governmental representatives
did not show up in the workshop. Conclusive can be said that the workshop was too much
relying on the responsibilities of the community. The government should have a greater role in
the resilient island approach. By this the implementation will have a greater change of success.
Thus the workshop itself is satisfying but the post-workshop phase seems more important as
the workshop. In this way an approach for partly urbanized islands is made that creates resilient
islands to environmental, socio-economic and climate change threats.
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In this final chapter the results of the workshop and design elaborations, presented in chapter 7 and
8, are discussion. Finally this thesis ends with the final conclusion.
Unfortunately one pilot project is not representative to draw conclusions on. More pilot projects
must be undertaken to be able to compare the results and draw general conclusions. To validate
the results of this resilient island workshop on Hulhumeedhoo the results are reflected upon the
literature about atolls and Maldives and two other participatory studies, the rapid assessments of
perceptions in Maldives, done by Live and Learn Environmental Education (Smith et al., 2006, Shafeeqa and Clothier, 2009), all presented in the first part oft this thesis.
First the workshop steps will be reflected as well as the design elaborations. How representative are
the participants? Is the output covering all problems on the island? How effective are the proposed
solutions and design elaborations? How effective was the post-workshop phase?
Second, in the conclusion, the main question of the thesis is answered as well as the improvements
of the resilient island approach based on the discussion. Also questions as ‘is the approach suitable
for other island types and for other atoll nations?’ are answered.
Finally some recommendations are given for further research.

Discussion

A workshop has been held on the island of S. Hulhumeedhoo. 35 inhabitants in total of different
backgrounds and from both districts have been invited, 20 participants showed up and finished the
workshop. In the discussion the results of the workshop and the design elaborations are reflected
upon the literature findings of the first part and two other participatory activities held in Maldives.

Participants

The targetgroup of the workshop was planned on 30 participants. So by inviting 35 participants 5
could quit. Unfortunately only 20 finished the workshop so 15 participants did not show up. Furthermore the group of participants was not fully representative.
•
•
•

The two village were equally distributed (11 of Hulhudhoo, 9 of Meedhoo)
Gender wasn’t equally divided (5 men and 15 women)
Age was also not equally divided; the oldest participant was around 45. A big group of school
leavers of age around 18 participated and a huge middle group of around 25 was present.
Elderly were absent.
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•

•

Occupation was not fully representative. Farmers as well as fishermen did not show up. Unemployed youth, students, resort employees, house wives, a construction worker and a group of
10 teachers participated.
Local island governmental representatives were invited but did not finish the workshop.

The unequal distribution of participants was also noticed among participants. In the evaluation
several participants mentioned the involvement of elderly, governors and farmers as a point of
improvement.
Within the other workshops the group of participants was representative. The rapid assessment of
2006 was held on five islands in the Maldives with 35 participants in total and 28 interviews with
community leaders, gender equally distributed. The rapid assessment of 2009 was carried out on
three islands including 79 participants and 23 one-to-one interviews, gender equally distributed. So
it must be possible to involve a representative group of the community. Probable the three weeks of
preparation and selection time was not sufficient for selecting and motivating enough participants.

Facilitators

Since the language of the workshop was the local Dhivehi language, facilitators were needed to conduct the workshop. A rehearsal of the workshop on forehand was used as a training. The facilitators
consisted of three teachers and two NGO members. During the workshop it became clear that some
essential knowledge and skills were missing:
•
facilitators were not able to push answered in the desired direction since their knowledge
about the island landscape, the problems and solutions was not outreaching. At some stages
facilitators were at the same level as the participants and were actually participating instead
of facilitating
•
facilitators missed required discussion leading skills
•
facilitators were not well prepared for the second workshop day resulting in de-motivation and
a sleepy atmosphere among participants
An improved training is needed for facilitators on forehand to make the workshop more successful.
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Problem assessment

In the first two sessions of the workshop as much as possible problems have been listed, both climate change related as well as social and environmental. The table below summarizes the climate,
environmental and social problems identified on the island of Hulhumeedhoo. Shown are the problems which are identified in the workshop by the participants and the problems that can be found
in literature about the Maldives and about atolls.
As shown in the table the participants were able to identify most of the problems on the island.
Participants also came up with problems which are not described in atoll related literature yet.
Lack of awareness, garbage and erosion are both mentioned in all three studies and in literature.
The issues of sewerage, water and health are mentioned in the 2006 and 2009 studies, but not in
the resilient island workshop. However water issues are mentioned as a problem in the resilient
island workshop, but not identified as main problem, as dusty roads.
Awareness, cutting of trees, absence of leadership and mosquito breeding are only indicated as
main problem in the resilient island workshop. The rapid assessment of 2009 also recognizes those
aspects as a problem, but not as a main problem.
The sewerage problem is not recognized at all within the resilient island workshop whereas the
problem is quite severe on the island. This might be related to the planned realization of a sewerage
system and a desalination plant on all islands of Addu Atoll.
The first two sessions gave satisfying results.
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Table 9.1. All problems identified on the island and indicated whether they are identified in the resilient island
workshop, the rapid assessment of 2006 or 2009 and in literature.
Problems identiﬁed
on the island

Workshop

Rapid
assessment
2006
(Smith et al.,
2006)

Rapid
assessment
2009
(Shafeeqa and
Clothier, 2009)

literature

global warming

X

sea level rise

X

X

cyclones and storms
droughts
heavy rain
extinction of
animals

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

x

less ﬁsh, eﬀecting
ﬁshing industry
shortage of drinking
water during
droughts
ﬂooding of streets
and farming area
during heavy rain

X
X

beach erosion

X

destruction of reef
extraction of sand
cutting of trees

X
X
X

loss of crops and
food shortage

X

contamination of
water through
waste

X

garbage

X

mosquitoes and
spread of diseases
drug addiction and
related crimes

X

X
X

X

X

(Mimura et al., 2007, Nurse et al., 2001)
(Woodroﬀe, 2007, Barnett and Adger, 2003, Kench et al., 2003,
Khan et al., 2002, Klein et al., 2001, Lewis, 1990, Mimura et al.,
2007, Roy and Connell, 1991, Solomon and Forbes, 1999)
(Barnett and Adger, 2003, Mimura et al., 2007, Hay, 2006)
(Hay et al., 2003, Mimura et al., 2007, Hay, 2006)
(Barnett and Adger, 2003, Mimura et al., 2007, Hay, 2006)
(Hoegh-Guldberg, 1999, Hoegh-Guldberg, 2005, Mimura et al.,
2007, Wilkinson, 2008)
(Barnett and Adger, 2003, Hay et al., 2003, Hoegh-Guldberg,
1999, Hoegh-Guldberg, 2005, Mimura et al., 2007, Wilkinson,
2008)

X

(Ibrahim et al., 2002, White and Falkland, 2010)

X

(Barnett and Adger, 2003, Mimura et al., 2007)

X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X

Source

(Woodroﬀe, 2007, Barnett and Adger, 2003, Kench et al., 2003,
Khan et al., 2002, Klein et al., 2001, Lewis, 1990, Mimura et al.,
2007, Roy and Connell, 1991, Solomon and Forbes, 1999, HoeghGuldberg, 1999, Hoegh-Guldberg, 2005, Wilkinson, 2008)
(Cesar, 2000, Öhman and Cesar, 2000, Naseer, 1997)
1)
(Gable and Aubrey, 1990, Smith and Collen, 2006)
(Stoddart, 1971, Kay, 2006, Mohamed, 1992)
(Woodroﬀe, 2007, Barnett and Adger, 2003, Hay et al., 2003, Klein
et al., 2001, Mimura et al., 2007, Roy and Connell, 1991, Lewis,
1990)

X

X

(Hay et al., 2003, Metai, 2002, Thaman et al., 2003)

X

X

(Barnett and Adger, 2003, Cesar, 2000, Smith et al., 2006,
Mohamed, 1992)

X

X

(Ahmed, 2007)

X

(Ageel, 2006)
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Table 9.1. continued

Problems identiﬁed on the
island
land scarcity
lack of awareness, wrong
attitude
poverty, inﬂation and
other economic problems
eﬀects on tourism of less
ﬁsh, destructed reefs,
dirty beaches, swamp
ﬂooding,
absence of jobs
no access to education
Migration and half build
houses and abandoned
houses
dangerous construction
areas
absence of road pavement
increased motor vehicles
pollution of air
forest ﬁres
social problems within
families.
Contamination of water
through septic tanks
Isolation and high import
costs
Mono economy only
focussed on tourism
Depending on imported
fossil fuels
Population density and
social problems
Population density and
water and food security
Population density and
environmental impacts

Workshop
X

Rapid
assessment
2006
(Smith et al.,
2006)

Rapid
assessment
2009
(Shafeeqa and
Clothier, 2009)

literature

Source

X

(Rapaport, 1990)

X

(Smith et al., 2006, Shafeeqa and Clothier, 2009)

X

X

(Ministry of Planning and National Development, 2004, Tisdell,
2000)

X

X

(Hoegh-Guldberg, 1999, Hoegh-Guldberg, 2005, Mimura et al.,
2007, Wilkinson, 2008, Cesar, 2000, Thaman et al., 2003)

X

(Ibrahim et al., 2002, White and Falkland, 2010, Smith et al.,
2006, Mohamed, 1992)

X

(Kerr, 2005, Milne, 1992)

X

(Kerr, 2005, Milne, 1992, Mimura et al., 2007)

X

(van Alphen et al., 2007)

X

(Rapaport, 1990, Barnett and Adger, 2003)

X

(Barnett and Adger, 2003, Hardee and Mutunga, 2010, Hay et
al., 2003, Mohamed, 1992)

X

(Mohamed, 1992, Rapaport, 1990)

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X
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Problem tree

A problem tree have been made to find the relation between problems and to select the main
problems on the island.
The problem tree is described step by step.
1.

Participants have identified the causes of climate change.
air
pollution

thinning of
ozone
layer

global
warming

2.

Participants have identified the effects of climate change on the island. Furthermore they have
identified how these effects are partly caused by land use practice. For example, beach erosion
is caused by climate change through the increase of waves and damage of reefs. But it is also
caused by sand mining and cutting of trees.

extraction
of sand

cutting
of trees

damage of
reef

cyclones

more storms
(heavy rain)

extinction
of
animals

erosion

floodings

melting of ice

sea level
rise

draughts

forest fires

decline
of fish

loss
of crops

decline
tourism

more dust
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3.

Social problems as ‘no one takes responsibility’, ‘lack of awarenes’, ‘political duality’ and ‘no
social relation’ are important problems on top of the diagram.

no one takes
responsibility

Political
duality

lack of
awareness

4.

no social
cohesian

Poverty and financial shortage are an important cause for many problems like drug addiction,
sewerage problems, absence of a garbage system, and shortage of educational and recreational facilities.
no jobs

No waste
management
system

financial
shortage
(poverty)

no pavement

incomplete
houses

no access
to good
education

no recreation
facilities

drugs

No
sewerage
system

no parking
zone

more crimes

5.

The problem of sewerage, which was not mentioned in the problem assessment is added to
the diagram.
No
sewerage
system

contamination
of water

spreading
of diseases

shortage of
water
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6.

The most striking effects of all problems are the ‘spread of diseases’, ‘the shortage of food’ and
‘decline of tourism’ resulting in ‘poverty and financial shortage’. All four effects are causes of
new problems (see 3 and 4)
decline
tourism
no jobs

spreading
of diseases

more
disability

shortage
of food

decline
economy

financial
shortage
(poverty)

Furthermore participants have indicated their main problems. The following problems have been
selected in order of importance.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Garbage problems
Erosion
Lack of awareness
Cutting of trees
Absence of leadership
Mosquitoes

Obvious is that the climate change issues are not seen as a main problem as well as poverty. The
only climate change related problem mentioned is beach erosion. This is comparable with the two
rapid assessments of 2006 and 2009 (see table). This is also comparable with literature that states
that development problems are eminent but climate change problems are seen as a problem of the
future (Leary et al., 2008).

Effectiveness of the solutions of the resilient island plan

As shown the main problems identified are mostly development related, but climate change cannot
be ignored. As researched in the first part solutions should encounter both sustainable development options as well as climate adaptation. The sustainable development strategies should form
a base for climate adaptation measures. What is the contribution of the several components of
the resilient island plan to sustainable development and climate adaptation? How effective are the
solutions?
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For the resilient island plan the participants have selected the most comprehensive solutions. These
solutions will solve most of the problems on the island and should be implemented according to the
participants. The solutions that have been selected:
1.

increasing awareness on all mentioned problems (e.g. garbage, cutting of trees, robbery, use
of water, income possibilities)
2. implement a waste management system
3. home compost making
4. improvement of the built-up area by planting shady trees around public areas and streets (hospital, schools, parks, hang out places)
5. improvement of the farming area by an agroforestry system
6. improvement of the swamp edge area with a drainage system and planting trees
7. coastal protection through planting trees (mangroves, magoo and kuredhi) and a floodwall
8. tree nursery
9. coral nursery
10. governmental policies on stop sand mining (sand, small pebbles and aggregates) through subsidizing imported sand and arrange an easier way to obtain imported sand and protecting nature (trees / swamps / lagoon / reef) by law and protecting the beach and reef by law
For each solution one can determine whether it is contribution to the short term development
needs and the long term worst case climate change scenario, both presented in chapter four. The
next table shows per solution its contribution.
Most of the problems have been addressed by one or more solutions. However some problems are
not encountered totally, like the water shortage and sewerage problems, the effects of inundation
by sea level rise, migration to other islands and the problem of drug addiction.
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Table 9.2. All solutions and their contribution to the short term sustainable development and long tern climate
adaptation
Solution

Increased awareness

Implement a waste management centre
Home compost making
Improvement of the built-up area
Improvement of the farming area by
agroforestry system

Improvement of the swamp edge

Short term contribution to sustainable development
-

reduction of waste and illegal dump
reduction of over fishing
reduction of drinkwater shortage during drought
reduction of mosquito breeding places
reduction of tree cut
reduction of sand mining
reduction of illegal waste dump
reduction of waste
creation of some jobs
reduction of illegal waste dump and burning
improved soil fertility
Comfortable micro climate
Reduction of ﬂoods during heavy rain
Reduction of dust during dry periods
Reduction of use of artiﬁcial fertilizer
Improved conditions for wet and dry periods
Improved yields and cost reduction
Reforestation
Decreases ﬂooding and improves water quality
Decreases mosquito breeding
Improves ecosystem and attractiveness
Tourism as income generator and motivation for clean
environment

Coastal protection

-

creation and protection of high land
improved tourism potency and jobs

Tree nursery

-

Provides trees for other solutions
Deforestation
Creates some jobs and extra income

Coral nursery

-

Tourism attraction
Improved reef ecosystem

Governmental policies

-

reduction of waste and illegal dump
reduction of over ﬁshing
reduction of tree cut
reduction of sand mining

Long term contribution to climate adaptation
and sustainable development
-

healthier island for exploring future
opportunities
reduction of coastal erosion

healthier island and community for exploring
future opportunities
X
X
-

Food security
Healthy environment for future
development
Money for climate adaptation

-

Food security
Money for climate adaptation
Healthy environment for future
development

-

Future land for living
Natural coastal protection
Healthy environment for future
development
Money for climate adaptation
Healthy environment for future
development
Money for climate adaptation
Food security
Money for climate adaptation
Natural coastal protection

-

healthier island for exploring future
opportunities
reduction of coastal erosion
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Based on this table, per solution can be mentioned if they are important for both short term development and long term adaptation, or only for the long term adaption. Some solutions only contribute for short term development and are interesting for the time being.
Essential components for short term development and long term climate adaptation:
•
tree nursery
•
agroforestry system
•
waste management
•
improved swamp edge
•
law protection
•
awareness programs
•
coral nursery
Essential components for long term climate adaptation:
•
climate proof land reclamations and mangroves (lagoon side)
•
coastal defense (ocean side)
Development for the time being:
•
street drainage and vegetation
•
home gardening
•
reforestation

post-workshop activities

After the workshop some activities have been organized with help of an action group. It was clear
that the motivation, the responsibility and the activation of the action group decreased rapidly after
the workshop. This is comparable with findings from the rapid assessment of 2009 who find out
that there is no unity among the community; there is a lack of social spirit; no cooperation within
the community; and community does not cooperate with organized activities. Furthermore a similar
situation can be observed at existing NGOs in Addu City. For example the Meedhoo Friendship Chain
has more has 100 members on paper but only 3 members are active.
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Conclusion

It has become clear that the problems, a country like Maldives is facing, are urgent and difficult to
solve. The theoretical study, presented in the first five chapters, shows that problems are various
and strengthening each other. Furthermore islands are different and not one single approach is suitable. The island of Hulhumeedhoo forms an excellent example of the problems atoll islands are facing as well as the difficulties in solving the issues. It will take a lot of time to make inhabitants aware
of the problems and the solutions they can implement, to convince governors and community to
cooperate and to truly implement the great ideas.

Answering the main question

The main question presented in the introduction is: ‘how can sustainable development of small atoll
nations form a base for climate adaptation in such a way it is applicable for local island inhabitants?’
Assumed was that an ecological design approach that is based upon natural processes and which
involves ecological, economic and social aspects as well as different stakeholders, will answer the
main question. The resilient island approach has been introduced as such. Based on the above described discussion and reflection some conclusions can be drawn.
The resilient island approach as tested was relying too much on the responsibilities of the community and misses a base for implementation. Therefore the interactive participation approach is not
suitable on partly urbanized islands.
A functional participant approach is needed (see Pretty, chapter five) in which the facilitators and
the government have a bigger part in the workshop preparation, the workshop itself and the implementation after. The current political system in Maldives, which is on a transition towards a more
democratic system, has the potential to reach this. But politicians must invest time to restore the
disrupted relation between community and government. Unfortunately the timing of the workshop
was bad, during the election period, which made it difficult for politicians to be involved. However
I think the workshop is an excellent tool for politicians to improve the governmental – community
relationship.
The resilient island workshop, as part of the approach, offers a solid start for creating resilient islands. It has been shown that the results of the workshop are satisfying and comparable with literature findings and other workshops. Although it is unknown what the results would have been
when facilitators were better trained, governors were included and the participants were better
represented, the post-workshop activities have been underestimated and are much more important
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in realizing the plans as the workshop itself.
Is it applicable at other island types and other atoll countries?
The resilient island workshop is only elaborated for partly inhabited islands for one specific island in
Maldives. How applicable is the approach on the other island types and other atoll countries
As researched in chapter three there exist several types of islands. In chapter five these island types
have been related to different approaches. On the extremely high urbanized islands a participation
in information giving approach seems suitable and on the high urbanized island a participation by
consultation approach.
The results for the partly urbanized islands have shown that a stronger governmental cooperation
is needed and fewer responsibilities should be at the shoulders of the community. Therefore the resilient island approach becomes more top-down and therefore also suitable for the high urbanized
islands, especially the smaller high urbanized islands with a small community.
Furthermore the resilient island approach seems suitable for other atoll nations in the world, although with some changes. The specific development problems and climate change impact must be
researched on forehand. Also the governmental structure and local culture must be incorporated
to fit the local context. By fitting the workshop program to the daily rhythm of that country and
incorporating the local government results will be as satisfying and a base for implementation will
be created.
So the resilient island approach is filling the research gap partly. Some alterations are needed to
make the approach successful, applicable for the local community and truly using sustainable development as a base for climate adaptation. In the next paragraph the revised resilient island approach
is shortly explained.

Revised resilient island approach

The approach as presented in chapter five must be revised based on the above mentioned discussion and conclusion. The changes are described per phase
Pre-workshop phase
The workshop must be initiated from the atoll government.
The training of facilitators must be better and more intensive. The training of facilitators can be comparable with the training for trainers program of Duchhart (Duchhart, 2000), used for the training of
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facilitators for the Green Town Workshop in Kenya. Instead of three weeks, six weeks are needed.
Facilitators can be from NGOs or from the local government. It is better not to ask teachers for this.
Island government as well as a wide range of inhabitants must participate. The invitation of 40 participants is needed to have around 30 participants.
Resilient island workshop
The rough program of the workshop is alright. Some details can be changed like the timing per session or the alternation of group and plenary work. Also more games should be added to make it
more lively.
Post-workshop phase
After the workshop the atoll government and the action group must divide who is responsible for
which action. Some actions, like awareness programs are very suitable for the action group to implement. Other actions, like the development of coastal defense, are actions which better suit the
government. The action group should be responsible for the organization of community action days.
With help of NGOs they must organize monthly action days. The atoll government and island government must be responsible for the elaboration and implementation of action plans. It will be good
when a governmental employee with feeling for landscape design will be incorporated.
So the atoll government must take the initiative and will be responsible for most of the implementation. The community action group will be responsible for the implementation of some actions, but
their main task is to organize community action days, with the help of the local NGOs. In this way
the resilient island plan can become reality.

Pre-workshop
Responsibility:
Government

workshop

post-workshop

Government (facilitators)

Government and community

Approach:
Workshop
organization

Landscape
analyses
&
problem
identiﬁcation

Figure 9.1. Flowchart of the revised resilient
island approach

Development
vision
&
solution
development

basic
resilient
island plan

action plan

elaboration

action plan

elaboration

action plan

elaboration

action plan

elaboration

detailed
resilient
island plan
&
action days
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Future potentials with the resilient island plan
With implementation of the solutions of the resilient island plan some potentials will be created for
a future under different climate scenarios.

Figure 9.2. Best case scenario for
Hulhumeedhoo without any action. Swamp
and lagoon are polluted, houses are at risk
to get flooded, the island is deforested and
unsuitable for agriculture. So no base for
living.

Figure 9.2. Best case scenario for
Hulhumeedhoo with resilient island
plan. There is a pleasant place for living,
agriculture is doing well, a source of income
is secured and the ecology is rich.

Best case climate scenario:
•
Place for living: the whole island is still suitable for living. A healthy environment is present.
Mosquitoes are under control as well as pests and diseases. Groundwater is much cleaner as it
is now. A sewerage plant and desalination plant will provide in the basic needs.
•
Agriculture: Agroforestry system has increased yield and saves money. Food shortage is a product of the past. The swamp area is clean and healthy and the jam production is outreaching
for the island, the surrounding resorts and the bigger islands in Addu City. In the mangroves
in front of the island crab and lobster farms are settled and have a huge profit thanks to the
booming tourism industry.
•
Source of income: Tourism industry is booming as well as some commercial activities around
the new harbor. The agricultural products are sold all over the country. The island is well appreciated as a day trip destination for tourists.
•
Ecology: the core of the swamp has become a healthy swamp with rich biodiversity. It filters
ground water and is without mosquitoes. Environmental tourists and researches have discovered the place and make daily swamp tours. The new reefs in the lagoon are rich in marine life
and also well appreciated among tourists. The bait fish population is recovered and also the
fishing industry is booming again. Finally the reefs have proven to be a perfect island protection. Beach has been formed and instead of beach erosion there can be accretion observed.
Worst case climate scenario:
•
Place for living: The higher coastal zone will remain when measures are taken now. This will
be a huge area for living and all necessary social and economic functions. The new harbor also
remains and is a bridge is connecting the two islands. The current village has been drawn but
the two new islands are offering enough space for living.
•
The new inner lagoon, in between the high coastal zone and the harbor island, will be a healthy
place with mangroves. The salt lakes are very suitable for fish farms, crab and lobster farms
and shrimp farms. Floating objects can contain auto pot systems with all necessary agricultural
products. Also the edge of the higher coastal zone is suitable for agricultural activities.
•
Source of income: The floating resorts and pillar sea villas are much appreciated and tourism is
still booming. The unique island of Hulhumeedhoo is an attractive place to go and shop Tourists can make a round tour to see how Maldivians live and adapted themselves to a changing
climate.
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•

Ecology: The mangroves surrounding Hulhumeedhoo are very rich in biodiversity. Different
new species have discovered the island to stop over during their journey. This has attracted
ecological tourists and researches from all over the world. The shallow water corals have been
adapted to the warmer water temperature, resulting in a rich marine ecosystem with colorful
fishes and many sea birds. Also the fishing industry is as rich as it is nowadays.

Addu City
This thesis has made a first step to make atoll islands resilient to climate change issues and socioeconomic and environmental hazards. With the current decentralized plans of the national government, the ambitions of the current Addu City Council and the resilient island strategy presented in
this thesis, Addu City can become a very attractive area for Maldivians, independent from international aid and resilient against natural disasters, food shortage, and worldwide economic crises. It
is a manner of time and a manner of the right decisions whether Addu City truly can become as
healthy as her is suggested.

Recommendations for further research

Figure 9.4. Worst case scenario for
Hulhumeedhoo without any action. Almost
the whole island is flooded by the rising sea
level. Only some tiny spots of land are left.
All inhabitants had to flee.

There are several issues that require further research.
•
The revised resilient island approach should be tested in more pilot projects. To validate results
the research should be done on several islands, and different atolls. Only after such a research
one can conclude whether the approach functions or not.
•
The revised resilient island approach seems also suitable for other island types. It is recommended to test the approach on high urbanized islands.
•
More research is needed on extremely high urbanized islands. Several solutions exist, like the
safer island concept, but they are far from optimal. Research must be done to find out an applicable approach for this island type.
•
The meaning of resilience for atoll islands can be broadened. What means resilience in the
context of atoll islands? And what is the relation between resilience and adaptive capacity of
the community? No research has been found about these issues.
Figure 9.5. Worst case scenario for
Hulhumeedhoo with resilient island plan.
The higher coastal zone is secured and
the new harbor is a safe place to live.
Agriculture can take place in floating
constructions in the calm inner lagoon.
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Epilogue
One year working on this thesis, one year reading and learning about Maldives and two months living on these fragile tiny islands, have make me falling in love. But it also makes me realize that under
severe sea level rise, it will be difficult to survive.
I truly think that when the community and the government have the will to take care of their islands,
like the way they love their children, the future of atoll island states will be an attractive one.
I have the hope that Hulhumeedhoo can become an island as shown on the left; where the higher
ridges are secured and together with a reclaimed lagoon harbour form a safe place for living. The
calm water where once was the swamp and the village will be a healthy place for fish farming, floating agriculture and crab farming. I am also sure that in this way an attractive environment remains
that forms the base for tourism.
I am sure I will return to Hulhumeedhoo to see the people I started to love and to see with my own
eyes how the community has improved their way of life. But they have to start with it today, to have
a future tomorrow.
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